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OFFICE mmomMU^ UNITED^ATES G0VERNP4ENT

TO : SAC, NEW YORK (100-21) (7-2) DATE; 6/25/56

PROM : SA

SUBJECT’; MORNING FREIHEIT
IS-C

SOURCE
[

RELIABILITY

DATE OP ACTIVITY

DATE RECEIVED

RECEIVED BY

LOCATION

(Protect by T symbol)

Who ha,s furnished
reliable inforraation
in the past.

5/5/56

5/11/56

SA
|

be
b7
b7

The information contained in this report should
not be disseminated outside of the Bureau unless it is
paraphrased.

The informant reported on the 3^th Anniversary
celebration of the Morning Freiheit which took place at
Carnegie Hall, NY, on 5/5/p6.
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MEMO
NY 100-21

•

The Daily Worker of 12/9/46, page 7j Colxjmn 1
in an editorial referred to the "Morning Preiheit"
the Jewish language Conmiunist paper.

as
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May 9 , 1956
New York

Report Communist Party U. S.A.
Activities

re : 3'^th anniversary celebration of the Jewish Communist
dally "Morning Freihelt."

^
‘

About 2 j 500 Jewish Communists, members of left-wing
mass organizations and trade imions came to the celebration
of the 3'^th anniversary of the Jewish Communist dai'ly' the
Morning Freihelt, which took place at Carnegie Hall, in
N.Y. on May 5th, 1956.

The I I of the evening was
I
of the Morning Prelheit.n [opened the meeting

with a speech in which he underlined "the important role"
the Morning Freihelt is playing in the advancement of the
Jewish progi’essive culture in the United States. He also
spoke against the Walter-McCarran lawv/nich is being used
by reaction "as a weapon in the persecution of the Morning
Freihelt editor (P. Novick) and his co-workers" and alsp
against the newspaper.

Morris Schappes greeted the Morning Freihelt in the name of
the Communist monthly "Jewish Life."

Schappes called upon the people "to strenghfeen the
positions of the Jewish progressive clultuY^ in America"
and he called upon the people "to strenghten the struggle
for world peace and for peace in the midSTe East."

The main speaker, P. Novick, spoke on Israel and the
20th Congress of the C.P.S.U,

P. Novick underlined that "the greatest Jew of our time,
Albert Einstein said that Israel must stay neutral between
the East and VJest." He declared that Israel has a right
to get arms from the East and the West for defense but he
came out for the plan of the English government and the

b6
b7C

\



Soviet leaders Khruschev and Bulganin to embargo
the sale and shipment of arrps to the middleEast.
NoVick said that "we mast deihand 'that the Big P-our
or the U.N. should call a conference between the Arab
States and Israel for the purpose of establishing a long-
lasting peace in the mddle East."

Talking about the 20th congress of the C.P.S.U..
P.Novick said that "the 20th congress of the Soviet
Communist party Cinvd:l.ed a picture of eternal peace.
For the first time in the history humanity got the
opportunity to abolish war and to live in eternal peace,"

He spoke about the destruction of the Jev/ish culture
in the Soviet Union " during the last years of Stalin"
and that this came about because "during the last years
Stalin abolished collective leadership and this gave the
chance to the center-revolutionary band of Bera to commit
crimes against Socialist Justice." Novick stated that
the Jewish progressive movement has a right to know all
the details of what has happened to the Jewish culture
in the Soviet Union and what steps were taken to punish
the guilty and he voiced his be.li.ve that those who were
guilty for "thts crime againsT‘~5ocIalism" were allready
punished and that the Soviet allreadjr started "the
reabllitation of Soviet Jewish writer and a rebuilding
of "the Jewish culture,"

Novick underlined that "millions of^ Jews would have
perished if the covinter-revolutionary gangs have succeeded
in their atenp¥s to destroy Socialism in the Soviet Union.
But Sociali^^r'„ofi and on its own free will exposed the
injustice made possible under the cult of the individud."
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Novick tried his best to impress upon the people "the
raco that because of "the politic of the Soviet
goyerment over 3|' million of Soviet Jew and 400,000
Polish Jews were saved from destruction by the Hitler
Nazi during the last war. This we shall never forget,"
P. Novick concluded his speech with a call to build theJewish progressive organizations in Ame-m’pp and to
build the Horning Preiheit,

| I made an appealfor funds for the ^200,000 fund drive of the Morning
Preiheit, The collection brought in about $i;200.
The entertainment program consisted of: Singing of
compositions of Shostakowitch based on Jewish Polk
songs by

I

^

^^Hand l

~1

the Jeyjisn people Philharmonic Chorus under the leadership
2U |sap,g on "Oraforio" - "Two Brothers" with
—= =55 1

I as soloists , The chorus
also sung the Star Spangled Banner and Jewish and negro
songs

,

Morris
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE : 6/25/56

TO : SAC, NEW YORK (100-26603-C40) (20-10)

FROM ; SA
| |

(7-4)

SUBJECT: CP, USA, DISTRICT # 2
NY DIV., BRONX COUNTY
IS-C

SOURCE

:

RELIABILITY:

DATE RECEIVED:

RECEIVED BY;

LOCATION

:

(Protect by T symbol)

V/ho has furnisheci reliable
information in the past

.

DATE OF ACTIVITY: 5/3/56,

5/9/56 .

The information contained in this report should
not be disseminated outside of the Bureau unless it is
paraphrased.
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MEMO
NY 100-26603-C40

tr-
informants reported on a meeting of the

North West Section of Brony riqiini-.3r
Or held on 5/!3/5q at .the ^ artment of

Bronx^ New York!

i

\
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May 7. 1956
New York

Report Communist Party U.S.A .

Activities

A meeting of the Kingbridge Club of the C.P.
of the North-West Section of the Bronx was held on May 3^dj
19^6 at tb^ apartment of

| |

[
BronXj N.Y.

The following members were prsent at this meeting:

I

I and I
~] Sam Cohen,

|

and
, the Club organizer .

I I chaired the meeting,

I ~l told the meeting that there will be a
birthday dinner Tor Lou Weinstock on May 12th, 1956 ($2,50 pei*
person) at the Hungarian Hall at Southern Blvd., Bronx, N.Y.
I \ asked the members present at this meeting to attend the
Weinstock dinner.

I i organizer of the North-VJest Section,
Bronx C , P

,

,

asked the members of the Kingsbridge C.P, Club to
attend a special meeting of the North-V/est Section C.P. on
May 11th, 1956 which will be held at the Bainbridge headquarters
of the A.L.P. At this meeting! jwia.,. lead a discussion
on the 20th Congress of the Communxsi: rarty of the Soviet Union.

I I reminded the members of the Club members
about the

| I meeting which will be held on May 15th
9-t Carnegie Hall in N.Y. She asked everyone to concentrate on
mobilizing people for this meeting. She said thatj

I I's mother, is expected to returh N . ^ .

on May 8th from a i-monnn tour of England, Prance and Italy
and that

j
will be one of the speakers at the

May 15th meeting at Carnegie Hall

,

I

,

I reported that he had an assignment
to try to register

I jof | | ,

Bronx

,

r ~|- "She refused to reregister at the last
party registration. After weeks of trying to see I got
_an hold on her last week. She definately refused to
register.^ She is scared and seems to be confused.; I believe
that she is altogether a mental case

,

I think
she should be droped."
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The question of "dropping her" was left open -

"to be discussed at some latfer meeting .

"

,]q o

I I made a few remarks about "activizing" bvc
the unactive members of the club and that "I belive
that the time has come to start thinking in terms of
recruiting new members for the party." He based his
opinion on the "new political atmosphere in the comtryj
important decissions -jf the Supreme Court (U.S.) on
civil rights j on the Nelson case and on the case of
the Communist Party and - the people stopped to be afraid of thq
F.B.I."

There was no discussion on I I
* s proposal

.

I 1 led a discussion op. the 20th Congress of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union.

I

[... told the meeting that on April 27th ,

1956 there was a meeting in her house i_
\

Bronx, N .Y J ^ at which I I (Bronx County organizer
C.P.)led a discussion on the 20th Congress CP.S.U.
She said that to this meeting were invited C.P. members who,
because of their activities in certain mass organizations,
cannot participate openljr in party work.

On a question if I I and I I

(they are assigned by the C.P. to vjork in the ADA) were
at this meeting. |

\- said that they were.

I
said that her discussion on the 20th

Congress is based on the discussion which was held in
her house on April 27th. The points she made in her
discussion consisted oft

"The 20th Congress of the G.P.S..Uretimed the
wisdom of the Leninist collective leadership.

"The main feature of our era is the
emergence of Socialism from a single country and its
transformation into a world system.'

"The great expansion in the national economy
of the Soviet Union, China, Poland, Chschoslovakia and
other Socialist countries.

"Capitalist economy leads to anachy of
production and economic crises . -Crises are inherent in the
very nature of capitalism; they are inevitable.



copy

"The Bolshevick Revolution struck a most power-
full blow at the imperialist colonial system.

"Stalin led the Soviet Union into Socialism;
the Central Committee C.P.S.U. is leading the S. U. into
Comm-unism.

"The Communist parties in the c^italist co’ontries
have proved to be the most active fighters against the war danger
and reaction. They have endured many hardships in recent
years but they have withstood these trials with credit.

"The dissolution was a conssesion on which the
Communist world could very well affordT"

"Of exceptional great importance today is
unity of the working class; unity of the trade unions;
unity of Communists and Socialists,

"The future of Socialism in this country
(U.S.) and in the vjorld is assured because it is supported by
the working class of the whole world.

"Because of the late_QH32_there was no discussion
on the subjects touched upon by I _ L It was decided to
continue the discussions at the next meeting which will be
he j.d on Mriv .1 7th, 1956 at the apartment of

, Bronx j N. Y.

bo
b7C

^ . Morris

.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM:

SAC, NEW YORK (l00-26603-C40)#20-D DATE: 6/28/56

I SA (#7-4)

SUBJECT: CP, USA DISTRICT #2
BROIDC COUNTY
IS - C

SOURCE:

RELIABILITY:

DATE OP ACTIVITY;
DATE RECEIVED:
RECEIVED BY;
LOCATION:

I I (Protect by T
symbol}
Who has furnished -

reliable information
in the past.
5/l7/56‘
5/23/56

The information contained in this report should
not be disseminated outside of the Bureau unless it is
paraphrased.

The informant reported on a meeting of the CP club
of the NW Section of the Bronx Countv held on S/l7/q6 at
the apartment of L Bronx, N.Y,

CSV

NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100

NY 100'

NY 100.

NY 100.

NY 100.

__KP & JllMZssiU
120276(1 11 (^20-10 }

-7767 r nyT#20-10)
'89402 I Imj) (#20-10 )
'121626-2~T ILNU) (#20-10)

,

83432 (STANLEY LEVINE) (#20-10) t

75418 (SAM COHEN) (#20-10)
-123930-1 Q LNU) (#20-10

) ^

^

-102698 q I LNin (¥t Mj Husband of
|

IlnU:
resldesF I Bronx, I I

I I tel (J!^ b-VU12. CP ^‘unctlonary} (20-10)
-7629 (NAACP) (#7-2)
•95240) (#LYL) (#7-2 )

•8057 (EUGENE DENNIS) (#7-5)
-95583 (CP, USA LINE) (#12-14)

JUL 2 195/

EW YORl



Report Comrmjnist Party U^S«A»

Activities.

May 19 j 1956
New York.

A meeting of the Communist Club of the North-West
Section of the Communist Party> Bronx j N,Y« was held on May
17th, 1956, at the apartment of|

I I
Bronx, N,Yo

The following members of the Club were present
at this meeting;

Sam Cohen,
I land

I

( ~l the Club organizer, resides at | I

I. Bronx, N.Y^ . 1 I- ground floor.
Phonft No. CY 5-7012. Her husbands name is

I He is “a party functionary, not in
this section" -

I told me.)

The of the meeting was

I ~l reported to the meeting that at the last
meeting of'"’t'iie club organizers of the North-West Section
(Bronx) which took place on May l4, 1956 the section proposed
that the Club organizers should ask the members of the
clubs to participate in the following activities on the
basis of ''united front actions";

1. To participate in the meeting of the NAACP
on May 19th, 1956 at the Woodstock Lodge (in the
B3?onxy

IP

2. To mobilize the members of the clubs for the
May 24th meeting on Civil Rights at Madison Sq,
garden in N.Y.C.

3. To attend the affair of the teenage division
of the L.Y.L* on ffey 25th at the Yugoslav Hall in
New York - "a big turn-out of older comrades will
serve the purpose of encouraging the Youth in
their activities. It will be a kind of moral '

support to the Youth" - said | I ’

COPY
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4; To attend the Dennis-Thomas debate at Carnegie
Hall on May 2?th.

| |
said that, the "State

Committee (N»Y^) or x:ne party (Comm.) considers
the May 2?th debate an important united front
action and would like to see a big party turn~out."

There were no discussions on the above suggestions.

The chairman expressed his belive that the members
will attend the above mentioned meetings and especialy the
Dennis-Thomas debate,

I .1 organizer of the North-West
Section of the Bronx C.Poj led a discussion on "Forms of
transition to Socialism in different countries" based on
Khrushchev's report to the 20th Congress of the C,P*S.Ui"

I I quoted Lenin on the question of transition
^

to Socialisral ''All nations will arive at Socialism but
not all will do so in exactly the same way, " I I

underlined that "Marxists are certain of the victory of
Communism: the Socialist mode of production possesses great
advantages oyer the capitalist mode of production and because
of this the ideas of Dferxism - Leninism are more and more
capturing the minds of the masses in the capitalist countries,"
She stated that "there is a possibility of achieving
Socialism in our country by peaceful3^, parliamentary means
if the capitalist class will refrain from organizing a
counter-revolution. The Bolshevick revolution took a
course of violence only because Russian and international
capitalism organized armed resistance, intervention and
civil war, Leninism teaches us that the use of violence
or the non-use of violence in the transition to socialism
depends entirely on the resistance of the capitalist class
than on the revolution.

"

[ stated that "our (U,S,A«) communist party
has been thinking in terms of peacefully, constitutional
transition to Socialism for many years. But if we are to
translate our thinking into action our party must become a
big mass party and the leading party of the American working
class,"

She imderlined that "although the UiS* is the
strongest capitalist country in the world today, the American

COPY
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government which speaks for and represents American
capitalism, is afraid of our communist party - in spite
of the fact that our party is only a small political party.
Why is the government affraid of our party? and why is
the government of the strongest capitalist country in the
world trying to destroy our Communist Party? The answer to
these questions is that since the first Socialist revolution
many changes took place in the world situation. There
are today over 900 million people under Socialism and the forces
of socialism and democracy is growing stronger by the hour
and capitalism is getting weaker and it wouldn’t be long,
and they know it, when American capitalism will be
surrended by a socialist world. A strong Communist Party
here will hasten the doom of UiS. capitalism and this is
the real reason why they are trying to destroy us,"

I I underlined that there is a great possibility
that "in a few short years France, Italy, Germany, etc. b'

will go socialist and when this will happen there is a good
chance that American capitalism will give up without a
struggle because it will be impossible for one capitalist
country to live in a socialist world and in this case we
can look forward to a peacefully transition to socialism
in this country,

"

"When we talk of peacefull transition to socialism
we do not take the position of reformists or present day
socialists. As Communists we do not give up the idea of
class struggle. The transition to socialism is in itself
a revolutionary act. While we belive in the possibility of
a peaceful^ transition to socialism we also know that
capitalism might put up a strong armed resistance. In
this case the transition to Socialism will take the form of
a revolutionary class struggle and the decisive factor in this
struggle will be the vanguard leader of the working class,
the Communist Party. Either way be it a peaceful_l or a
revolutionary transition to Socialism we must have a strong
Communist Party to lead us . "

,

She concluded with; "our main aim should be the
building of a large mass Communist party in our country.
We must recognize the fact that we can not stand isolated
from the masses, Where^ver there is a trade union or a mass
organization we, as communists, must be there to teach and
make the masses soclallst-conclous and lead our people to a

COPY
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, NEW TORK (IOO-26603 C12l4) DATE: 7/L0/56

SA JAMES J. JOHNSTON (#12-16 )

CP,. USA
District #2, Harlem Region
IS-C

Source

:

Characterization

:

Date Received:
Date of Activity:

NY I66O-S*
(conceal and paraphrase)
Wlio was in a position to
furnish reliable information
V21/56
b/21/56

,

^ 1660-S* on 6/21/56 . furnished information
which ^pdicated that I I contacted I I

I
I
at which time I I inquired co^ernlng how

things V7snt the other night, I I indicated that BEN
(DAVIS, JRi) was there and that the meeting was disgraceful,

I
Indicated that BEN was attacked because his voice

was too loud and referred to I (believed to be
I and indicated^_^at

|
lapparently used

the same tactics against f L

1-NY 100
1-NY 100
1-NY 100
1-NY 100
1-NY 100

100
»NY 100
1-NY 100
1-NY 100
1-NY 100
1-NY 100
1-NY 100
1-NY 100
1-NY 100
1-NY 100
1-NY 100

JJJ:cat
(17 )

-93^ ( 1

^

1

} (
12-16 )

'50804 (I Tl12-14)
'23825 BEN DAVIS )- flQ )

-23290 r
.-103973 1 F (12-16)

-34465
,
i
^

\i (12-16

)

-95583 (CP, USA LINE) (19 )
1

-26603 C42 (CP, USA, NY COUNTY) (19 )
^

-26603 (CP, USA, DISTRICT #2 ) (19)
-4931 (CP, USA) (19 )

-80640 (CP, USA, NEGRO QUESTION) (19)
-63755 ~l ( 20-11 )

22066 I (12-14)
8057 (EUGENE DENNIS)

(
19)

a I (20-11)
-24448 (LIL GATES) (20-10) .

*
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MEMO

NY 100-26603 C1214

I I
indicated thiat the Board (believed

to refer to the State Board meeting held 6/20/56) had
a meeting the previous day which lasted into the
evening.

I I described this meeting as a "rip roaring
session' and stated that he had to leave at about
12 (midnight).

,
,

I l
lnqi^red if I Hbelleved to be

L I
had oeen supported and I I stated that he

had with one or two reservationsTH
|
stated that a

motion had been adopted and^hat a statement was being
drafted and that fche37e-.was/insis%^Si^_on making this
letter public to the membership, T I said the
statement, expressing their differences with the article
on Monday, was proposed to be made public together with
a whole serlee of measures along this line, ] I added
that there was an insistence proposed that the questions
relating to these problems 1b taken up at the week-end
meeting.

said that [ U (believed to be
1 was tne orily one from unstairs who took extensive

notes and I Ifelt that I I would repcrt on the whole
thing at the week-end meeting, 1 1 addad that there
was general agreement that one of the big problems stems
from pussy footing" that has taken place over the past
years on thg question of line and that this had to be
stopped,

I I
added that people from the out-of-town

districts had been coming in and indicating derogatory
statements concerning NY leadership, I I added that
this premise had been and that there was
insistence that if "they' were going to be leaders,
they had to lead.

bo
h7C

,,
j^~^nquired what had been decided on the

full timers deal" (^believed to refer to the current
controversy concerning full time CP paid Functionaries)

,

be
b7C

- 2 -



memo

W 100-26603 C1214

J
lndicated that this matter had not been discussed

and that such discussion would take place after other
questions had been resolved,

I I stated that BEN had spoken on the
Harlem meeting^ what it meant and what had happened
there and indicated that he^ I I has a feeling that
as far as the State is concerned, the National (CP
Headership) on this week-end may not be able to discues
the things I I and I I had hoped for in the light
of the previous night* s meeting.

I
[added that he had raised the question

the previous evening that he could not see how they
could ma?ie a report on the Negro question until they
had resolved certain questions in llneo I I said that
there was an agreeraent with the premise, 1 1 added
that he and BEN had spoken the previous evening in the
name of the Manhattan staff and I I said that BEN had
indicated that Manhattan generally agreed with some of
the qp^tions that were being dealt with but that he,
BEN, could not speak forma7:ly for the Comrades,

I 1 stated that she wished they had
discussed the other question since she is getting
impatient (believed to refer aga3.n to the full time
paid Functionaries controversy ) , I lindlcated that
she_ wanted to get out, I I stated that I

^~\ (believed
"^0 PQ I

"
1^ and

I I (believed to Del I

I H did also and that they had raised the
question the previous night and that this question
had been in.theninds of a number of others, [said
that for the first time unspoken thoughts haq teen
articulated the previous evening in the sense i^hat several
people have spoken for the first time in 20 or 25 years

- 3 -
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and that the thought had entered their minds that
in may be two years they would not be in the organization
(beliered to refer to the recent CP proposal that the
Party be desolved. That leftist organizations be
formulated to carry on its work )*

,
I I said that one of their best "R*0.'s"

(believed to be Regional Organizer) had had
a talk with her two nights ago. I I stated that he
had meant to tell I Tthat the proposal was mdde
that either the following week's meeting diotild be
postponed or that they should have another meeting with
GENE (believed to be EUGENE DENNIS) for discussion b?c
and that he, GENE, had to change Ms views before he
goes into that meeting. I I said that either this
would take place or that he and others would take the
floor and present a different point of view in the
name -of the State,

asked if I ~l was going to be ’’there”
that evening^ I lindicated that he was not going
and was going to ask I I

\ \
stated that she <3m

not want to be in a dlscusslori wnere the persori who
led the ‘^.•.'gwSfk?atio:i is carrying on a wrong line.

I I
stated that

I lis inciting-.;: for the
role of- the rleft- .organization and that she is just

sick of this nonsence. She said that she is not going to
participate in that kind of thing and added that she
could not go anyway because she was sick of the "phoniness »'

I I said that the RO had told her that he
was unable to fight because he was between | | and the
Left people" and was xmeble to find himself in between.

b6
b7C
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said that the proposal that these organizations
should be organized and which were described as
good were to be brought up that evening, l l

Indicated that he felt that that meeting would be a
holding meeting and doubted if anything of significance
would be resolved. I I stated that she felt that
the Leftists would .just go ahead and agreed.

added that he had meant to tell
her:, the previous day that a big battle had devei.onei

j
in the prlmarj’- in the 10th Assembly District,
inquired if Brooklyn had agreed with any of it' ( believed
to refer to the battle) and I \ stated that]

|

(believed to be i j; had made some statements
concerning a discussion which he and LIL (believed
to be LIL OATES) had had on a subway,

| [stated
that when he and LIL disagreed. LIL walked away from
him and that I Ihad brought it up claiming the
incident to be white Chauvinism,

[ stated the
but had calmed

lauer.
had made wild statements down

The informant indicated that [

agreed that the job wa? too much for
Land

h’6

hlC

b6
b7C
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MEMO
NY 100-26603-040

Th© infomant by report dated 6/4/56,
reported on a meeting at •the CP Club at the Bronx
Northwest Section held at the apartment of I

I I
Bronx, NY. This meeting

was held on 5/31/56.

b6
hlC
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Communist Party U.S.A,
Activities

A meeting of the Commimist Party Club of the Bronx
North-west Section was held on Mav :^lst. 1956 at the
apartment of I I ht F I Bronx,
N. Y. The following members were present at this meeting:

1 and her I

~
I who is not a

member of this club. He, I I participated
in the meeting only because the meeting was in his house
and he was present. Sam Cchen, I I and

I I
and! I.

Sam Cohen chaired the meeting.

I
asked to members to buy the book of Wm. Z.

Poster "Outline and History of the World Trade Union
Movement .

"

This book costs ^3 .50.
L and I Ibought one book each.

Next was the question of "actlvizing” those members
of the club who do not attend the meetings of the club
regularly - "some members do not attend the meetings
at all .

"

A short discussion developed on this subject. I I

Sam and l I pointed out that "it is an unhealthy
and serious situation" and "it must be corrected."

It was decided that I Iwlll give to I 1 the
list of the club members who do not or very seldom
attend the club meetings.- I 1 will divide the list
of the names among the members who attend the meetings
regularly for the purpose of visiting them and induce
them to attend the club meetings.
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At the suggestion of [ [this meeting decided
to drool I rrom i L , Bronx,
N.Y.,

I I from membership because she "reftised to
register j she claims that she is nervous and afraid
Burt asked "to he released from active work in the club."
("I will attend club meetings from time to time").
He explained that he was asked to organize in the Bronx
a Committee of people who are Interested in PT actlvltes
"to force" the Board of Education to organize special
classes with a special staff of teachers for children
vjho are "mentaly imbalanced." He said that there are no
such classes in the Bronx and "the paiijy (Communist)
wants me to organize such a committee. I ‘11 try my
best to do something in this direction." He was released
by the club for the work he outlined.

1 lead a discussion on "the possibilities of an 5=®

ecomonic crises in the U.S."

Sre feinted out that "in this Eisenhower big
business is engoing a big prosperity but not the
farmers, the woficers nor tiiei&.road masses of the people:
they engoe only the right of suffering under the system of
free ehterprice . " .

She underlined that while "big butsness is reaping
tremendous profits imemployment is rising and is much
higher in 1956 tha?n it was in 1953 " and that "even
small bulsness and the middle class are excluded from
this 1955~56 prosperity .

"

I I spoke about "our war economy: We are spending: be
something in the vicinity of 35 billion dollars a b7c
y$.ar on the so called national security. This war
economy provides j^e profits for the monopolists and
there is a. little extra money floating aromd in the
country but in the long rim this war economy is leading
the country into a tremendous, economic crisis: no
country, even a coimtry as rich as we are, can not stand

tf
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the spending of some many billions on H. bomosj on
war planes and all kind of war materials. And, of course,
there is also the danger that some military man In
Washington might decided that there are to many H.
bombs and to many war planes and we might^ as well use
some of ItT^

She underlined that "the continuation of the cold war
is not only the political policy of the Eisenhower
administration it is also the economic policy of the
Wall Street .monopolists. We had many chances to watch
the reaction of Wall Street when the Soviet Union
advances a peace program and reduces it's army by
some 1,200,000 men."

She underlined that "an economic crisis in conditions
of a 35 billion dollars war econony is inevitable" and
when "the crash will come it will be of such tremendous
magnitude that it will blow up the entire econ()mlc
structure which we call today the economy of free
enterprice and it might lead the coTJintry to Socialism
much quicker than many of us expect it."

Everyone present participated the following discussions.

Everyone agreed that "a war economy is not a healthy
economy." Burt stated that "if we do away with the cold
war and go into trading with the Socialist world it
will serve as a shock absorber and will cover a great
part of the 35 billions vjhich we will stop spending
on war materials. The stoping of the cold war will
also give congress a chance to reduce taxes and the
country will be able to concentrate on the production
of consumer materials. I believe that an ecomomic
crisis could be avoided. But I am afraid that this
government is blind and big bulsness is greedy
to pay much attention to the danger signals, signals
which point in the direction of Socialism."
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\mderlined, in discussing the posf bility b6
b7CcidseSj that ”an economic crises no

matter how sharp still does not lead a country to
Socialism." He stated that "in a 300 billion dollar
fecomony the spending of 35 billions oh national security
doesn’t put the country in the classification of a war
economy; that 'big bulsness could absorb this government
spending through expantions and the government could
absorb part of these billions by allocating billions
for the building of new radways (a program which is
all ready being undertaken by the administration) and
schools and hospitals, etc., etc. Many of the Communist
economists foresaw an economic crisis in the United
States, remember Vargo? Acfew short years after the
war. At that time I disagreed with Vargo. In the
Soviet Union they started to disagree with Vargo
after the death of Stalin, Under a system of progressive
planning even a capitalist economy could avoid a
destructive economic crises. And an economic crisis
does not bring Socialism. There are many other conditions,
or rather a chain of historic conditions that might
bring Socialism to a country but it is not an economic
crisis which is Just a momentary, single, a temporary upset
as after the 2nd World War I still belive that the
economic conditions in the U.S. are in such a shape
that it is wishfull thinking that an economic crisis
could destroy the capitalist system in this country."

It_w§s decided to hold the next meeting of the club be
|s apartment at| I, Bronx. N.Y. b7c

on Jime 13th, I956.

'a
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In the attached report | |

details of a special meeting held
nS sponsored by the monthly magazine,
"Political Affairs."
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Da-be of report Jtine 29, 1956

T. C, P.

On Thursday night June 28, • I attended
a special meeting sponsored by the monthly Magazine,
"Political Affairs."

or a ,

This meeting was an invitation to hear
Eugene Dennis, General Secretary of the C.P.U.S.A.
discuss "Current Problems of The Communist Party

'

UiS.Ai"
.

• - O'

The Chairman was to T?e Herbert Aptheker
and th? time of the meeting was set for 8 P,M» The
meeting was to be held at the Chateau Gardens,
Houston Street and 2nd Ave, Admission was to be
by invitation only,

I

—T arrived the-re about 8 P.M, and as
I entered was at the door collecting
the tickets.

In the lobby I saw L

I

I

1. Alexander Tractenberg .i 1

I
a Bronx County functionary,

| |

a nunva Point, Tremont, Boulevard Club organizer,
I I and his mother they attended the recent Himts
Point, Tremont, Boulevard Section Conference at
the New Terrace Gardena on June l6, I also saw in the
^all[

I
a membef of the section

committee of the above section.

On the stage were John Gates former &
present editor of the Daily & Sunday Worker,

|

I

.
la writer for the paper and Max Weiss, educational

director, and member of the National Committee of
the C*P. U.S.A.

copy
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The meeting started about 8:30, a well
dressed and scholarly looking man opened the meeting
(I have never seen Aptheker before but according to
the ticket he was to chair the meeting ) with the
following remarks, that Gene Dennis was to have
been the main speaker here tonight, but due to a
cardiac condition, and further agrevatlng this
condition by a five day meeting of the National
Committee, Gene has been ordered confined to his
bed by his doctors orders.

There were_ahouii.
I also saw

a-PA ab>r»n-h Q

^1 ^ [

tenants co
I

^QQ'blng , —
^ vj.

I I

I I

who heads the tenants council in the Bronx.

00 people at this
husband of

„ , ,
I

.

I was selling the Daily
Worker (Thurs; in the rear of the hall.

The Speaker expressed his sincerest
wishes that Gene will recover soon, and .he will also
convey the wishes of all here present to that effect.

In Genes place to give a report and to
answer qaestions we have with us tonight Max Weiss
National Educational Director of the Communist
Party and a member of the National Committee,

read from a prepared report for
about forty-five minutes, and said that some of
his remarks are his own some reflect the thinking
of the National Committee and others are remarks
open for discussion, b^c

I I outlined the Krushchev report,
how it was leaked out by our State Dept, why did
not the leaders of the S.U. (Soviet Union ) come
out with this report, and npt totaly disregard the
Communist Parties of the world.

—
COPY
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vs-i 4 ?f condemned the report in its entirety,
't/he blame on Stalin because of all

the atrocities that were committed against the
people, against the Jewish doctor and cultural leaders,or all the other crimes, a,ll these cannot be

head of Stalin, the present leaders
oi bhe Soviet Union must assume some of the responsibilityfor these crimes against the people.

e , 1, . J [
outlined the begining of the first te

Socialist State from the start of the October t>7c
revolution in 1917 until its present day, how this
State struggled for its very ex;istance agcAnst
the attacks from within, the ruling class of that
period and the capitalist class of the world.

.
How in the period of 1939 through 1945,during the Hitler and JKlussolini regime the Soviet

union struggled hard and won, against an imperialist
Japan also, and then under the leadership of Stalinfor twenty years, a man that was allowed to yield
so much power, as to hold the lives of millions of
people in his hand, to destroy them at will, andnow all this comes to light, but again he is not
alone to blame.

We here in America must re-e?camine our
policy in confoi^ity with woi^ld changes^ which have
come to light recently, from the Italian Communist,
the French and others,. We must become an indopendent
Party, form our own thinking through constructive
discussion, and if after these discussions we
make mistakes they will be our own mistakes.

Concerning the Krushchev report I I

pointed out that we have no proof of its authenticity,
the Soviet Union never confirmed it, they neither

COPY
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denied It, but Pravada this week printed a report
by Gene Dennis, which appeared in the Dally
Work, earlier in the week, which gives proof of its
authenticity* Otherwise they would have not printed
the report*

I Iconcluded his report at about 9:30
and he received a liti^le applause, the chairman then
introduced

I \ to say a few words on the paper,
and he commented on the recent newspaper headlines,
the N.Y* Times, N.Y* Herald Tribune, etc* (incidently
his remarks appeared in the Dally Worker of Friday
June 29 word for word, except that he urged us to
subscribe to the paper if we have not already done
so, and also that the paper needs 40 thousand dollars
to operate through the summer, this is for the current
fund drive and we must see to it that the money
comes in.

The Chairman asked the audience to
submit questions to the chair and I [would answer
as many as he could tonight.

At least one half hour was taken for
the writing and sorting of letters, and after
which, about 10 o'clock, order was resumed again
and Max Weiss answered some of the questions.

There were so many that it was impossible
to ^swer all of them, he will probably use the
medium of the Party Voice to do so, or any other
method which will reach the membership.

The meeting was concluded at 10:45
p.m.

Another person who was sitting at the
platform was a tall pipe smoking man (probably

COPY
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Date Received
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In the attached report I I sets forth
the details of a conference held on 6/16/56 at the New
Terrace Gardens between Hunts Point and Tremont Blvd.
section of the CP. (East Bron?c)

If any of this information contained in this
report is disseminated it should be suitably paraphrased.

J conceal
1

identity
lilho has furnished
reliable information
in the past
6/16/56
6/25/56

2 -

be
b7C
b7D
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Date of Report 6 -17 , 1956

T. C. P.

Report of the conference^ held on June 16 , Saturday,
at the New Terrace Gardens, iSlst and Boston Rd. from
10 A.M. to 5 P.M., by the Hunts Point, Tremont,
Boulevard Section of the Communist Party, (East Bronx)

,

This conference was an afermath of a meeting held
at the New Hungarian Restaurant a few months back, at a
discussion on the report of the 20th Congress of the Soviet
Union. At that meeting it was voted that this Section
hold a convention, or conference to discuss openly our
opinions and dissensions if any on this report.

This conference is not a policy making body but it
will submit resolutions which will be presented to the
Bronx County organization, to be presented or acted upon
at their convention or to the National Convention in December.

The conference opened viith a report by
the Hunts Point, Tremont, Boulevard, Section Organizer, I
came in in the midst of his report some of his remarks are
as follows; years back we mads many mistakes in which we
operated in the Communist Party, and that Fascism is not
inevitable but the Communist Party is inevitable.

Another mistake was our lack of confidence in the
ability of the people to stop the Bourgois

.

Another mistake was that we did not tolerate,
in. our ranks the right to dissent, and if a person did not
agree with Party Policy he was considered a Crackpot, a
person dared not disagree in deed or thought

.

On the question of White Chauvinism, this fight
was carried out mainly within our Party and not outside also,
thus the outside world was ignorant of the meaning White
Chauvinism, and today people are reluctant to speak for or
against it

.
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We teVe very few if any Negroes in our Party
leadership and also among our membership, this is due
mainly to our attitude to the Negro problem. A good example
of recent occuranoe, was the Hill incident in the Bronx
where they were placed in the limelight when some boys
stoned his house.

A few years back if such an incident happened
we would be in the forefront with literature, forces
and possibly a picket line.

Another main reason for this laxity is that our
own people have not penetrated into the inner ranks of the
N.A.A.C.P. Mayors Committee etc, if we did belong we would
be in the forefront of this fight, •

There fine Negro organizations are waging a fine
struggle with the aid of the P.T.A, and other Neighborhood
organization.

A few years ago Isadora Begun was removed from
the Chairmanship of Bronx County and many people complained
that it was a very bad move on the part of the leaders
of the Communist Party, and because of that actfon many
people dropped out especially the older Jewish people.

I 1 .
b6

In the past eight years
I I

pointed out, the b?c
responsible leaders of our Party have changed 8 County
Organizers, this mainly because of a lack of confidence
by these same leaders.

I
[
said that ha would conclude his remarks with

the question of democracy in our Party, and What kind of Party
do w© expect to have.

^ democracy in our Party ] [
pointed out that it

was not very democratic of oUr National leaders to hold
back the Khusshchetf report until they were good and ready
to release it, also I I said that he has first hand infor-
mation that there was much dissension at the meeting of the
National leaders, but no report of this has come out except
the three favorable and unaraious report of Gene Dennis,
Max Weiss and Claude Lightfoot.

bo
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I l is very much peeved that mcye discussion on
the Khusshchetr report is not being held by the leaders
of our Party both pro and con. and how we in the Party
in the U,S. can forge ahead and if necessary establish
an American Communist Party, with the same goals of Peace,
and eventually Socialism.

I
[continuously criticised the National

leaders of our Party for their silence, thus misleading
and confusing our members so much so, that we have suffered
a severe setback, one from which it will take us a long
time to recover fx’’om.

We must examine very carefully the line and form
of our Party even to the point where the question of Socialism
here in the U.S. will come peacefully as we predict.

I I said that since he Joined the Communist
Party in 1^357^ and this period is the worse he has remembered
in all those years’, he predicted a b3:’isht future for our
Party, if we adopt more drastic measures, such as vigilance,
the right to dissent, and a continued fight for Peace and
Socialism,

The following people were present at this conffirfinn^
about 30 through the day,

| ]
who chaired the conference alJ dav. I I

Max Weiss,

number I

3unt;y rinancial direct

[who left in
I
license

The first speaker was a man named I who I
remember as a Party member for a long time. He is about
50^ Jewish, speaks with ah accent, has grey hair and is
about 5* o" tall and has grey hair

He agreed with
] |»s report and said that it was

presented in a truly critical manner, but that we should
examine our own leaders from top to bottom also.



We had a 5 minute break from 12:20 A.M. to
12:25 A.M, beforer [

spoke.

I I continued, and said that there are many
problems and questions which we as members had a right
to know, and have a voice in, for example, when a section
staff or a section Oommittee is "appointed" no one has
a say in the matter, and in most cases these people
in section leadership are not known by th^ membership.

Another question is that gt finances, from his
own personal experiences, a very lax method is emplpyed
by our Party, no accounting or bookkeeping is recorded
and in his estimation at least $15,000 to 20,000 is
collected by the Party each year and no booklceeplng is
taken on this money.

I [
suggested that a closer check be made of the

finances of the Party, from the lower up to the higher bodies
of our Party.

In the matter of selecting leaders of our Party, this
can be accomplished by elections; where the memberships have
a voice in these elections.

The next speaker was Bill Norman , one of the
leaders of our Party, he too thanked

| ^ for the sanded
report that he submitted to this conrerence.

~

It was a very nicely put critical report, on the
action taken by the leaders of our Party since the statements
they issued on the 20th Congress.

Bill stated that the Party has a- bright future
and that the people have' faith in Socialism. It is true
that we made errors in the Past, and will continue to
make them in the future, but if we keep in mind that pur
Party was built on struggle, and we must keep a closer
watch on our leaders, to insure against committing these
same mistakes again.

b6
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Bill said that we can disagree with Denn3,s report,
it is our right to dissent, he stated that he did not
agree on his report concerning a third party, hecause a
third Party tendered to isolate the Party, .-and a third
Party years tack would cause a break among the labor unions,
and other organizations.

He mentioned a few organizations local 65 , Maritime,
T. W. U. etc, on the question of the then 5^ fare where
we gave the T, ¥, U. no alterna^tlve thus resulting a break
with Quill.

On the question of Begun and ], he felt that a
grave mistake was made at that time and it was very incorrect.

On the question of Negro rights, during that same
period many Negroes were chained this amounting to hundreds

,

There has been little change in our Party struggles
during the last few yeai’s, the structure of the Party
remains the same.

¥e must rid our Party of Bureaucracy which has
become very prevalent of late, causing much concern among
our ranks.

be
b7C

Some question which Bill posed for this conference
were as follows: Miy did we not get answers from our
National Committee? and he answers, that the solution is that,
the Clubs must begin to answer the National Committee,

The next speaker v:as|
I a member

and Club organizer of the Cultural Glub. He also said that
|s report was very timely one, and placed the responsibility

squarely where it belonged.

In his regular meetings he said that many discussions
were held on the 20th Congress and everyone V7as well acquainted
with the report.

meetings.
Many prominent sneakers wers in attendance at his
Joe Clark,

| |

and others.
b6
b7C
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One thing
|
neglected to bring out in his

report was the question of elections in our sections . etc.

The conference broke up at one 0‘ Clock for luiach
and refreshments were also served, through the courtesy
of the husband of

I Iwho bought the cold cuts
and made the sandwiches.

Before the break \ I said that on Thursday,
June 28, at x;he Chateau Gardens, Gene Dennis was going
to spealc, and invitation was by ticket only, the/ge will
be had within the next week,

b7C

The afternoon session got under way at 1;40 P,M,
and the first speaker was

|

~| who aIJ.so congratulated
J__Jon rendering such a service to our section and our Party,
I I

said that we should keep the Khusshches report before
our minds continuously and not make it disappear under the
carpet.

The .Party has to grow to avert a crisis and one
of the v/ays this can be do is to work in and through
the main str,eams of the many orgahizations

,

I

ft is a sad thing to say but in the past few
I I

said, that many victories have been won by the
workers without the help of the C.P. the Vanguard of the
working class, because we have not been in these organizations.

I I gave us an example of one of his best friends
whom he met in College, a Party member for sometime until
he could not tolerate the strict d^ipllne and dropped out
with his wife, till this day he has not come back, but is
still in sympathy vrith the left.

I I almost broke dovm while he was talking, and
hesitated for a fei'j minutes to recover, and then went on fb
to relate how the Callousness of the Party, years back
caused not only his friend but many others’ to drop out of
the Party.



He also related, how during the Bill Johnson
expulsion the leaders of our Party in the Bronx, at that
time did not bring before the membership the full
particulars concerning the truth of the case and in the
course of the proceedings, I ^the wife of one of th^
Ohio Smith Act Victims was treated very shamefully and '

almost accused of White Chauvinism and was very severly
reprimanded that until this day the stigma still stands
and

I I would like to make a resolution that the Bronx
County and State Committee leadership apologize to her
for that unforgiven incident.

,
again spoke ?.bout his friend and related

how he dropped out of the Party, it was because he vias in
disagreement with the Party at that time on the position
of Local 65 thus being expelled from the C. P. something which he
never forgot even to this day, and now | I sees that the
position taken by the C.P. at that time was wrong.

This incident is only one example of how the
Party leadership ruled vjith an iron hand and with total
disregard for the membership, but in the future we must
insist that these things do not happen agaih that we the
membership should be told and consulted, and have a part
in discussing whatever happens within our Party if it seems
an important decision has to be made, and if the leadership
neglects this they should be removed.

I in a few v/ords said that the Party
is fighting for its very existance since the Smith Act
went into effect and the reason for this is that the Party
is fighting for the working class.

I 1
b7C

hms the next speaker and after complimenting
I I on his verry timely report on in which he agreed
completely, he said that Party Policy must be a living
thing, for example is an important decision has been made
and later It is found to be in operative due to changing
circimistances, this Policy or decision can and should
be changed, either by the leadership or membership to
conform with the change. This policy must not be foroed
on, us for eternity.

b 6
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If nothing comes. out of this conference, but
an awakening of the leadership of our Party that we the

^ voice or must have a voice in the formulating
of Policy and xfhat road we must follow^ instead of waiting
I or directive, from above^ then this conference will be
a success.

next speaker was I I who askes, what kind of aprogram wilx vie have now, and dhe point which she has
disagreed with in the past was the appointment of Committees,potion leadership etc. without consulting the membership.
This has got to be changed and any person, or persons forany oxfice must? be elected by the menibershlp.

Another gripe of hers was, that if any Party
meeting on the upper levels was held and a decision has -to -

-

be rendered then this ^ould be reported back to the Clubs
A

^J®°!^®sion is to be held and that is where decisionsare and should be made^

Also at these Party meetings we should know whoagrees and who disagrees,

^
Another point of importance for our members isthat we insist that we all know the constitution and bylaws of our Party, in doing this we should tack our

constitution out of the moth balls and reexamine them.

« r.
whom I believe to be the former financial

related the loose methodf keeping records, and that after 35 years out of work
forced recently to go out and look for a Job, and

out day after day and not finding one, she

th^I dS Aot
^

hinr. n T> TT
Weiss, a member of the National , Cnmmittee ofthe spoke and he too agree vjith what [l!^said,

DennXB and Claude Lightfoot
2

20th Congress expressing his views as he sawthe situation at the pi’esent time.
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This conference today has heen one of great
Importance and in his estimation a very fruitful and
encouraging one to him and all here present.

Tn answer to a question put to him hy I I

on whether the National- C.P, released the full text
of the l^ushche'a report, to the New York Times, before
submitting it to the membership of the Communist Party,
a

I [said he had heard from very reliable source
and was it true that there was much dissent among the
National leadership during this discussion by them,
and if these things are so, why did we the membership
were kept in total ignorance.

Another question was, why is not the leadership
discussing this Congress report not only among themselves
but exchanging their views with the membership,

I I answered that it is not true that the National ^

Committee released nor had the official report by Krushchev ^

at the time the N.Y, Times released it but rather what
we did have and released to the Press was an unofficial
report or ammor by a British agent who was in possession
of such a rumor, which much to our phagrin tux’ned out to be the

report* The National Oomiulttee never knowingly or
gave out a report of any kind,

-And as Weiss pointed out it was unfortunate that
this rumor happened to be true and the Capitalist Press
played it up to their advantage.

On the question of dissension in' the Party
leadership it is true that we v/ere in disagreement but
we did_ adopt Gene Bennis report unanimously, also on
more discussion among the leadership Ben Davis rendered
a report he, Weiss, rendered a report!

On a suggestion by|
[ Weiss was to take hk

back to the National leadership a resolution from this hir
convention that the top leadership discuss mpre this
report, and keep us posted on the Pros and Cons about
these discussions.



h’6
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a-nd| [read a number of resolutions
which were submitted by the various clubs, in this section,
to this conference, which will be mimographed and distributed
to each Club for a general discussion and approval, to be
presented to the leadership of our Party, through the Bx.
County leadership, for their approval or disapproval.

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

Some of these resolutions are as follows:
That the National Committee take a positive stand against
Capxtal punishment.

e

That the National Committee ask top a full account
on the Krushchev report.

'

sach person who handles finances give a financial report,
ihat the dues payments be made on a three month basis i

instead of a monthly basis,
That the . state Committee render an apology to j

v.o /1 -f. U .
I
spoke earlier in the afternoon becausehe had to leave tb, attend ap affair in honor of I I

and ' . n _ _ T I 1 ^ I——

j

_j, he too
T” — **• ^ VXJU I I

Qongratulated
j [for his

Jronx Section for holding tl
report, and also the East Bronx Section i‘or holding this
conierence, this conference does & great service to this

i*Gin3.rkie(i ohat this is tlio only lapg© Jowisii

veSS^i^X Jewish Organizations,years ago this area had a very large number of Jewishfeopie in the I.W.O. and these people are active todayin some other organizations.

-^c, -P
question of Israel and financial and Materialaia IS Of great concern to the people in this community,

J . , . I I
did not elaborate too much on the 20th Congress

^f^urks he seemed to be cold to the I’^eportsubmitteg by^
^

| and favoring the leaders of our Partyfor the stand which they took on this report.

T .1.
Mother spealcer was a fellow by the name of

j j

Zi .
mother spoke, and he said that people say

® religion, and he went pn to cite manyexamples, about? oup Tarty and always neferring to these in

bibl^^^^°^^
^3,y, for example the Party constitution is our

b6
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He totally disagreed with the Party leadership
and the stand they took and have taken since the Browder
period in 1945,

He is in complete agreement that to reorganize
our Party ia a must as soon as possible.

I
I spoke on the finances of our Section,

and she was comple-y.y fed up because of her many duties
and tasks which she handles, finances, registrations,
membership, literature, fund drives, etc. This is too great
a responsibility for any one person to handle and something
must be done about.

No task which v^e under talce, can be successful, more
people should be involved if we are to forge ahead with
success.
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-OFFICE MEMORANDU^

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-26603-C43 )
DATE:

FROM: SA JOSEPH T. O^IEARY

SUBJECT; CP, USA, District f^2
Kings County
IS-C

Identity of Informant:
Reliability:

Date of Activity*
Date of Receipt?

’

Agent receiving:
Location:;

WY 1657-'S-;:-

•who has furnished reliable
information in the past
677/56
¥^7/56
JOSEPH T. Ot LEARY
100-266 03-Sub31

TVTV T/r*- o
ih£yiwcrt'ioK

IMY 1657-S^^ on June 7, 1956, that

w ^ held on that date, at 3212 Kings highway, Brooklyn,
wx, g CP County meeting plape, characterised that meeting as ameeting of the county staff.

, .
I I brought the meeting to order and proceeded

to talk on the subject of the 1956 primary campaign in Brooklyn. Ccommented that the Party candidates in the Brooklyn area achievedvery poor results in the primary election which he attributed
to the general apathy of the voters everywhere and also the
lack of Hegro-White unity.
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(100-52959) (#20-11)
) (#20-11); (100-92547) (#20-11)

1(100-40394) (#20-11)
liipO-100326) (#20-11)

1(100-43258) (#20-11)
LILLIAH GATES (100-24448) (#12-14)

I (100-102794) (#20-11)
I (100-98244) (#20-11)
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(iQQ-41319 ) (#12-14)

^ ( 100- ) (phonetic) (#20-11)
(100- ) (phonetic) (#20-11)

UT7-
1 « CP,
1 - CP,

USA"

100-114513) (20-11)
. (100-61517) (#20-11)

"PULITlCAL ACTIVITIES (100-79717) (#13^1L)
USA DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION (IOO-8969I) (#12-14 ) /
USA NEGRO QUESTION (100-80640) (#12-14) J

' -

JT0:ysl
(-:)iaQ)

Q)r

}searc'hed..^.^...indexe|

ii«lAUZEdM^..FIL£D^

j|f JUL7'^ 4^"^
Fm-WFW YORK^
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MEMO TO SAC, KEVJ YORK

I I stated that two Negro candidates for State Office
at the same time was too much and commented that the Jewish
people foresaw a threat to their interests in the election of a
Negro to Congress in the 10th Congressional District.

[
and introduced!

~lwaa elected nhal rman
] (believed to he

the meeting
.

h6
hlC

I {stated that he was shocked at the results
of the primary election program in the Negro commuiity where the
opposition candidate received ^0% of the votes » l___lstated
that ’’even the people of our Barty showed apathy in the
primary election,” be

b7C
I I commented on the general apathy of the

voters all over, and not only in Brooklyn and indipated that
this apathy applied to other issues including the Negro liberation
movement and Negro advancement in the Negro representation
movement.

I

^
^stated that the Negro people followed the lead

of the major Negro leaders in backing the regular democratic
organizations intopes of gaining through them advancements of
the Negro movements. I I stated that New York State
CP had selected the 10th G?ongressional District in Brooklyn as
one of the 10 national points of concentration, but indicated
that it' would have perhaps been better to have concentrated
on the NY State Senatorial District in Brooklyn for the election
of Wegro candidates.

stated that the results of the primary election
showed that the Party was not the only group that was interested
in the advancement of the Negro movement and that a reappraisal
of the Party ^s approach to the 1956 elections end other work,
must be made. be

b7C

I I
spoke on the 1956 primary elections and

pointed out that the Party did not choose candidates that the
Negro people would support end did not start the nrimary campaign
early enough.

b 6
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MEMO TO S^.C, NEW YORK

I
stated that the members of* the Party were

not consulted in the formulation of plans for the campaign
and as a result they did not support the campaign. I I

stated that the Party membership alleged 1
137 ^

is a Bureaucrat and that **the Oounty Staff here are also
Bureaucratic.”

I I spoke on the 19^6 primary elections and
crltlc-lsed the handling of ife by the Party In' general and the county
staff in particular*

I

|made reference to 72% Nostrand Avenue in
Brooklyn as one of the campaign headquarters utilized in the
election campaign.

, „ .
engaged jn a rationalization of his

^

handling or the oampaTgn.
\

|* mentioned that I

~\

I Nad complete charge of the forces in the Crown
Heights and Platbush areas in the campaign. I stated that
the four campaign headquarters were distributed over the various
sections so as to be centrally located,

I I also mentioned that one of the campaign headquarters
was located at 998 Pulton Street in Brooklyn,

^ I [
stated that ”if you had tried to pull people

from Platbush down to 998 Pnljionj you would have gottenl I

rlMIiq-ed to be I and l believed to he 1 I

'— 1—that is all. " You wouldn’t have gotten!
03^

1 ji

' '

LIL (believed to be LILLIAN GATES) spoke on the 1956
primary election results and noted the very poor results achieved
which she attributed to the lack of Negro-White unity.

I ^stated ’’this is the first time I have heard
about ^my being Bureaucratic, but what is the role of the county
organizer unless he stations key members and key mass figures in
relation to develop this type of campaign.”'

I
^

1 stated that there was a problem with I

(believed to be I D and l I (believed to be
I .1 ®Hd that BILL had come to him and asked for a loan



r
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MEMO TO SAG, 1!3E¥ YORK

of $200, 00 to take
having a nervous breakdown

[sway on vapatlon because she was
I I added that the Party is

not a social service organization but that something should
be done in this case because they were pretty solid people
and he wanted to keep them where they were in the rtv.

stated that the matter should be taken uo with I

n _ I I I L
and that I I might be made a section leader and then

^ * 4 l-lk A 0**1 L 0_*t* ^ * t 1come through with something that they donHJaave now.

on the 24th of Junso
stated that his wife would start work

b6
b7C

The follot-jing phonetic first names were mentioned
instant meeting;

at the

be
b7C

A photograph surveilance was maintained at 1212 Kings
County Highway, Brooklyn, TSfY, on June 7, 1955 and photos
of those in attendance were obtained. Efforts are being
undertaken to effect identification of these individuals.
Photos of individuals identified will be disseminated
through the main case files and, photos of unidentified
individuals will be maintained in 100-«26603«-lA6509 pending
identification.

- k



OFFICE MEMORAiraUM UNITEDWATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, PBI DATE: 7/27/56

FROM : SAC, NEl\F YORK (l00-26603-C40)

SUBJECT: BRONX COUNTY CP
IS-C

On 6/7/56, NY I76J-S* advised that a meeting
of the Bronx Freedom of the Press Committee was held
at the Crestmor Caterers, 105 East Burnside Ave., Bronx,
NY, that date, from 3:45 p.m. to approximately 10:00 p.m.
There were approximately eight people in attendance
at the meeting of whom agents of the NYO have identified
five.

The general discussion at this meeting
was the arms for Israel question and how this topic
could be used as a talking point with the Jewish Masses.
According to the informant, the "party" was mentioned
several times and those in attendance referred to
each other as "comrade .

" During the discussion an
unidentified speaker stated that they had lost touch
with the Jewish people and should concentrate their
efforts in an\attempt to win favor of the Jewish Masses.
Those in attendance were instructed not to dodge the issue of
arms to the Arabs from Czechoslovakia and its effect
on Israel, but to stress the need for arms for Israel
from the US and to press for action by the US State Dept,
to grant the sixty million dollars request for arras made by .

Israel

.

2 Bureau (RM)
1 ~ NY 100-123321 (Factionalism)
1 - NY 100-123322 (Education)
1 - NY 100-123323 (Domestic Administration Issues)
1 - NY 100-12o3l9 (internal Relations)
1 - NY 128313 (Legislative Activities)
(Tp- NY 100-95583 (Line)
jT - NY IOO7I23317 (Membership)
1 - NY 100il238l4 t Orgahiza'jjion)
1 - NY 100-128812 (political Activit/ies)
1 - NY 100-123ol6 (National Groups)"
1 - NY 100-123807 (united Nations)
1 - NY 100 -26603-C40



Letter to DIRECTOR, FBIm 100-26603-040

Re: BRONX COUNTY CP
IS-C

The discussion also centered around the issue
of pointing out that the Soviet Union vrants peace between
Israel and the Arab States and the "comrades" should
point to the Soviet Union's recent cooperation in the
UN in the attempts to bring about this peace. They
were also asked to point out that the ^oviet Union
as a member of the Security Council of the UN would be
required to vote on any plan for peace in the UN,
and how the Soviet Union has advocated that all nations
should accept the UN peace proposal pertaining to Israel.

The "comrades" were told to further strengthen
their argusnent that they could refer to the peace
statements made by EHRUSHCHEYand BULGANIN on
recent trip to England.

On 6/13/56, NY 1788-S» advised that a
meeting of the Bronx Communist Party under the
name of Bronx Freedom of the Press Committee was held
that date at the Crestmor Caterers, 105 East Burnside
Ave., Bronx, NY. At this meeting there were approximately
thirty-five people in attendance of whom 28 have been
identified by agents of the NYO.

Informant advised that the principal speaker
was MAX WEISS who was introduced as "member of the National
Board and our national education director." The meeting
was set up to proceed as follows:

first
1 . The/ hour of the meeting devoted to

questions by the "comrades" and the answers coming
from the "comrades" t’nemselves. The rest of the
meeting to be devoted to open discussion by the
"comrades." Discussion by each "comrade" was to be
limited to five minutes with no second rpundiailqwed unless
there was no one else to speak.



Letter to DIRECTOR, RBI
NY 100-26603-040

Re: BRONX COUNTY CP
IS-C

The "comrades” were informed that the CLAUDE
LIGHTPOOT report on the 56 elections was ava-ilable and
could be obtained at the conclusion of the meeting.
It was also stated that notes of this meeting were to
be taken by some of the "comrades, " not verbatim and
no names use(i but the general ideas set forth, so they could
be fonvarded to the "county, state, and national
committees of the Party,”

The first question was asked by an unidentified
male and was in effect five questions and are as follows:

1.

The whole question of the Jev/ish people
within the Soviet Union specifically raised about •’the fg.ct
that KHRUSHOHEv' reported '• Bo‘ nsany Jewish people in the

professions.

2. How come thp Soviet leadership
in the Soviet Union is not self-critical about themselves?

3. Was the question of Yugoslavia and what is
the economic basis in Yugoslavia at the present time?

4. The question on the trials and executions
that took place in -the Soviet Union that was reported the
month after the executions took place without any
publicity about the trials whatsoever,

5. How come LENIN’S letters in reference to
STALIN were never published before?

Members of the meeting then attempted to
answer the questions in the order of their being asked
and in so doing great mnfusion resulted. In answer
to the statement made /KfeUSHCHB/'referring to the question
on the Jewish people, one unidentified male answered that
if it was true that such a statement was made that a



Letter to DIRECTOR, FBI
NY 100-26603-C40

Re: BRONX COUNTY CP
IS-C

clarification of the situation should, be obtained but
regardless of the clarification he, (the unidentified
male) could not see under what conceivable situation such
a statement would be justified, He further stated that
they should get to answering the situations as they occur
instead of trying to justify them simply because the Communist
leaders in the Soviet Union said so. An unidentified
female indicated that it was immaterial whether the
statement was made or not but that anti-seraitism has no
place in any government society. The chairman of the
meeting, who was unidentified, in an attempt to
answer this controversy stated that first • in reading
the results of the 20th Congress and the closed KHRUSHCHEV
speech he, the chairman, understood that many facets of
life in the Soviet Union under the STALIN regime were to
be re-examined and the people are being rehabilitated and
new conclusions drawn. It was;, therefore, his, the
chairman's, opinion that the Jewish question was still
one of the questions that is being re-examined and that
it should be taken up in further discussion at a later
date. The chairman continued that it was his opinion
that the number of professionals basecf
on the population of-j^^ish people against other populations
in the Soviet Unior/ KHRUSHCfeV pointed out that there was
a higher percentage of professionals amongst the Jewish
people which means there is a lag in professional
education in the other populations. The chairman also
stated that the "comrades" should be cautious and
should bear in mind the sources from ^hlch these stories
come ^d how the enemy would distort every word that is
said in the Soviet Union from now on as^ it has done in
the past.

An unidentified male then said to. the chairman
that it was their duty as "the Cjgnmunist Party of America"
to determine if this statement /really-

.

' madq and if so that
they ( CP of America) should 'very strong protest

- 4 -
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with the Soviet Union* Discussion then proceeded in the
vain that the Baily Worker should publish these controversial
questions first and not wait for instructions as to the
method under which it should be presented. Discussion
continued and an unidentided female made severa]. caustic
comments against the present Soviet leadership and the
necessity of the "party" regaining the regard of the
working class. She further stated that they (party)
have to face reality, to face criticism since they have
all sacrificed a great deal for this "party," It was
her opinion that the "party" is facing a life and death
struggle at this point.

Another unidentified female stated that a
sort of paralysis has set in and tha.t everyone
is shocked by this most recent interpretation^ and how
their having tied their lives in with "CP" all these
years and now they are troubled by the fact that the
foremost socialist count 2?y in the world could have been
so motivated by such things. She stated that we as "American
Communists" must detemine what we are going to do about
it, A tremendous change is taking place not only in the
Soviet Union but in other socialist countries and a very
difficult situation is developing.

Discussion continued with various individuals
voicing their opinions more or less in support ‘of what the
previous "comrades" have been stating. One of their
major problems appeared to be the recent KHRUSHCHEV'' -rdport and
its denouncement of STALII^ and the situation that existea
under STALIN'S regime having been condoned and made public.
One unidentified female stated that the leadership is
not leading and she did not know what they were •

doing. She indicated that they needed someone to raise
the sections from five or six members to at least nine or
ten . It was also her opinion, that before tackling the
multitude of, questions before thent they should first
tackle the subject of the CP, and how they can build its
membership and make it more attractive

,
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Throughout the discussions the coairades -

all appeared to be critical of leadership and how
leadership has been keeping , them in the dark

,

Several of those in attendance stated that periodic
reports from leadership should be forwarded to all
members

.

The chairmai-b attempting to answer the questions
regarding reports vindicated that the "section staff
together with the club organizers" had debated
whether a report could be given by someone from the
"National Coirnnittee'v and after the discussion it was
determined not to give the report but to have the
"comrades" participate in a discussion,, ' A female
identified as I I indicated that the Party will have to
reconsider who their "tender hooks in the community
and what organizations they have or haven't." She also
stated that "what were they going to do with this thing
called the Party, We created a monster," She stated
that you can't bring people to a "bedragled party where
they can't elect anybody, where the Censtitution and the
party is practically outmoted,"

The discussion continued Yery heatedly with
criticism of leadership continuting and criticism
of the Soviet Union and its attitude towai’d the
American CP,

Ail unidentified male in defending the
Soviet Union and its policies stated that the Italian
CP had’ exactly the same policies on these very
questions and they have "two and a quarter million
members," He continued that the French CP had
exactly .the same policies and the "Communist Party
in France" had several million members. He stated that
whatever they are asking of the Soviet Union that they
must be correct policies "in view of the members both
in Italy and France,"

~ 6 -
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In answer to the unidentified merle's
statements defending the Soviet Union, an unidentified
female stated that she had not resolved her whole
thinking on the Soviet Union and frankly ”I don't give one
daimabout the Soviet Union," She also stated "You'd
have to convlnoe me that the leadership in this country
are pretty close to morons not to know of some of the
things that are going on in the Soviet Union and are
compromising their principles .

" This individual
continued that the leadership was so lacking, and so
gutless that they would never hope to have a strong
Conmiunist Party unless they faced "Reality." She
continued' that "the Communist Party did everything
it could to form the CIO and perhaps if it were not for
the Communist Party the CIO would not have come into being,"
and to prove her point she continued that the Party
has declined to such a state that today there was
no place for the Communist Party in the CIO and
someone still speaks of opening new horizons,"
This same individual in continuing her discussion
on theKHRUSHCHEY report, and KHRUSHCHEV’S statements, stated
that the Party cannot take this new shock" and it was
her opinion that they now had enough power to grasp for
something real and should forget the Soviet Union and
concentrate their efforts in building a strong
CP in the US completely divorced from the Soviet
Union

.

Another imldentified female stated that for
over the past ten years or so younger people, of the
Communist Party have become a rarer and rarer

pehnomenon." They are novr faced with a group of
people who are in themselves ,of the Bolshevic type
who had hoped to become leaders but find themselves
as followers," She continued that the word "collectivism"
had been used as a "mace to beat anyone over the head
with enough thought, with any initiative or with any
courage to stand up and^ criticize and talk of anything,"
She continued that she did not "frankly think the
Communist Party has a Chance any more by itself."
She also indicated that they were so ridden with the

„ 7 -
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methods of organization and so colorless was their
leadership that they could not possibly survive.

Her solution to the proll©jn was a
coalition vJith all socialist -minded Americans who
are connected with ar^r organization that has as
its program or aim, whether potentially or honestly*
socialism.

Several of the individuals discussed
the inadequacies of the Daily Worker in presenting
the problems and defining the issues and were rather
ci^itical of their present policy of sitting and
waiting instructions rather than presentit^g the
issues' to the people.

The chairman in closing the meeting i

advised the "comrades’^ that in the next issue of ’

j

"Party Voice" there will be a thirty-two page ?

edition which will contain discussions of the i

last eight Committee meetings^, and that many of the [

issues that were raised at this particular meeting
'

would possibly be clarified. He also instructed
the "comrades" that discussion ,of this nature was
beneficial but that to have a more complete
discussion, they should follow it up in their
"clubs" where they have "three or four people <dqwn "

I

to a meeting", and they should continue during the summer ^

through the Fall up to their "national convention .
" l

The meeting was ajourned at approximately 11:35 p.m.

Separate memoranda has been placed in
the individual case files of the individuals identified
by agents of the New York Office and case files
opened on those individuals where one did not i

previously exist
, |

I

J

- 8 -



OFFICE IffiMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

:SAC, NEW YORIC ( 100-26603-043) DATE: 7/31/56

FROM :SA JOSEPH T. 0! LEARY

SUBJECT: CP, USA
DISTRICT #2
KINGS COUNTY
IS-C

Identity of Informant
Reliability

Date of Activity
Date of Receipt
Agent Receiving
Location

NY 1657tS*
Who has furnished
reliable information
in the past
6/6/56
6/6/56
JOSEPH T, O'LEARY
100-26603 sub 31

NY 1657-S* furnished Information on 5/25/56, that an
unknown individual during the course of a section organizer's
meeting held on that date at 1212 Kings Highway, Brooklyn,
NY, & CP county meeting place, announced tha,t their next
meeting would be held on June 6, 1956. NY l657«*S* furnished
the following information concerning this 6/6/56 meeting:

brought the meeting together and
offered the following preliminary points for discussion:

I. The Negro vote in the recent primary elections
and the underestimation of the division in the Negro
leadership in the Negro areas of Brooklyn.

pointed out:

1
\

I (100-52959) (#20-11 )

1- TlOOr.89816 ) (#19

)

M
,

I

(100-106300 ) (#20-11)
1- 7I00-52763

) i#2Q‘rll )

1- (lOOr-64035 ) (#20-11

)

1- I (100-80540) (20-11)
H 1 (100-t40394) (#20-11)
1-CP, USA DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION (IOO-8969I) (#12-l4)
1-CP, USA POLITICAL ACTIVITIES (100-79719) (#12-14)

ffl̂ CP LINE (100-95583) (#3r2-i4i
1 (100-9254^ (#20^11 )•

1-Supervisor J.F. HIGGINS (#20-11) (H

JT®: amc

(13)

SEARCpaj.

aeimizEc
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1. The lack of Negro - 'VJliite unity
2. The overestimatidn of the effect, that the
National Negro Civil Rights struggle would have
on the vrhite community in terms of getting a vote
for a Negro candidate.
3. Underestimation of the support of the opposition
in the Jewish communities.

II. the New York Times ‘ article on th.e revelations
concerning STALIN

^

III. The main report of Comrade DENNIS to the
NY State CP Committee.

I [
pointed out that there were four basic be

differences in the NY State CP Committee report and the b7c

National CP Committee report:

1. The NY State report pointed out the criticism
of left sectarian errors of the Party.

2. The NY State report makes a greater separation
of the 1952-1956 pe^-iod from the earlier period v^hich the
National Committee does not feel should be distinguished
from.

3.

The NY State report disagreed with the National
Committee which makes the point that it was an error to have
organized a third party nationally.

4.

The NY State Committee report disagreed with
the right opportunists on the Negro question.

'

An unidentified female, (possibly
| ,

expounded on her experiences in Coney Island and pointed
out that she felt very strongly about the disease of
sectarianism that had plagued that area for ten years apd
the bad results that came about as a result . She pointed
out that CP members should be active in community arid mass
organizations so that they could get closer to the masses
of people. She stated that she had been very active’ in

b6
b7C
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the tenant's struggle years ago. She stated that at one
time she had ]pQi^opo©i©d u® a* headquarters In the
Liberal Party on the theory thau she could place the tenant * s
council in a more reflected light in the community but
that as a result she was brought up on charges

.

She stated that a lot of things prevented "us "from
being close to the masses of people. She stated that
the health and \ welfare of our country were her chief
Interests.

She stated that in Coney Island they required
each of the comrades to fight on behalf of the Party and
that 70 per cent of the comrades had cooperated. She
stated that as a result one of the accomplishments was
the creation of a mass organization club which was
responsible for the transit struggle going on in that
area and that on that very evening fifty groups in
Brooklyn W3re united. She added that the mass organization
had pulled together several Isolated groups and that she
had pulled a dormant comrade into the activity and that
he is now one of the leading figures in the mass
organization.

She stated that comrades had come .into the club
who had not had contact with the club for the past ten
years. She stated that they had a difficult time in
getting the Negro clergy into the movement and noted that
there were no Negro Badres in the Party in the Coney
Island area.

She concluded that there was a need for re-evaluation
of section organizers and also greater development of
section organizers.

I L (believed to be I II . stated that
she had been going through droves of thinking.

She stated that when she thought back twenty years
to the time v^hen she joined the YCL she recalled that the

- 3 -
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reason was so that she could Join hands with the working
,

classes in the fight for socialism bijt tlat since then
she had been propelled jnto working in the movement and
accepted policies and programs without thinking. She
stated that she was so effected by reading the "New York
Times'' report on the STALIN revelations that she asked
herself the question "what am I doing in the Party."

She stated that since February and the time of
the 20th Congress in the Soviet Union her thinking had
been confused and that although she searched through the
"Daily' (Worker) for some perspective she has still not
found the ansifer.

She stated that when she"first came to Boro Park
as a Section Organizer j'ust a few months ago"she decided to
tackle one thing and that was the working class mass
organizations because very few comrades in Boro Park were
in that type, of work. She stated that she ia already a
member of two mass organizations , namely the Trade Union
and the Parent's Teacher’s Association and she felt that
all the comrades should take part in the activities of

mass organizations not for the purpose of boring from
within but to work with them.

stated that she was shaken by the 20th Congress of the CP
in the Soviet Union and by the revelations concerning
STALIN. She called for a democraCizlng of the CP in the -

USA.

An imidentified woman , (possibly the I [referred
to previously by l \

) . stated that she was not
prepared to speak but nevertheless spoke out against the
cult of the individual and the acts of brutality on the
part of STALIN.

An unidentified individual referred to as GUS



MEMO
NY 100-26603-043

Indicated that he had read the revelations contained in the
'New York Times'' article concerning STALIN and was
deeply shocked and spoke of the necessary corrections that
would have to be made in the CP in the US.

I I Rpnlrft on the article in the "New York
Times." concerning the revelations about STALIN and the
brutalities practiced in the Soviet Union during the time
of his leadership. I 1 indicated^ however, that he
went along with the Marxism theory and stated "there are
broad forces in this country who stand for socialism that
can be amalgamated if they are not disillusioned despite
the revelations concerning STALIN."

An unidentified male referred to as I I spoke
and gave his views on the DENNIS and KHRUSHCHEV reports.

Another unidentified male spoke on the
KHRUSHCHEV report and voiced his criticism of the STALIN
regime

.

I I
spoke and stated that on the following

day the national board of the CP, USA would have its:
first meeting concerning the KHRUSHCHEV report . | |

stated that he was certain that all of the discussion that
fcook place at the instant meeting vjould be incorporated
into the discussion by the national board on the- following
day.

I lir^icated that he agreed in part with
about the matter for self-criticism

and he also felt that there xiras a certain international
obligation on the part of the CP and the Soviet Union
to Marxists all over the world.

I I
stated that he could

not help feeling that there was a certain amount of
underestimation on the part of KHRUSHCHEV and others as
to the impact vath XArhich these revelations would be
reviewed. >>

An unidentified individual announced that the
next Section organizer ' s meeting would be held on

] (po^hty

be
b7C
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June 15, 1956 .

An unidentified individual commented that I s

daughter is in something.

An unidentified individual commented that
|

^

wanted to speak to him and that I I had something.

fhe following phonetic first names were mentioned
at the instant meeting;

(from Boro Park)
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OFFICE MEMORM DOM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, NEiJ YORK (100~26603-Cli.l) (20-13 ) DATES S/3/56

SA CHARLES D. SHORES

CP, USA, DISTRICT #2
NY DIVISION
(QUEENS COUNTY OP)
IS-C

Sotirce

Reliability

Loo at ion

:

Ins tant memo ( orally

)

On 7/27/56,1
CP staff me

1
in

I

advised that an Area 3 ,

eting was held at the home of
Queens, on 7/26/56.

this meeting were|_
and the informant

,

1 - New York 100-25864
1 - New York 100-13568
1 - New York 100-119285
1 - New York 100-51955
1 - New York 100-79717 (POLITICAL ACTIVITIES) (19)
1 - New York 100-20802 (/iBRAHAM J. MUSTS) (20-13)
1 - New York IOO-J4.93I (CP, USA) (19) ^

IP- New York 100-95583 (CP, USA-LINE) (I9 )

1 - New York 100-26603-Cl81{Ii. (AREA 3 ) (20-13)
1 - New York IOO-872II (FACTIONALISM) (19)



MEMO
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According to the inforinant j I led a
digQUss iori a

I

which, was basod on a spoGcli ^2;ivGH bY
J CP state Eunctlonarv . I

_

I did not
was given,state where or when the speech of*

account of
| Is

said,

I

]s speoch.
D gave the following

The National Board of the CP is at a loss
as to what course to take in policy forming. Opinions
of rank ^ and file members must bo obtained in witing
and it is hoped that ono of these opinions will have
the key as to what cotirso the CP will take.

CP has throe alternatives at the present
time:

1) Dissolve,

.
Remain as the CP a.nd concentrate on

trade unions and mass organizations,

... Change name apd work with other liberal
socialistic political parties already organized. The
Liberal Party and the party led by lYJSTE could be used
I or this purpose,

bo
hlC
b7D

CP is to remain in existence, every
effort must be made to make it a legal political party.
In order to do this it may bo necessary to change the
name of the party.

aim of the now party would be towards
tne struggle for socialism according to Marxist
teachings alone and would exclude, all traces of Marxiam,
Leninism, Stalinism and the teachings of Engels.

- 2 -
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If the CP could bo made legal and if a
favorable policy Tsrould bo formulated, there are
2500 shop stewards in Michigan, ^00 shop stewards
in the garment district of NYC and 1000 shop
stewards in the packing house unions, who are
ex-Cornmimists and who might be induced back into
the CP.

In the future, the CP will have a changed
policy in the manner in vjhich 0. CP member can bo
expelled from the party* No evidence X'jill bo
accepted verbally from only one person. Tx-jo or
more persons must submit tho evidence in writing*
There will bo only one reason for oxpulsion--
”Being an enomy of the working class.”

Tho CP is over bxirdonod by full time
paid fxmetionarios * In the future, no more than
one-third of any committee should bo paid full time
by the CP.

(Because of the limited attendance at
the Staff Meeting, extreme caution should bo used
in desseminating the foregoing Information outside,
the Bvireau.)
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO ; SAC, NEW YORK (100-26603) DATE: S/6/56

FROM : SA l 1 (7-4)'

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY USA
DISTRICT NUMBER TWO
IS-C

Source

:

Reliability; Who has furnished
reliable information
in the past,--

•• Date of Activity: 6/13/56

Date Received:
, 6/21/56

'Received By: |

Location:

Information contained in this report
should not be disseminated outside the Bureau unless
same has been paraphrased to protect the identity of
the Informant,

](P&C) (7-4)

hlC
b7D

1 - I

1 - 100-26663-C'320 (CP. KINGSBRIDGE SECTION U 20-10

^

1 - 100-124262
I D( 20-10)

1 - 100-89402 r ^( 20-10 )
b 6

1 - 100-75418
(
SAM COHEN)(20^0)

1 - 100-120276 (I Df 20-10 )

1 - 100-123930 q \ ) (20-10)
1 - 100-26603-C 40 (CP USA, BRlONX COUNTY) (20-10)
as - 100-95583 (CP USA line) (12-14)
1 - 100-49162 (CPSU)(6)
1 - 100-120128 ("PARTY VOICE") (12-14)

searched..l^^.indexep!3

SERIALI7trn^..,n,.ED.®S

AUG 7 - 1956

tr'

tr'
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By report dated 6/18/56
reported on a CP meeting of the Kingsbridge Section (North-
west Bronx^ NY) /c.c. »4.

the apartment of
IBronx. NH—im'OmahtS Report refers to a

letter issued to all Brpnx County members in attendance
at the abdve meeting and this letter furnished
by the informant is being.placed in lO.Q-4931 as
an exhibit.

- 2;
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Report Communist Party U.S.A.

June 18, 1956
New York,

Activities o

A meeting of the Communist Party Club of the
Klngsbridge Section (Northwest, Bronx, N.Y,)
place on June 13th, I956 at 2971 Marion Ava.
Bronx. N.Y, at the apart, of— took

The following members were present at this meeting!
b 6

b7C

I

I I I

J The meeting was chaired
Jyl 1, I I read "a letter to all
Broipc County members" (en,closed) on the question
of a major party discussion" which is providing
the basis for an American Marxist program to be
acted at the next National convention" of the Communist
Party U,S.A,

^ a short discussion on the above mentioned letter
the meeting expressed satisfaction "with the
fact that "under the impact of the 20th congress
(C.P.S.U.) our party decided to take a new look
and that the party membership is getting a full major
of freedom of discussion,"

I J essprsssed his opinion that "the era of be
rubber-stamping decissions in our party is definatelv ^70
coning to an end,"

^

The club decided to hold discussions on all subject
outlined in the Bronx County C,P, letter at it*s
regular meetings throught the summer of 1956 and to
send all of it|_s decisions and conclusSlons to the
C,Pi county Board and ‘^’o try to have some of the
material published in the "Party Voice*"

COPT
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A sh03;‘t discussion took place on the question of
contacting inactive C.P* members of this 61ub
and former members of the C.P. in the area of this
club •

The club accepted the proposal of I I to postpone
this action until after Labor Day, She said that
she tried to contact 2 people and that she couldn't
get them: "one is out of town for the summer" and
the other one "iust couln't be reached - always
out." b6

b7

I I led a discussion on the "Present-day
economic condition of the ir*Si" She tried
to bring out the point that "the economic situation
in the U.S, at the end of 1955 up to this day
reached a "high point" but this "economic prosperity
is a big business prosperity: Big business made
unheard of profits, but labor did not share in this
big business boom, The fact is that while big
business reaped tremendous profits labor suffered a
larger number of unemployment in 1955-56 than in
1953."

She also underlined that the "middle class and small
business were also excluded from this big business
prosperity. Why? Because this is the contradiction
of capitalist society"*,,,.

She also tried to bring out that "a tremendous
role played in this big business boom is the 40
billions spending by the government on so called
national defense - the military budget," She’
underlined that "this artifical prosperity is actualy
leading the country, in the long 3?un, to a sharp
economic crisis and when this crisis will come it
will come with such a bang that it will shake
monopoly capitalism to its very foundation. No
coimtiy in the world, not even this country could
stand the strain of spending 40 billion dollars

C 0 P Y 2
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b 6

hlC

^'ear on bombs and planes and tanks without
economy* The picture would look

dxrrerent if the same amount of billions would be
spent on consumer materials, on Improving the health
of the nation, on education, building of h‘lghways and
on epansion of foreign trade. Why than doesn*t
big business, which is controling this administration,
adopt such a program which would still afford big
profits and at the same time insure, at least for
a wMle longer, the security of the present economic
system? Well, I believe that we must come to the
same answer-capitalist contradiction.”

She concluded her remarks with: ”I belive that without
realizing it monopoly capitalism is the~Tbrce which
is helping here as in other capitalist countries
the achieving of Socialism. Lenin long ago virote;
The greediness of capitalism will lead it to it‘s

destruction*" A lively discussion developed on
this subject.

.agreed that "large military escpenditures,
rrom an economic point of view creates an unhelthy
economy which must lead the nation to an economic
crisis and that "capitalism itself will be responsible
for the coming, -’Of an economic crisis, but it would
os pyersympliflng to state that monopoly capitalism is
leading the world to a socialist economy* As Marxist
we know that socialism will be readied through the
st2?uggle of working class for socialism. We might
achieve socialism in this country through peacefull
means by wining over to our side the majority of

“
the people but this could be achieved only through
class struggle. As far as the economic situation
in the U.S. is concerned 1 think it is to early to
foretell when and how an economic crises will come.
But when it will come it will be something like
the explosion of a H-Tbpiuh and when this will happen
we must be ready to direct it in such a manner that
capitalism will be placed, in a position of nor-return,"

stated that of course "big military

0 P Y r. 3



budgets are creating an unhealthy economy but it
is foolish to speculate that this could lead to
an economic crisis of great magnitude. The Soviet
economist, Vargo, once predicted an economic crisis
in the UiS* which will come shortly after World
War Hi Any one who disagreed at that time with
Vargo was considered an enemy of communism. These
so called enemies got scared and stoped
I disagreed with Van?go but I didn’t ’talk, Vargos
theory is the ash can today and we could talk about
it, I belive that a 4o billion military budget
isn’t so ‘disastrous when we take in consideration
that we have something like a 200 billion income.
One more thing progressive capitalism, and this
what ^erican capitalism is today, could f3nd a way
to underwrite the 40 billion military spending
by adopting a program of industrial expansions,
the building of highways, etc. The U.S* economy

bsily swalow the 4o billions and go on without
going t^n'rough' an economic crisis which, as some
of you think, will create a vacum of an H-bomb explosion,.
The building of socialism here will have to be

’’

based on something else not on the coming of an
economic crisis."

Because of the late our it was decided to continue
this discussion at the next meeting of the club
which will be on June 27th, 1956 at the apartjj
of at Bronx, N*Y*

b6
b7C

- J, Morris
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E M E M 0 R A N D TJ M •55-
-:c- UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR, PBI (100-3-69) DATE: 7" 3 - 5"^

SAC, CHICAGO (100-18953)

COMMUNIST PART5T - USA
0 RGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITT - C

Care should be used in reportlnp; the follow-
ing information in order to protect the identity of
the informant.

Re New York teletype dated June 2lj., 1956,
captioned, ’’Communist Party - USA, Organization. IS - C:
CINAL .

"

Referenced teletype contained a summary of
the second day of sessions of the three-day meeting
of the National Committee of the Communist Party - USA
held at the Jefferson School of Social Science in New
York City from June 22 through 2i|., 1956. The follow-
ing constitutes the details of the second day of ses-
sions of this three-day meeting, as furnished by
CG 5824-S-:s- to SA JOHN E. KEATING on June 23, 1956:

Persons in Attendance

CG 582i|.-S-x- advised that the following persons
were in attendance at the sessions held on Saturday,
June 23, 1956; ‘

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
3 - Detroit (REGISTERED)

(l - 100- )(CP - USA, Organization)
Cl - 100- )(CP - USA, International Relations)
(1 - 100-13420) (CARL WINTER)

3 - Newark (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100- )(CP - USA, Organization)
(1 - 100- Hop - USA, international Relations)
(1 - 100-2974) r \

See la page for additional copies .

L
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10,0^- y USA, Line)
(1 ~ 100-81752) (CP - USA, Brief)
(1 - 100-8 0641) (CP - USA, Organization) (#19)
(l - 100-8 6621}.) ( UP - USA, International Relations)
(1 - 100-87211) (CP - USA, Paetionalism)
(l - 97-169) (Publishers New Press)
(1 - 100-56579) (PHIL BART)
(1 - 100-99'64)(AL BLUMBBRG)
Cl - 100-508 06) (GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY)
Cl - 100-23825) (BEN DAVIS, JR,)
(1 - 100-8057) CEm2ElE_DEMiaJ
Cl - 100-1108k0)| I

(1 - 100-89816) (FRED PINE)
(1 - 100-13472) (GIL GREEN)
Cl ,, 100-9365) (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER)
(1 - 100-19723) (JOHN GATES)
(1 - 100-16785) ( JAMES E„ JACKSON. JR,

)

(1 - 100-»^0QR^)r ~
1

(1 - 100-61|.7g5)^ I

'

I(1 - 100-23290) d I
, b-r-

Cl - 100-28609 ) < 1
(1 - 100-9573)r 1
(1 - 100-18065) ( JACK STACKED
(1 - 100-50090) (SID STEIN) ,

(1 - 100-66211) 1 I

(1 - 100-2061l9) (ED strong)
(1 - 100-23290) fl I

(1 « 100-18672) (MAX WEISS)
Cl - 100-54899) (LEON MOPSY)

3 *» Philadelphia (REGISTERED)
Cl - 100“ )C0P - USA, . Organization)
(l - 100- )(CP - USA, International Relations)
(1 - 100-7800) (ED STRONG) .

3 “ San Prancisco. (REGISTERED)
(1 - .100- )(CP ^ USA, Organization)
(1 - 100“ )CCP - USA, International Relations)
(1 - 100- KWILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN)

5 “ Chicago
(1 - A/134-46)
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)
Cl - 61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT)
(1 - 100-19841) (MAX WEISS) . .

JEKskw
( 48 )
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PHIL BART
AL BLUMBERG
GEORGE BLARE CHARNEY
MORRIS CHILDS
BEN DAVIS, JRp
TCUg-RTTO nTCT\TT\rj- ,q

FRED PINE
WILLIAM Z. POSTER
JOHN GATES
JAMES JACKSON, JR,
CLAUDE LIGHTFOQT

•ERMAN

JACK STAGHEL

ED STRONG

MAX WEISS
CARL WINTER
LEON WOPSY

?e xn ;enda

advised that the session held on Saturday,
«Jime 23, 1956, was supposed to deal with organization, and
the main report was to be given by the New York Communist Party
District; however, the Administrative Committee of the National
Committee met with National Committee members such as LIGHTPOOT
WINTER, SCHNEIDEMAN and I I who do not reside in New York
City, This meeting of the Administrative Committee was held
prior to the opening of the second day of sessions of the
National Committee, The Administrative Committee decided to
postpone mtil Stxnday the discussion on organization and to
discuss on Saturday a draft statement concerning the report
of NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV to the Executive Session of the 20th Con-
gress of the CPSU,

Draft Statement on the 20th
Congress of the CPSU

CG 582I4.-S-JC- advised that everyone present at this
National Committee meeting was given a copy of a draft state-
ment or resolution on the 20th Congress of the CPSU, This
statement was prepared by MAX WEISS, Soon after the copies

draft statement were distributed, the meeting adjournedfor lunch so that those present would have time to read over
the statement and would be prepared to discuss amendments dur-
ing the afternoon.

The following is the text of this draft resolution;

2
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text of"KHRTi?HrnPvt^^°^
State Department of the

onS n
™^USH0HEV»s speech to a closed session of the

given a fresh impetus tohe already wxdespread discussions in our country about

JencfoT?LJfJ^^ ^nionT SeTen^
StA?I nf in fact, prompted theState Department to make this text public. For,

thrpSSI of
differences with Communism,cne people of our country are beginning to see eirpn

changes are taking place within
these ohanleL And th^State Department is alarmed. It would like our neoule

Ur 1 ^n Ti 5
°thing has changed In the SoTleton. Cnly m this way does it see any hope forkeepxng alxve the disintegrating remnants of the coldwar. But, as has often been noted, the State Der»fl-r>t-ment continues to live in an unreal world. The real

for ;eace?uJ S-
determination expressed in

Sfph
s speech to end a period of Soviet life inwhxeh the noble and lofty aspirations of Socialism werebrutalities and injustice. It is thisdetermxnatxon to make impossible a repetition of tLcrxmes agaxnst^ individuals, groups and nations which^ook place durxng the Stalin era which increasinglyxmpresses the American people. It is beginning toevoke an expectant and sympathetic attitude among lar-ger sectxons of the American people to every mo b^the Sovxeb leaders to implement this determination,^

this mood among the American
p op e is what puts the State Department in a cold

thlt^the checking this mood
tA

^ Department published KHRUSHCHEV'S speech°l?se_session of the 20th Congress, The StSte
the^tmJ?rti^^^^®

American people to believe that
toiS thP

Injustices which took placedurxng the Stalxn era are evils which are inherent in
Cabinet^or Cadillac

bSiSse of thlc,
opposed to Socialismthxs, even xf xt were true -- which It i* <? r^-i-

t^ Slte^SeSart^^^^'^f preveS?
faList Spain?

extolling the 'merits' of

3
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The unspeakable copruption, degenepacT and
potteness of CHIAUa KAI SEEK does not seem to bothep
the State Depaptraento The Cadillac Cabinet and its
btate Depaptment hate the Soviet Union fop a diffepent
reason. Ihey hate it because under Socialism there
IS no production for profit, because the factories,
mines and mills are taken away from the millionaires
and owned collectively by the people. Socialism
abolishes the profit system and exploitation. That

evil' of Socialism which makes them

.
crimes against innocent people perpetratedmder STALIN' s leadership, are, in fact, alien to

Socialism, They interfered with the full development
Socialism, with it’s most rapid progress. That iswhy the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is acting

resolutely to put a stop to them, to inaugurate changeswhich will make them forever impossible in the future.Socialism requires an ever expanding Democracy, the
growth of human freedom and personal liberties, the
development of conditions which ultimately eliminate
altogether the need for the use of force in the rela-
tions between people. We Communists know this. We
have been^and will continue to be the proud supportersof Socialism in every country in which it exists. ¥e

continue to fight against theel forts of big business to calumniate and vilify theocialist countries. We are not and never will beneutral in our attitude to the Soviet Union or to anycountry in which the people are building Socialism.
deepened by our internationalism,

above all, are profoundly disturbedby the revelations which begun to be made at the 20thCongress and which are contained in detail in KHRUSHCHEV
speecho

_

’’The abhorrent brutalities listed by KHRUSHCHEV
as taking place over a span of twenty years haunt theconscience of all adherents of Socialism, We aregreatly disturbed that KHRUSHCHEV'S -speech to the 20thCongress on this subject was not released by the CPSUItself and, instead, was allowed to be made public hrthe enemies of the Soviet Union, We do not share the
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opinion that the questions dealt within this speechj
no matter how painful and disagreeable, are exelusively
the internal affair of the GPSU alone* The role which
the Soviet Union has played in world affairs for the
last forty years, and the struggle of the. Socialist-
minded workers of the United States and other Capital-
ist countries to popularize and defend the Socialist
achievements of the USSR against its enemies have made
these questions issues of public struggle within the
labor movement in all countries*

”A basic analysis of how such perversions of
Socialist Democracy, justice and internationalism were
permitted to develop and continue unchecked for twenty
long years must still be made by the leadership of the
CPSUo KHRUSHCHEVAS speech, while it is a bold and
courageous contribution to the exposure of mistakes
and the process of self-correction which is now going
on, makes only a beginning in fulfilling the respon-
sibility of Marxist self-critical analysis. As Marx-
ists we cannot accept as valid an analysis of such
profoimd mistakes which attributes them to the cap-
ricious aberrations of a single individual, STALIN, no
matter how much arbitrary power he was wrongly permitted
to usurp. For this simply reverses the cult of the
individual with only this difference, that whereas
previously all the achievements and grandeur of Social-
ist progress were ascribed to a single individual, now
all the mistakes and violations of Socialist principle
are ascribed to a single individual* In our opinion,
the mistakes made were a result of wrong policies which
were incorrectly accepted and followed by the entire
leadership of the CPSU,

’’This remains true even though STALIN may have
been the initiator of these wrong and harmful policies.
Otherwise we find it Impossible to understand why the
rest of the leadership did not oppose these policies
and take steps to reverse them before so much harm was
caused. We are also concerned with the failure of
KHRUSHCHEV* s speech to expose and analyze mistakes
made by the GPSU in respect to the Jewish question.
While we are fully conscious that the Soviet Govern-
ment and the CPSU has made historic contributions in

„ 5 -
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creating a new life for the Jewish people in the Soviet
Union, we are disturbed by facts revealed in infor-
mation coming from Poland that organs and media of

.

Jewish culture were dissolved imder the influence of
assimilationist theories. The Goramunist Party of the
United States also has some serious conclusions to draw
from these revelations. For we are responsible to
the working class and people of our own country. And
to them we say frankly and self-critically that we
blindly Justified certain foreign and domestic policies
of the Soviet Union which are now shown to have been
wrong and harmful to the cause of Socialism. Our
mistakes on this score weakened our fight to advance
the cause of Socialism in our country. It interfered
with our ability to more effectively rally wide masses
for a policy of friendship and cooperation with the
Soviet Union, a policy which is imperative in the best
national interests of our country. Our responsibility,
which we began to discuss at our last National Com-
mittee meeting, is to re-examine our previously over-
simplified and wrong concept of the relations which
should exist between the Marxists of various countries,
including the Socialist cotmtries. These relations
must be based on the principle of equality of parties,
the right and duty of the Marxists of all countries
to engage in friendly criticism of the theory or prac-
tice of the Marxists of any country whenever they feel
this is necessary. Such a policy is dictated by our
Marxist principles. It will strengthen the ability of
our party to advance the struggles of the American
people for economic security. Democratic freedoms,
civil rights, a Democratic foreign policy and the build-
ing of a mass party of Socialism in our country."

Comments of WILLIAM Z. FOSTER

GG 5824-S-sf advised that WILLIAM Z. FOSTER was the
first speaker during the discussion on this draft statement.
While FOSTER thought that the draft statement was all right,
he said that it has the characteristic weakness of all resolu-
tions and all articles which have been written concerning the
speech by NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV, Even the speech. Itself, has the
same characteristic weakness. In the words of FOSTER, this
chara,cteristic is that "it don’t tell how it happened."

™ 6 -
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According to POSTER, there are four elements which
would account for the development of the Stalin cult in RussiaS
l) Ihere is a traditional lack of Democracy in Russia. There
was never a struggle for Democracy in Russia in the old days
and there has never been a struggle for Democracy by the
labor movement in Russia. 2) The political factors. Russia
was a backward nation which was encircled by a hostile world.
It was engaged in many civil and other wars. In the old days
an autocracy flourished in Russ5.a and later a bureaucracy
ruled in Russia. This bureaucracy used discipline and repres-
sion in order to put over the economic and political programs.
This was the material basis for the development of the cult of
Stalin, 3) The ideological factor. STALIN had a tremendous
following. ¥e of the American Party went along with STALIN
because ¥e believed in his ideology. We were convinced that
ideologically STALIN was doing the correct thing. Then FOSTER
stated that you cannot rule unless you are able to convince
people. He said that even BROWDER in the Commimist Party - USA
ruled chiefly through ideology. He had people convinced that
he had the right policy. TITO was correct in fighting the
extreme Russian nationalism but we were convinced that TITO
was wrong because we had accepted the ideology which was put
forth by ST&LIN. Ij.) The STALIN personality, which must be
taken into account. As LENIN described him, STALIN was rude
and rough and built himself a powerful machine. The Russian
Party is responsible for STALIN just as we were responsible
for BROWDER, After a certain period of time, the Russians
were not able to dislodge STALIN. They thought that if they
tried to dislodge him, they might cause a serious split in
the CPSU. POSTER stated that eventmlly nature took care of
STALIN. He said that it was claimed that at the time that
KHRUSHCHEV made his speech to the Executive Session, some
delegates shouted, ’’Why didn’ t you shoot him?” FOSTER stated
that in his opinion, shooting STALIN would no't have helped.
The reason for this is that a man with such a following would
still have had the masses behind him and his slaying would
have created a terrible situation in Russia as long as the
people believed in the policies of STALIN.

Remarks of JAMES JACKSON

JAMES JACKSON followed POSTER in the discussion. He
stated that he thought that the draft statement coTild serve as
a useful basis for a final statement or resolution! however, he
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wished to propose some changes. He stated that he woiild like
the statement to indicate that the Soviet Union has achieved
material sufficiency and thus has laid the foundation for the
advance of Democracy. He also suggested that the Communist
Party •=> USA take some paragraphs from the statement issued
by the Communist Party of France., particularly that portion
of the French statement which deals with the historical role
of STA.LIN. He also suggested that the Communist Party ~ USA
take some of the essence of a letter by GIL GREEN and intro-
duce the essence of GPlSEN’s comments into the Party statement,
particularly that portion of GREEN » s letter which deals with
the explanation of the development of the cult of personality.

Letter From GIL GREEN

CG 582i|.“S-5:* advised that a one-page, typewritten docu-
ment was passed out to those persons who were in attendance
at this National Committee meeting. It was annoimced that
this document was a letter which GIL GREEN had written con-
cerning KHRUSHCHEV® s speech to the Executive Session of the
20th Congress of the CPSU, The following is the complete text
of this document which was passed out at this National Com-
mittee meetings

"I finally saw the State Department version of
K* s speech. What a sickening business I What crimes
were committed! And yet K® s speech, while it had the
intention of smashing what- he chose to call ® the cult
of the individual® - and I®m sure will go a long way
in that direction-- itself betrays a certain ® cult of
the individual.® Why? Because he does not go into
the historical objective factors that made possible
the perversions of justice.

*’And yet these must be understood or else what
is left xmanswered is the charge that the socialist
system^ itself breeds terroristic methods. What hap-
pened in the Soviet Union can only be understood on
the backgroimd of the peculiar * trick' of history in
which the least industrially prepared- counti>y of
Europe was destined to first take the socialist path.
This, coupled with the constant danger and fear of
outside intervention led to forced methods of industrial-
ization and collectivization against apparently strong

— 0 —
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internal resistance « In turn, these methods aroused
the opposition and resentment of many which alone can
explain the apparent sickly fears of Stalin and the
resort to terroristic measures against all opposition
or criticism in the leadership

»

"Even after the consolidation of a socialist
economy and the need for the withering away of the
state apara.tu3 - at least movement in that direction -
the fea3F^“outside attack led to a continuation of
the methods of terror « Of course, had there been
real collective leadership, had there not been the
special weaknesses of Stalin in respect to comneling
his way regardless of consequences, the frightful dis-
tortions that wculd not have- taken place.

But the point I*m making is that at one stage
apparently these same qualities of Stalin are what
brought him and kept him at the top. Now, however -
and for some time past - what has been needed is a
greater all-roimd democratization and a steady end-
ing of ^ all dictatorial methods. It is in these
Ph.Tective conditions and in the shocking exposures
of how much harm was caused by one man rule and by abuse
of power that lie the guarantees against repetition.
Also, now that the socialist lands are so strong, it
is ^ not necessa3?y for those who wish them success to
blindly support their every acts on their specific
leaderships. ¥e should support the socialist prin-
ciples of collective ownership of production, prove
their superiority, but not feel called upon„the, support
every policy, act or leadership of socialist countries."

Remarks of b6
b7C

CG 5824-S-5C- advised that BILL NORMAN was the next
speaker during the discussion. He stated that on the whole
he thou^t that the proposed statement is a balanced one. He
stated, however, that he favored the inclusion of some state-
ments that would strengthen the expression of the attitude of
the Communist Party - USA toward the Soviet Union. In this
regard he said that he thought the statement was not strong
enough. He also stated that he thought that the article by
EUGENE DENNIS which appeared in the Jtme 18, 19^6, issue of
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the ’’Daily Worker” negated the line of the ’’Daily Worker”,
NORMAN said that things today are different from what they
were even a week ago. It is, therefore, necessary to over-
come the negative effects of the article of EUGENE DENNIS,
He suggested, therefore, that when this draft statement is
finally worked out, that it should contain a statement in
which the Party endorses the line of the ’’Daily Worker”.

NORMAN also mentioned that there are many lessons
to be learned from the mistakes which have been made by the
GPSU, In this connection he talked about bureaucracy and
the development of a cult of personality in the Communist
Party - USA. He also stated that the Communist Party - USA
must make its own analysis and that the American Party will
have to show its independence from the Russian Party,

Remarks of FRED PINE

The next speaker during the discussion was FEiED

PINE, FINE stated that the Comm\anist Party - USA should
learn some lessons fi?om other Communist Parties and that
the Communist Party - USA should include in its statement
some things which have been contained in the statements of
other Communist Parties concerning the 20th Congress of the
CPSU. The informant commented that in this regard PINE
quoted from the statement of PALMIRO TOGLIATTI and from the
statement issued by the Communist Party of Prance, Then PINE
asked, is ovir examination adequate. Answering his own ques-
tion, he said that he thought that it was not adequate. He
said that he thought that the Communist Party - USA should
say, as TOGLIATTI said, that the Russian Communist Party
leadership is as responsible as STALIN was. He then asked
what are the objective results of all this. He said he
thought that TOGLIATTI gives the answer to this question.
According to PINE, as a result of the fact that other Com-
munist Parties are standing up to and criticizing the Russian
leadership, the various Communist Parties can now state that
new areas for work are opening up. For example, TOGLIATTI
said that the international structure of the Goramtinist move-
ment is changing today. This means, of course, that the
other Communist Parties are not subordinate to the Russian
Party or to an international party dominated by the Russians.

- 10 -
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FINE asked whether or not the Coraniunist Party - USA
should go beyond other Communist Parties in its attitude toward
the Russians with regard to the report of NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV,
He stated that in some matters it is his opinion that the
Communist Party ~ USA should go beyond other Communist Parties
in its attitude toward the CPSU. In this connection FINE
mentioned the Jewish question. He stated that the Communist
Party •= USA should ask the CPSU why some Jewish writers were
executed, FINE stated that this would be a concrete question.
It would be a question similar to the question raised by the
Communist Party of Great Britain. He said that the British
Communist Party had talked about capital punishment and the
need for its abolition in Russia, PINE stated that the Com-
munist Party - USA should make a statement similar to that
made by the British Communist Party on capital punishment.

Next FINE stated that the line of the ’’Daily Worker”
expresses the majority thought of the National Committee,
He said that we were the first Party to print the alleged
KHRUSHCHEV speech, Yet^ we are the last Communist Party in
the Western world to issue a statement about this speech,
PINE stated that he thought that the Communist Party - USA
should point out that the ’’Daily Worker" was the first paper
to print the speech by NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV, PINE stated that
he thought that this was a positive achievement and that the
Communist Party - USA should capitalize on it. He also said
that he thought that the Coram\inlst Party - USA should give an
explanation to Party members and say that the National Com-
mittee and the "Daily Worker" are not at logger-heads. He
statedj however j, that by this he does not mean that the national
leadership should endorse everything which has appeared in the
"Daily Worker" but in regard to the speech by KHRUSHCHEV, the
national leadership should give credit to the line adopted by
the "Daily Worker", He said that by doing this, it would also
reflect credit on the National Committee of the Communist
Party - USA,

Remarks of AL BLUMBERG

BLUMBERG was the next speaker and stated that the
draft statement is at least a starting point for a Party state-
ment; however, there are some grave weaknesses in the draft
statement. BLUMBERG stated that in his opinion the statement
should begin with an emphasis on the interests of the American
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people. The statement should contain something about peace
and C0“existence. Next the statement should reflect what
steps the Party is taking within -its own ranks to correct
the wrongs which have been admitted during the discussion
on the 20th Congress of the CPSU. He also opposed a sentence
which contains information that the American people greet the
changes which are taking place in the Soviet Union. BLUMBERG
said that it would be more correct to say that the American
people are concerned about these changes, but the American
people do not as yet greet these changes.

Next BLUMBERG stated that he thought that the sen-
tence in the draft statement which states that the Communist
Party - USA will never be neutral toward the Soviet Union
should be deleted from the Party statement. 'BLUMBERG said
that such a statement would be subject to an"incorrect inter-
pretation and people would say that the Communist Party - USA
is loyal to the Soviet Union.

In concluding his remarks, BLUMBERG suggested some
other amendments pertaining to changes in the use of language.
With regard to the "Daily Worker" he stated that he agreed
with the opinion expressed by FRED PINE, According to BLUMBERG,
a dangerous sitmtion in the Party will result if the Party
members suspect that there are differences between the National
Committee and the staff of the "Daily Worker",

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

BLUMBERG was followed by EUGENE DENNIS. DENNIS stated
that while the draft statement will need considerable editing,
it is his opinion that the substance or the main approach as
reflected in this statement is more or less correct, and that
he is in agreement with it.

DENNIS went on to say that perhaps we ought to con-
sider the preparation of two statements. One of these state-
ments would be for the Party membership, and the other state-
ment would be a more or les:s explanatory statement for public
consumption. DENNIS also stated that he thought that the
statement of the Communist Party - USA should contain something
with regard to the building of Socialism in the USSR in line
with the statement of the Communist Party of Prance in regard
to the fact that Socialism is being built in the USSR. DENNIS

12 -
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USA

also thought that the statement should include something with
regard to peace, co-existence and the non-inevitabl'Iity of war,

DENNIS also thought that the statement should
reflect that there has been an expansion of Democracy in the
USSRo With regard to the sentence in the draft statement
that the Communist Party — USA would never be neutral toward
Russia, DENNIS stated that he disagreed with AL BLDMBERG’

s

suggestion that this sentence should be deleted. On the
contrary, he thought that there should be an expansion of
the point on proletarian internationalism and that the draft
statement should contain a quotation from ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
(CO 5o 24-S-35- commented that the Party has previously used a
quotation from ABRAHAM LINCOLN in which he states that next
to family loyalty there should be international loyalty).

DENNIS further stated that he thought that the draft
statement should contain some mention of the role which the
Soviet Union has played in regard to peace. DENNIS also said
that he thought that the statement should include the fact
that the National Committee had previously met and discussed
the results of the 20th Congress of the CPSU. He stated that
the exact date of this last National Committee meeting should
be set forth in order to show that discussion was not limited
to the time immediately preceding the issTiance of this state-
ment.

In concluding his remarks, DENNIS stated that the
Communist Party - USA should emphasize that the American Cora-
mmist Party is an independent Party based on Marxist prin-
ciples. He also stated that the Party should remind the pub-
lic and the members of the Party that the American Communist
Party ^s^been talking about an American or a Democratic path
to Socialism, and that the Communist Party - USA was the pioneer
in outlining this path to Socialism.

Remarks of LEON WQFSY

LEON WOPSY made a few remarks in which he stated
that Communism needs an ideological explanation for its errors
and the Communist Party - USA should show how the world leaders
of the various Communist Parties participated in these errors.
He said that we have to place collective responsibility without

«• X3
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at the same time diminishing STALIN’ s peculiar role in the
distortion of Socialismo ¥lth regard to the "Daily Worker"
he said that he would endorse a few positive things which
have been accomplished by the "Daily Worker" during this dis-
cussion on the 20th Congress of the CPSU, but that he would
not endorse the general line of the "Daily Worker"

»

Remarks of CARL WINTER

CARL WINTER then spoke and stated that the draft
statement would serve as a basis for a Party statemento He
said that it does give a correct linej howeverj, with regard
to endorsing the general line of the "Daily Worker", he was
opposed to doing thlso WINTER stated that before he would
endorse the general line of the "Daily Worker", he would want
to have before him all the editorials, articles, etc«, which
the "Daily Worker" has published concerning the 20th Congress
of the GPSUo

WINTER suggested that the statement should emphasize
the role of the USSR in fighting foz’ the abolition of the Atom
and Hydrogen Bomb tests and also for the abolition of the use
of nuclear weapons <, WINTER said that this would show that
the Soviet Union has humanitarian aims and that it would also
answer charges that Communism does not concern itself with
humanism and that inhumanity is inherent in Communismo

WINTER then suggested some technical changes in the
language of the draft statement and said that instead of men-
tioning the Stalin era, he would change it to the Stalin
leadership

o

In the latter portion of the draft statement, he
would change the word "blindly" to "uncritical", WINTER also
thought that the last few sentences in the draft statement
were inadequate.

Remarks of JACK STACHEL

JACK STACHEL was the next speaker during the discus-
sion, and he stated that the surprising thing is not that we
are having disagreements, but rather that we have so much
unanimity, STACHEL stated we have to keep in iM.nd that the
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report of NIKIIA KHRUSHCHEV disclosed one of the most Impor-
tant events in the Coramimist world, that it shocked every
Communist and that every Communist Party has felt the effects
of this shock,

STACHEL stated that he thought that the "Daily ¥orker"
IS carrying on a polemic against EUGENE DENNIS, He stated
that in one of the editorials appearing in the "Daily Worker"
the paper stated that it was having some differences with
some prominent contributors, STACHEL stated that this could
only be a reference to EUGENE DENNIS* . With regard to the
article of EUGENE DENNIS which appeared in the June 18, 1956,
issue of the "Daily Worker", STACHEL stated that he thought
that, in general, the article was all rightj however, it
ignored the objective reasons for the mistakes which were
made in the Soviet Union and it took KHRUSHCHEV* s report too
much for granted,

STACHEL stated that it is necessary to be careful
in the final preparation of this Party statement so that lan-
guage ’i^ill not be used which would make good headlines in the
enemy press, STACHEL also stated that while he agrees with
the general line in the article of June 18, 1956, by EUGENE
DENNIS, he also thinks that there were some correct state-

"Daily Worker", At this point
MAUHEL Stated that he is saying these things because he wants
to bring about some unity of thought and to bridge the dif-
ferences which have been expressed at this meeting.

Next STACHEL made a few remarks about the need for
a Bill of Eights under Socialism, He stated that this is a
very important point which should not be ignored. It is not
just an abstract matter. He said that we can see now why the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union ceased to play the role
of a Marxist - Leninist Party, Something happened to the CPSU
as a result of its composition, its methods of work and the
relation of the Party to the state,

SG 582lj.-S-:5- commented' that in general the remarks
of JACK STACHEL constituted a sort of vinity plea, inasmuch

sensed the explosive atmosphere between the forces of
DENNIS and the forces of JOHN GATES,

- 15 -
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Remarks of BEN DAVIS, JR,

Hie informant advised that BEN DAVIS made a few
general remarks in which he merely agreed with the line of the
draft statemento He said he did not think that the National
Committee should endorse the general line of the "Daily
Worker".

Remarks of JOHN GATES

JOHN GATES was the next speaker. GATES said that
he is in general agreement with the draft statement and that
he believes that it should be published. He said he thought
that there was room for some improvement in the statement^
and that it should be kept in mind that the statement was
drafted a few weeks ago and at that time was placed before
the members of the National Committee who reside in New York
City.

GATES stated that while some persons present at this
meeting did not know it^ he wished to inform them at this time
that he resigned as the Editor of the "Daily Worker", although
his resignation has not as yet been accepted. At any rate, he
wanted everyone present to know that he had tendered his resigi
nation.

GATES stated, that in the article of June l8, 19^6,
EUGENE DENNIS committed some errors. These errors resulted
from the fact that DENNIS deleted from the original article
some statements by MAX WEISS which were to serve as the basis
of DENNIS* article. These deletions concerned criticism of
NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV. GATES stated that Instead of criticising
KHRUSHCHEV, DENNIS criticized the "Daily Worker" instead.
GATES said that this is a political matter of serious con-
sequence.

Next GATES admitted that the -editorial which spoke
of disagreement with prominent contributors was a reference
to EUGENE DENNIS. GATES said that the American Communists
need a critical approach to the land of Socialism and to the
other Communist Parties. He said that there has been disagree-
ment with the line of the "Daily Worker" with regard to
criticism of the CPSU. Tie "Daily Worker" does not dodge
criticism. The "Daily Worker" may have made some mistakes
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L_ land the staff of the "DailT Worker" ha-o-padmitted that they have made some mistakes. GATES said that
Sn which appeared In editor-

e«ly ae Ma?fS®o? WS6^®

PArntPo i.
regard to the line adopted by the "Daily Worker"

the criticism of the Soviet Union Jfa reS?t^
MfrJista^ir

confirmed by other prominent
Co^5iin?!f S

countrxes. GATES stated that the

thr^^nVw'^^v
should call attention to the role of

United p® ®^® ^ thanks to theunited states State Department for the publication of thespeech of NIKITA EHRUSHGHEV. It was through the publicationof this speech that the various Communist Parties of the worldwere emancipated. For the first time other Commii?st Part?Sare taking issue with the Soviet Party.
^^ruies

rpmmi-in 4 a+-
^s against Including in the

statement that part of the statement of theCommunist Party of France, which states that the Russianshave completed the building of a Socialist system. Remould
Russians are on the road tobuilding a Socplist state, but not so far as to say that

InZi^r^ Socialist state. They have not as yet
n

^ ^ Socialist state, at least not the kind of state
no

about. GATES stated that there was

UnioL
basis for the violation of Democracy in the Soviet
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GATES went on to say that there may have been historical
reasons which would explain the violations of democracy but we^
can never 'speak of a material base for the violation of democracy*
The capitalist press says that we are interested only in ‘the

’violation of democracy in Russia as it concerns Communists;
however, we should explain that wfe are concerned with Communists
and non-Coramimists alike ih' anything pertaining to repression.
As far as bureaucracy is concerned, it has existed for a long
time in the Communist Party of the Sovie’b Union Just as' it has
existed right here, in the American Communist Party* Bxireaucrapy
is written into the American Comiliunist Party Constitution, Why?
Because we give power to the political bureau, the political
bureau decides all* This is the defect common to all Communist
Parties in the world*

Remarks of SID STEIN

GATES was followed by SID STEIN* This was the first
time that STEIN had participated in the discussion at this
National Committee meeting* STEIN made a plea to reduce the
differences which had become apparent at this meeting. He stated
that it was necessary to do this in order to permit the National
Committee to issue a statement on the 20th Congress of the
Commxinist Party of the Soviet Union immediately.

Remarks of WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN

BILL SCHNEIDERMAN then took the floor* SCHNEIDERMAN
stated that he'could not agree -to the inclusion of anything in
the statement which would show that the National Committee is
in agreement with the line oT the "Daily Worker"* 'SCHNEIDERMAN
stated that he is a member"^ or the National Committee-, that
National, Committee members cannot base their remarks on
innuendoes and that he has not been properly informed on what ^
is occurring in the National Office* As an example SCHNEIDERMAN
stated that he did not know about the differences between the
members of the National Committee and the staff of the "Dailv
Worker"

*

Next SCHNEIDERMAN stated that the Party is late in
issuing this statement concerning the speech of NIKITA
KHRUSHCHEV to the Executive Session of the 20th Congress of
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union* He' stated that the
Party leadership is in ap intolerable situation. It is being
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criticized everywhere by the rank and file, by the lower funo-
tionaries, and by almost all active Party- people* He stated
that he is s-urpl*ised that "the enemy" has not utilized this
intolerable situation to its own advantage* Next ’SCHNEIDERMN
stated that there is distrust and there is disillusionment
with the Party leadership* According to SCHNEIDERMAN, the
debate which is finding reflection in the "Daily “Worker" is a
disgrace,^ especially the debate between the "Daily Worker"
and the General Secretary of the Party* SCHNEIDERMAN said that
he would not vote for a document which endorses the general
line of the "Daily Worker" \mtil he is given all of the facts*
He, too, suggested that the phrase which states that the
Communist Party - USA would never be neutral toward the Soviet
Union should be deleted from the statement*

Remarks of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

CLA"DDE LIGBTFOOT was the next speaker* He stated
that the discussion taking place at this National Committee
meeting is setting a bad example for the Party* The National
Committee is not demonstrating to the membership how criticism
and self-criticism and a system of collective leadership should
be conducted*

LIGHTFOOT stated that he thought that EUGENE DENNIS
is in a compromised position becaiMe he did not submit the
article, which appeared in the June l8-, 19^6, issue of the
Daily Worker",, to the Administrative Committee of the

National Committee for review* CG 582i|.-S-5J- commented that very
few persohs present at this meeting knew of the fact that
EUGENE DENNIS had sent this article to the "Daily Worker"
without submittihg it to anyone else for review*

LIGHTFOOT went on to say that the aim of the
Communist Party- USA is to reach the American people* He
insisted that some paragraphs of the letter by GIL GREEN, or
at least the essence of the letter by GREEN, should be
included in the final draft of this statement. LIGHTFOOT

'

then read a few sentences from the letter by GREEN,

LIGHTFOOT stated that he is concerned about the
independence of the American Communist Party and that he is
also concerned about what the American people think about the

- 19 -
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Oortmrunist Party - USA, According to LIGHTPOOT, the fact
remains that the Goramnnist Party - USA never criticizes the
Soviet Union but it always finds time and space to criticize
the United States Governmento LIGHTPOOT stated that we have
to somehow or other show the American people that we are not
foreign agents, that we do criticize the Soviet Union, and
therefore, we should reassert our independence by criticizing
KHRUSHCHEV and others#

Remarks of
|

1

GG 582I4.-S* advised that the next speaker was
[ who made a very few remarks, the essence of which were

that he thought that this draft would serve as a basis for a
final statement

o

Remarks of ED STRONG

According* to the informant, ED STRONG xr^ade a few
remarks, in which he stated that he did not favpr the, inclnsion
of. an endorsement of the line of the "Daily Worker" in this
Party statement#

Remarks of

According to the informant,
! [ was the next b7c

speaker but merely said a few Words# He was in favor of the
inclusion of an endorsement of the line of the "Daily Worker"
in this Party statement#

Remarks of MARTHA STONE

MARTHA STONE was the next speaker in the discussion,
and she complained about a lack of collectivity# She stated
that she thought that the June I8, 1956, article by EUGENE
DENNIS should have contained a notation that it was an article
for discussion# She said that this was necessary because an
article by the General Secretary of the Commimist Party - USA
is always interpreted as a collective statement of the national
leadership# As far as the "Daily Worker" line is- concerned, she
stated that she favored that it be mentioned in this Party
statement if only to endorse the role of the "Dally Worker" in
regard to the speech of NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV to the Executive
Session of the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union#

- 20 -
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Remarks of MX WEISS

CG 582ij.-S-Ji- stated that at this stage of the disc-ussion
MAX WEISS made a sort of summary. He stated that he thought it
•might be advisable to include in the statement a few words about
the line of the ’’Daily Worker”, He stated that if these remarks
about the ’’Daily Worker” are phrased in the proper manner they
would have political value. That is, the Communist Party - USA
could point out that the "Daily Worker" did raise the question
of the KHRUSHCHEV report in a correct manner,

WEISS stated that he did not favor the inclusion of
any portion of GIL GREEN'S letter in the statement. He stated
that GREEN'S letter would need more explanation, that a part
of the letter is vulgarized and oversimplified,

WEISS then made a few remarks about the lack of
criticism in the past. He stated that the Communist Party - USA
did not criticize either the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union nor the Soviet Union in the past,- He stated that he thou^ght
that^the reason for this was that the Communist Party - USA was
afraid that criticism has its own logic and that the criticism
would not end as a criticism of sd me particular thing but would
end in a criticism against this or that Socialist country,
particularly the Soviet Union,

Comments of CG ^82k-S-"-

CG' 582i{.-S-«- stated that almost everyone present at
this meeting, if they did not take part in the oral discussion,
handed in written suggestions for amendments to the draft
statement or for changes in phraseology,

A committee of four, consisting of JOHN GATES, WILLIAM
SCHNEIDERMAN, MAX WEISS, and CARL WINTER,, was Selected. This
committee was to meet at the close of this session and take into
consideration both the oral and written suggestions for amend-
ments to the draft statement. By 11:00 on the morning of
Sunday, June 21^., 1956, they were to have a statement prepared
which could be ready for publication on either Monday or Tuesday,
June 25 or 26, 1956,

.
o'

>
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It is noted that on April 15, 1956, plans of the Boston Branchy
Sl'/P, as set forth in referenced letter , were changed and Infomant,
rather than another member of the Boston Branchy SWP^ was assigned
tiv I I that branch, to contact T I not
as a Trotskyist but rather as a "left-wing floater" or do gooder.
It was the desire of I I that Informant learn the relationship t7c

betxTeenf Tand the Eugene Debs Club on the' one hand, and the
Cochranites (SUA) on the other. Further, Informant was to gather
information concerning the club personnel with the intention of
eventually recruiting the desirable elements into the SWP

,

Informant advised he had contacted [ ]on Jtine 3, 1956, as an
individual interested in advancing socialism and one not affiliated

] that the contactwith any organization. He had informed]
was bas ed on the fact that he had recently observed an article by

I 1 annearing in the April issue of "The American Socialist,
Informant advised that after approximately one hour of general

D’s articleconversation . he 1

and
1

1

had rei

magazine,
|

viduals in Boston

had replied he had written several articles for that
] mentioned also that there was a group of indi-

magazine and that the -group was to meet Thursday, June 7, 195p t
^-t

the 2nd floor, 9 Lowell St., North End, Boston, apartment of I 1

I L Informant advised that I I invited him to attend
this meeting, stating that the discussion would concern LENIN ‘s

"State and Revolution." Infoimiant advised that I I
mentioned

I I
and

himself as being among the regular members of the group.

be
b7C

According to Informant, I Imade no mention as to the specifics
discussed by the group other than the fact that the group studied
the works of MARX and LENIN "with the right to criticize, I I

stated that the group advocated an "American brand of socialism,
i.e,, one not foreign derived or directed, but made no further
comment concerning the aims or objectives of the group. He stated
that the group did not currently have an official name and that
"it is a group whose current officers are temporarily appointed
pending the obtaining of a charter from a national organization;
namely, the SUA." He noted that he was currently temporary
Chairman of the group. He stated that the group contemplated
that in the future a representative from the National Office of
the SUA, New York, wo\ild visit Boston to inspect the group,

^

and
that following the visit the group would be accepted as a charter
member of the SUA,

- 2
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Concerning! J Informant noted that during the June 7, 1956
meeting mentioned above, he had learned that r^^^Hwas no longer
associated with the Eugene Debs Club of Boston.

Informant was instructed to continue his efforts to obtain further
specifics concerning the group, its personnel and its activities.

Subsequently, on June 19 j 1958, Informant furnished a report con-
cerning his attendance at the above-mentioned June 7 . 1956 meeting
held at the 9 Lowell St, apartment of

j j

It is noted that Informant's report contained information to the
effect that this group had corresponded with SUA Headquarters,
New York, concerning the obtaining of a charter and that current
plans are that a representative from the SUA will visit Boston
in the Pall, 195$. Pin*ther, according to Informant, during the
meeting those present composed the following announcement of the
June 21, 1958 meeting, which announcement

j j was to tvoe
and mail to subscribers of "The American Socialist" in the Boston
area:

b6
b7C

There will be a meeting of the Boston Branch Socialist
Union of America, Thursday, Jme 21, I956. Sponsored by
The Friends of American Socialist. 8:30 P.M. at 9 Lowell
St, (2 blocks from No, Station), The evening's topic will
be 'Aims and |urposes of the Boston Branch SUA' led by

"Please try and make it,'

bo
b7C

"Fraternally,

1

Informant's report on this June 7^ 1958 meeting, in part, is as
follows

:

I, ATTENDANCE

1 b6
1 1- member b7C

1
1

- member
1

fl member
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Informant advised that I ~l who to the knowledge of In-
formant is not a member of the group 1 had also been present at
the meeting on the invitation of I

~1 and that during the
meeting f 1 had announced that he is sympathetic to the
political ideas expressed by the group to date.

II. MEETING AGENDA

A . Reading of the Minutes

Informant advised that after I of
the group , called the meeting to order at 8:80 P.M, .1

temporary
I \ read the minutes of the previous

meetings of the group, two in number, which had been held May 10
and 24, 1956.

Informant advised that prior to the reading of the above minutes,
|had advised him that the organizational session responsible

for creating this "unofficial" Boston Branch of' the SUA had been
held May 7, 195^ > in apartment 5, 23 Chynbers St.. Boston, an
apartment according to Informant, which
utilizes as a mailing address and as sleer^
to r

ng-

frequently
ng_

[ Hand had been present at the meeting
and^ that plans had been made to hold the first meeting on May 10,
to be followed with bi-weekly sessions on every other Thursday,

May 10, 1956 Meeting.

[

According to the Informant,
|

meeting was held at 2? nhamhera' sr.

] reported that this initial
•Rna-hon . -hha-h i -h wag

Jand[
was the election of three temporary branch o

1 and that the feature of the meeting
fficia
1 and [

Is : C

r
posxvxon nop namea. xp is noted that the announcement of the
J^ne 21, 1956 meeting mentioned above lists!

I
as

of the group.

According to Informant, these three individuals comprise the
three member Executive Committee of the group and will retain
their respective positions until such time the branch is issued
a_ charter and officially becomes a branch of the SUA, or such
time that the numerical strength of the branch Increases to the
extent that such an election would be warranted,
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May 24, 195o Meeting

Informant advised that reported that this second meeting
of the group was held at 23 Chambers St,, Boston, and attended bjr

1 and PRANK MARTIN. He
stated that it was decided at this meeting that until the group
obtains its charter from the SUA, future meetings of the group
would be held at the 9 Lowell St. apartment of I I At
such time that a charter be granted, the branch would then seek a
permanent headquarters in downtown Boston,

n announced that the members present at this May 24 meeting
approved a motion to have I I write a letter to the SUA‘s
top leader,

| |
to announce that the group in Boston now

includes more than the minimum nximber of five members, the number
reportedly necessary to qualify it to become a full-fledged party
branch. I 1 in the letter was to extend an invitation to

I

~| to send to Boston at his convenience a member of the SUA’s
National Executive Committee to "inspect" this Boston group and its
personnel, grant or deny the charter, and hold an internal meeting
with the members of the local group.

I \ announced he had written the letter to I

1958 , and received an answering communication from]
May 28 , 1956 .

on IJlay 26 ,

I dated

B. May 28, 19561 Letter

Informant advised that during the June 7 j 1958 meeting,
|

reported to those present on the contents of the above communica-
tion. I ~l advised that l l had set forth the following
qualifications to be met, according to the Constitution of the SXJA,

prior to the granting of charter to groups desirous of forming SUA
branches

:

1. Agreement with "general" political orientation of the SUAj
2. Acceptance of the terms of the Constitution of the SUA and

adherence to its various laws and rules;
3 . A. minimum of five members in the group , all of whom

annoxmce their intention to abide by the Constitution
and "in general" agree with the over-all political
program of the SUA. '
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stated that[ ]in his letter agreed to send a member
or t;ne suA's National Executive Committee to Boston to inspect the
group . its facilities . and its personnel.

|
Hfurther advised

that I \ had recently been present at the SUA National
Headquarters and suggested that I I be present at the branch
meeting when the branch is visited by the SUA’s National Executive
Committee representative, I 1 further requested that the
branch pay as much as possible of the representative's actual
expenses incurred during his visit to Boston,

Informant advised that the above National Executive Committee
|imember was not identified in

stated that the wording in
[

s letter. Informant further
fs letter indicated that I

considered the granting of a charter to the Boston group a mere
formality and that as much time as necessary should be taken by
the group to organize itself and to increase its membership prior
to setting a definite date for the Boston visit by the SUA’s
National Executive Committee representative.

Informant advised that following the reading of the above communica-
tion, the members present agreed to postpone scheduling the visit
of the above representative of the SUA to Boston until September
or October, 1958. Informant stated that the reasons for the delay
included

:

1. The nearness of the summer session which normally
sharply curtails activities and meetings.

2. The fact that the group has set down no prescribed
program for obtaining financial income.

3. No funds currently available to pay for the trip to
Boston of the SUA's National Ejcecutive Committee
member.

C. Financial Report

Iremarked that each branch member will be required to pay
dues of $1 per month v/hen the group ^becomes an official branch
of the SUA, He stated that of the $1 collected, 75?^ virtLll be sent
to the SUA National Office and 25^ will be retained as one source
of branch income. Informant advised that I |

suggested that
a second method of obtaining income should be via voluntary indi-
vidual donations from members and sympathizers attending the branch
meetings, which method was approved by those present.

he
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Other than the above. Informant advised that the discussion during
the meeting produced no definite decisions as to methods to be
utilized to produce income.

D, Report by on the SUA

1Informant advised that according to
forth in section D below had been obtained
sonal conversation with I

formant noted, however

.

that during the Jiine J,
had learned from I I that I I in May,
foy two days with ! I andl
by

ation set
by I [during per-

exact date unknown . In-
1958 meeting he

1958, had conferred
] - name used

]
prior to split with SWP) at the SUA's National Head-

quarters, Rm. 308, 857 Broadway, New York City, N.Y,

b6
b7C

1, Report on "The American Socialist"

Informant advised that according to I I the SUA has not been
mentioned in issues of "The American Socialist" to date but that
in the near future, exact date not stated, "The American Socialist

^
will name the SUA as its sponsor.

[stated that 2,000 copies of each monthls'- issue of this
magazine are current Ij’’ being printed and that including Informant’s
subscription, there are 21 subscribers in the Boston area. He
stated that a one year subscription (12 copies) costs the subscriber
$2.50, that the yearly cost to the SUA for each of the 2,000 copies
being printed is $4, and therefore the SUA is currently publishing
"The American Socialist" at a loss of Jpl.50 on a yearly basis.

In connection with the above. made mention of a "direct
appeal" by "The American Socialist" for fxmds, the purpose of which
is to attempt to absorb part of the publishing costs of the magazine
and thereby relieve the National Office of the SUA of this item of
expense. [ [further suggested that the Boston group make a
sizeable financial contribution to this "direct appeal" and
present it to the National Executive Committee’s representative
if the latter's Boston visit is postponed until the Pall.

-b6

b7C

2, Report on the SUA

I
reported that the National Headquarters of the SUA is

located at New York City, N.Y. , and that branches of the SUA are
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located in the follov/ing cities : New York City^ Detroit, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Cleveland, Toledo, Akron, Buffalo,
Chicago, Flint, and Milwaukee. ’ He reported that the Detroit Branch
is reportedly the "branch with the greatest number of members.

[
also reported that the SUA sponsors so-called "reading

groups " in other jna3or United States cities, unnamed, which
do not have officially chartered brainches.

3. The SUA and the Communist Party

I Irenorted that the leaders of a Communist Party branch
in one unidentified but reportedly ma^or United States city had

be approached the leading members of the SUA branch in that city and
b7c recommended to the latter that the two groups (Stalinists and

Cochranites) plan and carry out together a joint activities
program," According to Informant . I I made no mention as to
the specific task the two groups might carry out under this pro-
posed joint program.

I I
further reported that the Communist Party, USA, recently

b6 on a national scale -had adopted a completely reversed attitude
b7c toward the SUA. He noted that from the inception of the SUA xm-

til the new Stalinist orientation was adopted a few months ago
at the 20th Congress of the CPSU, the American Stalinists were
"openly hostile’^towards the Cochranites, but that noi^, the CP> USA
is "openly friendly" and cooperative and is calling for an
"alliance" with the SUA.

reported that I 1 ^8 reportedly pleased with this new
Stalinist attitude and that he, I 1 and other SUA national
leaders welcome the opportunity to collaborate and join forces
with the American Communist Party in future propaganda and agita-'
tion tasks.

b7C

4. SUA National Convention

According to I
|,
the SUA Constitution states that the SUA will

hold a national convention once in every two year period. He
stated that the first convention was held on July 4, 1954, and
that the second SUA national convention will be held in late

- 8 -
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November or December, 1956, He predicted that the convention
will be held at Detroit, Michigan, due to the size and numerical
strength of the Detroit branch.

Informant advised that 's report was followed by the
educational lecture presented by PRANK MARTIN which was based
on the contents of V. I, LENIN *s "State and Revolution." In-
formant advised that following the lecture a general discussion
took place concerning the lecture and concerning the agenda for
the next meeting, scheduled for June 21, 1956. Informant noted
that the "educational" for the June 21, 1956 meeting was to con-
sist of a panel discussion led by |

~~| on the subject,
"Aims and Purposes of the Boston Branch, SUA.

"

Informant advised that this June 7j 1956 meeting was adjourned
by

I I
at 10:55 P.M.

Identification of Members of "Unofficial" Boston Branch, SUA

Informants utilized in identifying these members have all fur-
nished reliable information in the past.

the SUA.

Rev. I ^
(Bufile 100-66967)

on July 1, 1955 4 advised that was r member of

(Bufile 100-247803)
and a Security Index Subject, Boston Division

1946-48.
Jon January 4, 195^^ advised that was a CP member

H in September, 1953^ advised that
| I

was expelled
from the CP in 1953 because he failed to follow CP policy with
respect to the xinion campaign.

I Boston Division (protect identity) on
March 30# 1954, advised that I I was no longer a member of
the Commimist Party,

~ 9 >
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(Bufile 100-196287)
and a Security Index Subject^ Boston Division

on July 14, 1954, advised that as of that date I

~

was a dues paying member of the Communist Party. USA, District
No. 1. Other informants have reported I \ as j'oining the
CP 1943; a member, 1944; a member of the CPA, 1945; and con-
tributing to CP or CPA, 1945-1950,

(Buflle 100-245494)

~l in interview with Boston Agents Sept. 20, 1954, advised
that he had been a member of the CP 1942-19^8, when he resigned
following the enactment of the Taft-Hartley Law.

|
|has

been reported as President of the Salem North Shore Branch of
the CP, USA, District No. 1, 1946 and 1947*

(Bufile 100-37681)
and a Security Index Subject, Boston Division

Boston, on June 2, 1955 ^ stated that
I I is not and never has been, to the best of his
knowledge, a CP member. He stated that the CP leadership of
Boston usually approached 1 ~l through a third party to adopt
its views on various questions of social moment, and usually got
her to follow the CP propaganda line on those questions. I

has been reported by other informants as Treasurer of the Pro-
gressive-' Party of Massachiisefts, 1949^ through 1951<» Chsirauan
that group, 1951 through 1955.

(mflle 100-385227)

on June 19, 1956, advised I ~l was known to him as
a member of the PAUL ROBESON Club of the LYL in 1949-50.

~| on May 8, 1951 > advised that the LYL had tried I

on charges of white chauvinism in May, 1951, aJ^d that
became disgusted before a decision was reached and walked out of
the -trial.

10
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• •

PRANK MARTIN

The files of the Boston Division contain no information identi-
fiable with PRANK MARTIN other than his association with instant
group

,

~l on July 3 , 1956 , advise^ that another meeting of the
above group had been held June 21, 1956 , at the I I

apartment of I I . Informant advised that the educa-
tional lecture presented by 1 I concerned "Aims and
Purposes of the SNA's Boston Branch," According to the Informant,
the following are some of the highlights of I fs lecture:

1 . Revise, modernize and Americanize Marxist, Leninist terminol-
ogy in order to increase the appeal of socialism to the
American working class, i,e., use appropriate Americanized
substitute for such words and word combinations as bourgeoi-
sie" "petty bourgeois," "proletariat," dictatorship of the

proletariat," "the masses," etc.

2 . Approach "the workers" in the Boston area on their own level

in language they vinderstand and they themselves use,

3. Deal with the local workers in the realm of their own specific
problems and omit relating their problems to those of the

working class on a national or international scale,

4 . Emphasize to the workers that the Boston group advocates
an "American brand of socialism" for Americans onlj?", and

that the group and its political program are not foreign,
oriented, directed or controlled,

5. Omit, deny, and refuse all references to and all ideas on

internationalism in dealing with local working class groups
and programs,

6. Omit (Quoting historical and contemporary foreign Communist
and socialist figures such as MARX> LENIN, STALIN, etc,

7. Introduce local workers to socialism with references to
already existing modified forms of socialism currently
practiced and advocated in the United States; e,g,. Social
Security, socialized medicine, free higher education.

11
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Informant advised that during the meeting further discussion had
taken place with respect to the date the National Executive Com-
mittee representative of the SUA should visit Boston, but that
no definite decision had been reached. Informant advised that
the remainder of the meeting concerned topics of local interest.

.

'' .rther t’-iat

Informant advised further that during the course of the June 21
meeting I I had made overtures to him to Join the group, and
that Informant contemplates accepting membership at the next
scheduled' meeting.

I I has furnished reliable information in the past and is
a highly sensitive source of the Boston Division. Accordingly,
information furnished hy thie informant must be handled with the
utmost discretion.

Boston will continue to follow the activities of the above group
and its personnel and endeavor to determine the identity of other
individuals associated with the group, and to determine whether
the group obtains a charter from the SUA.

be
b7C
b7D
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Re New York tel captioned, “CP, USA - ORGANIZATION;
CINAL dated June 25s 1956* This tel contained a stmimary of
information concerning the proceedings on the third and last
day of sessions of the three day meeting of the National
Committee of the OP, USA which was held in the Jefferson
School of Social Science, New York Oity, from June 22 through
June 2i}., 19560

She following constitutes the details of the pro-
ceedings of this third day of the meeting as furnished by
CG 582I|.»S«- to SA JOHN E, KEATING on June 21}., 1956 s

Persons in Attendance

OG 582i|.=S* advised that the following persons were
in attendance at the session held on Sixnday, June 21}., 1956s

PHIL BART
AE" BLUMBERG
MORRIS CHILDS
BEN DAVIS, JRo
EUGENE DETWIjS

PRED PINE
JOHN GATES
GIAUDE LIGHTPOQT

.

WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN

1

'

1

\

1

1 b7C

JACK S'i'AOHEL
SID STEIN

I

ED STRONG

MAX WEISS
CARL WINTER
LEON WOPSY

Informant advised that ED STRONG was the Chairman
of the Sunday session,.

“ 2 *=»
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‘ S1>at©me,nt of the. Wafeional' Pearanittee
of the CP. USA ^ . -

’
•

,

It will be recalled that at the Saturday., June 23,
1956 session of this national Committee meeting, there was a /

sharp debate concerning what should be contained* in a |

statement to be issued by the OP, USA in regard to the speech i

by UIKIIA KHRUSH0HEV to the. Executive Session of the 20th
|

Congress of the OP, SU<, A committee of four consisting of '

JOHN GATES, WILLIAM SOHMEIDERMANV MAX WEISS, and CAEL WIHTER '

,

had been appointed on June 23 to prepare a compromise statement!'
.and' have it ready prior to the session of Sunday, June 195m<>

.

* This committee’ of four brought in a compromise
jstatement and stated th^t this statement had the xinanlmous *

consent' of this qomniittee of four© A few copies of- this ^ate-
ment were passed around at this meeting' and the committee of
four announced that , if this statement’ wa's, adopted rat this
meeting it should be adopted prior to<3sC0 sp\that it
could: be released to the press © ,

* .

*

. Since the statement was ah obvious coiapromise, except^
for a few changes by EUGEHE DEMIS, in the choice' of -words, ho 1

other changes were suggested aiid thi^ Matiohajl Committee 1

meeting adopted
: tMs statement unanimously ©.

' '
"

CG 582lj;“S-5C- had- learned that CLA'DDE LIGHTPOOT had tolc,
.EUGEME DEMIS, in a private cohyersation, -that DENNIS should

‘ give in a 'little on his- previous*, stand against' criticism of
Russia© •

, ;

‘ ,

' '

'

•

,

, -

. . The .following- is the complete' text of* this statement
.

•
. which was released to the press and will.be circulated among

, .‘ft
,

- the membership of the- CP, USA for , the- p'urpose of showing that ,

the' leadership of the PartyMs 'hot split on policy toward i'
, Russia? ‘ - • I
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"MONDAY AM, JUNE 2^, 19^6

"STATEMENT OP NATIONAL COMMITTEE OP THE COMMUNIST
PARTY OP THE UNITED STATES

‘

"Adopted at its regular meeting in New York CitY
on June 24.th, 1956

^

Th,e publication of tbe State department's text of
Khrushchev'’ s speech to a closed session of the 20th
Congress of the OPSU has given a fresh impetus to the
already widespread discussions in our country about the
changes taking place in the Soviet Union,,

"The State Department would like %iericans to
believe that nothing has changed in the Soviet Uniono
It hopes to cancel out the positive impact of the 20th
Congress, which registered, among other things, a new
relationship of world forces, opening up for the first
time in history, the real prospect for a lasting peace

o

It hopes in this way to keep alive the disintegrating
remnants of the cold war«

"However, the people of our country who desire
peaceful coexistence cannot but welcome the actions taken
by the Soviet government since Stalin® s death as well as
the determination expressed in Khrushchev® s speech to end
the brutalities and injustices which married a period
of Soviet lifeo

"The State Department wants the American people to
believe that the tragedies, crimes and injustices which
took place during the Stalin era are evils which are
inherent in social! sm»

"But the crimes against innocent people perpetrated^der Stalin® s leadership are, in fact, alien to socialism
ihey were an intolerable hindrance to the advance of
socialism® Socialism is dedicated to the liberation of
mazikind from social injustice and to releasing the full
capacities for the flowering of humanity® It requires
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an ever-expanding democracy, the growth of hnman
freedom and personal liberties, the development of
conditions which will ultimately eliminate altogether
the use of force in the relations between people o

"We have been and will continue to be the proud
supporters of socialism everywhere,, We have fought and
will continue to fight against the efforts of big
business to calumniate and vilify the Soviet Union and
other socialist comtrieso

"We Communists know that socialism must eradicate
the inhumanity of capitalist societyo ^Phat is why we,, '

above all, are deeply shocked by the revelations contained
in Khrushchev® s speecho

"in our opinion this speech should have been made
public by the GPSU itself „ We do not share the view that
the questions dealt with, no matter how painful and
abhorrent, are exclusively the internal affair of the
GPSUo The role which the Soviet Wnioin has played in
world affairs for the last ij.0 years, 'and the defense of
its socialist achievements by workers in the US and other
countries have made these matters public issues everywhere

»

"A basic analysis of how such perversions of
socialist democracy, justice and internationalism were
permitted to develop and continue unchecked for twenty
years must still be made by the leadership of the CPSU*
It needs also to be made by Marxists everywhere

»

Nrushchev*s contribution to the exposxjre of mistakes and
to the process of correction now going on, makes only
a beginning in this directiono

"We cannot accept an anlysis of such profound
mistakes which attributes them solely to the capricious
aberrations of a single individual, no matter how raucla

arbitrary power he was wrongly permitted to usurp® It
is just as wrong to ascribe all the mistakes and violations
of socialist principle to a single individual as it was
to ascribe to him all the achievements and grandeur of
socialist progress in the USSR®
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”In oTir opinion the mistakes made were primarily
a result of wrong policies and concepts arising in part
out of the fact that the Soviet Union was the pioneering
land of socialism and was surrounded for decades by a
hostile capitalist worlds Some of these policies and
concepts have already been repudiatedo ^ut the historic
objective factors associated with these errors need to
be more fully assessedo Also required is a further nnd
deeper examination of such questions as the structure
and operation of socialist democracy in the Soviet Union
and other socialist coimtries as well as of the new
problems and perspectives arising as the workers of
other lands move toward Sja^i^Llismo This will illuminate
the source of past errors and help avoid future oneso

”We are deeply disttirbed by facts revealed in infor-
mation coming from Poland that organs and media of
Jewish culture were summarily dissolved and a number of
their leaders executedo This is contrary to the Soviet
Union” s historic contributions on the Jewish questions
Khrushchevas failures to deal with these outrages, and
the continuijQg silence of Soviet leaders, requires an
explanationo

*'The Gommunist Party of the US has some serious
conclusions to draw from all this® For we are responsible
to the working class and people of our own country®
And to ihem we admit frankly that we uncritically justi-
fied many foreign and dcmiestic policies of the Soviet
Union which are now shown to be wrong®

"We have begun to reexamine our previously over-
simplified and wrong concept of the relations which
should exist between the Marxists of various countries,
including the socialist countries® These relations must
be based on the principles of serving the best national
interests of each people and the common interests of all
progressive human!ty| of the equality of parties! of the
right and duty of the Marxists of all countries to engage
in friendly criticism of the theory or practice of the
Marxists of a^y country, whenever they feel this is
necessary® Far from weakening, this will strengthen
international working class solidarity® This new approach
was reflected in the D¥ as early as last March as well
as in the position adopted by ttie natioj^al Goramittee
at the end of April®
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”0u2* stand is rooted in the primary concern of
onr Party for the present and future welfare of the
American people o As an Independent Marxist party of
American workers dedicated to socialism, we seek to add
otu? influence to ensuring friendship of peoples and
world peace » We shall continue to work for greater
economic security, democracy, and civil rights in our
own country, and for unity with all socialist-minded
groups to attain socialism by constitutional, peaceful
means, expressing the free choice of the majority of the
American people o

”

Report on Organization bv I 1
Organizational Secretary of the
New York OP District

Informant advised that a report on the status of
the Party organazation in the New York District was delivered
by

I ^ ' Organizational Secretary of the New York GP
District o This report was to be a part of the general dis-
cussion on Party organization at this meetingo i 1 stated
that there is a question which continually appears fit all
Party meetings in the New York District o He stated that the
membership is asking whether or not it is necessary to make
such an agonizing reappraisal of our Partyo The membership is
also asking if we would be making this reappraisal if it had
not been for the issues raised by NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV in his speech
to the Executive Session of the 20th Congress of the CP, SUo

I s answer to these questions was that we would
be making such a reappraisalo He said that such a reappraisal
would be necessary even if the 20th Congress of the CP, SU
had never been heldo Explaining this,[ stated that
there is a changed situation in the United States which was
favorable to the OPo Despite this fact, the isolation of the
Party from the masses continues^ Commenting on those things
which are favorable to the Party in the United States, he
mentioned the following

2

The defeat of Me Carthyismo

The united labor movement

o
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Hie holding of the Geneva Conference, and what
he called the growing moods of struggle on the part of the
working class

»

b'6

I
stated that he would discuss the following b?c

propositions in his report;

Where is the Communist Party in the United
States today?

What is the position of the masses in the United
' States today?

How do the masses view the CP?

Did the 20th Congress of the CP, SU add to the
moral crisis of the CP?

Has the constant change in the national leadership
of the CP, USA added to this crisis?

Is the Party disintegrating?

Is there no hope for the CP in the United States?

^With regard to the last question, [ I stated that
in his opinion the CP is not disintegrating and that* there is
still some hope for the CP in the United Statese He stated that
the Party still has positions of influence in the trade union
movement and in the people ”s movement

o

be
b7C

|s comments on registration
and dues in the New York CP District

I liext went into a discussion of the registration
and explained that the Party registration for 195*6 is really a
two year registration since the New York District -did not have
a registration in 195ij- for the year 1955o He stated that two-
thirds of the membership of the CP in the New York District
were lost during the last ten years o I I then stated the
following figures which were later disputed by I I

Executive Secretary of the New York CP Districts

- 8 «
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l olalmed that in I9I4.6 the New York CP
District had 30,000 members but by 19^0 this membership figtire
had dropped to 2lj.p000o He did not give the current, registration
figures for the New York District until the conclusion of his
remarks but he did say that 88 per cent of the membership in
the New York District has been registered©

According to l I one~third of the membership of
the New York District also belong to industrial organizations©
He stated that one-third of the membership attends meetings
regularly© One-third or less of the membership carries on
sustained activity© He then commented that the Party is
getting older because two-thirds of the Party membership in
New York is now at least I4.0 years of age©

I stated that dues payments can be considered
as being fair to good© He said that during 1955 the New York
District had an 85 per cent dues payment© Por tbe first five
months of 1956, the dues payments are averaging 62 per cent©
He expects, however, that there will be a drop in the
percentage of dues payments until the next regi stratipn in
the fall of 1956 since the 62 per cent represents dues collected
during the registration which began during the latter part of
1955 and carried over into the first part of 1956©

Is comments on the reasons
for losses in membership

I I
asked why there has been such a loss of Party

membership© He said that these losses are due to objective
conditions© He said that there have been many attacks not only
on the Party itself but also on individual* Party -mpmbers© He
said that this stands out as the most important reason for
losses in membership© I I then stated that many former
Party members are friendly toward the Party but refuse to
formally join the Party at this time© Many of these people
are working in trade unions and other mass organizaticns©
He urged that these former members be kept in mind© He stated
that the Party should not lose contact with them©

I I then went on to explain that there were some
mistakes which contributed to the losses and to the status of
organization in the New York District. He stated that one of

bo
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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the main errors was that of sectarianism and adventurism
particularly in the electrical industry and in the Negro
field and in the mass movements®

I Ithen stated that many hundreds of members
in the New York District were unjustly expelled from the Party
and that this greatly contributed to the loss in membership®
He then gave an example to show what he meant by adventurism
in the Party program® He stated that in 195.1 the New York
District had a club active in the Longshoremen* s Union and
that this club was very active® Despite the activity, this
club had no deep roots bn the docks since they were new to
this type of work® Ihe Party involved this group in some
^amatic fights and before the Party could do anything about
it every single member was lost to the Party either because
they were fired from their jobs or were expelled from the
union®

I
[went on to explain that the same adventurism

characterlzea rarty activity in the Brewery, Teamsters, and
transport Workers Unions although the Party W[as able to
save some of its members by transferring them to oommtinitv
organizations where they are now doing some good work® I

said that as a result of this adventurism many Party members,
who should be in industrial organizations, are in community'
organizations since they do not trust the industrial organi-
zations of the CP® Ti^ey expect that if they were in an
industrial organization they would be pushed into some ad-
venturism and, as a result, would either lose their jobs or
their standing in the union® On the other hand, they can work
quietly in a community organization and el±n&afc^ these fears®

I 1

With regard to losses of membership from expulsions,
I Istated that the CP incorrectly estimated the Fascist
danger® As a result of this incorrect estimate, for security
reasons, the New York District dropped a few thousand members
who were considered untrustworthy and not strong enough to
withstand repression. Concerning losses of the Negro member-
ship, I I stated that these losses were due chiefly to
left sectarianism® He stated that in every Negro community
we put the Negro comrades into left field and isolated them
from the Party and from the mass organizations of the

10
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comrnunity. ¥e also put them into left centers where they
were further isolated., Next I I stated that the gross
distortions in the fight against white chauvinism also
helped to lose Negro members# He asked what Negro member
would want to join a Party which.was considered to be full
of white chauvinists# He stated that the Negro gained the
impression that the Party was composed of many white
chauvinists in view of our excesses in the fight against
this deviation#

Current Activities in the
New York CP District

[asked whathas happened to the remaining
membership in tne New York District# He said that since the
Party’s draft resolution of years ago the New York District
of the CP has been anchoring its membership in the mass
organizations, the trade unions, and the basic industries#
He stated that in the New York Bistrict one->third of the
membership in the community organizations now function through
ri^t led mass organizations of the people# He said that they
have many united front relationships# It was this anchoring
of the Party in the right led organizations plus the United
Front Program which has speeded the fight against reaction#

I I also stated that the Party has a new concept of Negro-
white unity# He said that when the United States Supreme
Court handed down its decision with regard to desegregation,
the CP, throu^ a series of tinited front mass meetings and
other organized events in many areas and cities, was able to
rally thousands of people and was also able to involve
officials of large organizations and officials of some cities
in support of this desegregation order#

be
b7C

be
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Itben talked about the building of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People# He stated
that the Hew York District of the Party has obtained some
excellent results with regard to the NAACP# He stated that
there is a Negro leader in the food industry who he characterized
as having been at one time active in a left center# He stated
that this person, by himself, recruited 500 people into the
NAACP#

I

~|then cited some examples of experiences in the
field of political action as a result of the Party’s work
within mass organizations# He stated that the Party has
influence in the Typographical Union and, as a result, was
able to get this union to participate in two Congressional

— 11 —
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campaigns which resulted, in the defeat of the reactionary
Candldflt:A!C! . 4-’U«4^ 4-'U* -D J 1 ^ .

I
[stated that the Party has also "strengthenedxtself as a result of correcting its sectarian approachconcerning Israel and attributed this correction to thefact that the Party membership is now working in mass organi-zations, He stated that the Party would never have arrivedat a correct policy with regard to Israel if it had not beenlor the fact that Party members working in mass organizations.

were able to bfing pressvir^ upon the Party which resulted'in corrected policy. In other wordSp members working inmass organizations have been able to get the Party to adopta correct policy,

4.1, 4. •
^T^ning his attention to trade unions^ statedthat in the trade unions the CP is winning back some influencewhich it had lost as a result of the fact that Party memberswere expelled from unions when the "left" lost control. Hestated that Party members are now working through regular

trade union machinery and that they are sinking their rootsand e:jq)andxng the Party^s influence in trade unionso

. .
stated that the Party is developing a new andrising cadre and that this cadre knows how to wohk among themasses in a manner which will bring prestige not only tothemselves but also to the Party, He stated that the mainemphasis is being placed on workers in industry, There is not aconcentration in the old sense of the word nor in Inhere anemphasis on shop papers. Citing examples, he stated that the

Party® s work in the railroad and Longshoremen® s Unions arethe best examples of the current work being done by the Hew
fork District in industry. He stated that in the past theParty had made a lot of noise in the Longshoremen's Unionand in the railroad unions but that the Party’s activity wasprimarily limited to the issuing of bulletins -and that theParty org^ization among- railroad workers and Longshoremen
was non-existent. This situation has been changed,
e said that the New York District now has good organizationin both of these industries,. He stated that the CP in New
®j 35 people actively organized in the Longshoremen's

industry. It has 30 people active in the Teamsters Union and
70 people active in the railroad industry.

b6
hlC
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He stated that the New York District’s activity
in the steel industry is primarily centered in the
Buffalo area and that there are 3ij. Communists active in steel
in that areao He also stated that the Party’s activity
in the electrical industry is also centered in upstate New
York^ however 9 he did not have any current figures on thenumber of members in the District who are active in the
electrical inddstryo He stated that the new type of work in.
industry has had some affect on rebuilding the Baptyo He stated
that some oldtimers have been activized by the injection of new
blood into districts and organizations of the Partyo

Tupning his attention briefly to Buffalo^ he stated
that a new cadre has been introduced into the Party in BuffalOo
As a result of thisp there has been a phenomenal rise in the
mass work of the comrades in that city,,

.
I Isaid that the policy of shifting members to

industry and into mass organizations is paying off<> He said
that we need to have patience with and confidence in GP
members who are active in industryo He also stated that at
the end of the summer the New York CP District plans to shift
over I9OOO additional members from community organizations
into industrial organ!zationso

I
Istateds however j that he had to .say that there

are still some small pockets of resistance in the Party against
going into industries and into mass organizationso Some Party
members are still questioning the liquidation of the left
.centers. Other Party members are also charging the District
leadership with giving up the American Labor Party, He said
that other old Party members are sitting it out and are waiting
to see what will happen.

fs comments on organization^,
funds 9 and the status of the be

I ] said that in the past we gave exaggerated
objectives to the various organisations or the Partyi Many
times^ these objectives were beyond the capacity ^of these
organisations© The result of this was discouragemento As an

b6
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example of thisj, he cited the reeent struggle for civil
rights* He said that when the Party was discussing the march
on Washington it made the statement that thousanch of people
would be mobilized for the trip of the WAACP to Washington® be
According to I I even as these statements were being b7c
made it was obvious that thousands could not be mobilized for
such a trip® As a result, when numbers far Short of. this
were actually mobilized, it had a very discouraging effect
upon Party members®

In regard to finances, he said that we also give
the Harty membership tasks well beyond their capabilities®
He then went into a discussion of the financial situation®
He said that we need (^astic changes of financial policy within
the CP® According to

| ] only ^0 per cent of the goal
has been raised during the financial drive of the Hew York
District® He said that if they try to maintain the contemplated
budget that the Party will be in bankruptcy in the Hew York
District in a ^ort time® Be@ause of this, the Hew York
District is undertaking serious cuts in personnel® At the
present time there are 29 full time Partyemployees in the Hew
York District® ®he plan is to reduce this number from 29 to
l6o They want to have four full time people operating on a Dis“
triet level and two full time people working in each county in
the ^ew York City area® He said that per cent of the
budget of the Hew York District is eaten up by administrative
costs such as wages, the “Daily Worker", and defense expenses®

The biggest problem of all, according to I J

is the "Daily Worker®" He said that the "Daily Worker" is a
most invaluable instriament in the current discussions in the
CP® This is true because the paper can be shown "to persons
outside of the Party ranks® He stated, however, lhat it is
necessary for the Party tb make an analysis of the “Daily
Worker" and decide whether or not the paper can be maintained®
He suggested that after the Party® s national Convention that
the national leadership consider the abandoning of the "Daily
Worker" and the bringing forth of a new weekly paper® He. said
that it would be much better to have a weekly paper with a
circulation of 60,000 or 70,000 than to have a daily paper
which not' only has a fraction of this circulation but is also
a tremendous burden upon the. Party©

111.
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I
[again discussed exaggerated goals and the fact

that these exaggerated goals are stumbling blocks to Party
progress* He also stated that there are other stumbling
blocks in the Party and mentioned the lack of review on
policy questions such as the economic situation, the work
among Negroes, the form and structure of the Party, Party
democracy, and industrial and trade union work* He said that
the Party has been drifting too much and that the Party
leadership is not writing enough material on these important
issues* He also stated that the membership in the New York
District is questionning the ability of the national leadership
and stated that morale of some of the membership is very low*

I Ithen discussed leading policy committees*
He stated that the membership wants to know how these policy
committees are constituted* He said they have to be- told
that for the most part these committees consist of full time
Party people* As a result of this, some of the members want
to change the composition of leading committees* They state
that persons active in mass organizations, who have their ear
to developments in the mass movement, should be placed on
these policy making committees* He then stated that the
leading committees of the Party should not "hug ail the lower
organizations of the Party to their chest*" He also said
that differences on policy should be fought out not, only in the
higher committees but also on lower levels* Trade union
policy should be made by Party members active in the particular
trade union*

I I then stated that the New York District is
making some progress in this regard* The specific policy is
now being made by people in various industries* According to

I .1 the following questions are being raised by the
Party memberships

Do we need a monolithic party?

Do we need a Party with an iron discipline?

He stated that personally he thinks that we have
mistakenly transferred the Hussian experience and concept of
organization to our couintry* This is incorrect inasmuch as
different conditions exist in this country and also because

be
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we have left out the democratic tradition of the United
States in our concept of organization. He stated that the
monolithic form of organization clashes with democracy at
any time policy is being made. He said that the higher
bodies in the Party organization should listen to the
suggestions which come from the lower organizations and
should make changes in policy based upon these suggestions.
He also stated that as a result of expecting unity among
the leadership of the Party there results a certain formalism
and rigidity.

Aecor<2. jag to 1 what the Party needs is a
system of inajority rule. The Party should allow for an
area of differences before carrying out the majority policy.
He also stated that once the Party adopts a constitution it
should adhere to it. If any changes are made, they should not
be made in violation of the constitution as was done during
the past few years. In this connection, he stated that the
Party should abolish the principle of cooptation.

be
b7C

I I
then discussed the idea of a new party of

Socialism, He said that in the past the GP in the United
States had open to it many avenues of struggle | however » at
the present time, practically peaking, the Party is illegal.
Only a handful of people can identify themselves to the workers
and to their neighbors as Communists, In this regard, he stated
that most CP clubs in upstate New York are functional clubs.
He said that the Party in Buffalo is illegal except for the
Organizer who is a full time employee.

L I
said that some good work is being done in shop be

clubs in Huffalo and that they are able to, discuss some issues b 7 c
such as wages and other issues pertaijiing to working conditions
in industry, but that the membership cannot identify themselves
as Ooramunists,

I
[thinks that the Party cajinot continue

to exist in this majiner. He said that recently he had
interviewed 75 Party people in upstate New York, Out of
this total of 75s only a handful had been able to hold onto
^ five years. As soon as it was discovered that they
were lefts , Reds", or *^oramunists, they were fired.

With regard to mass movements, he said that if
anyone should identify himself as a Gommuni'St he would be
expelled from the movement. For this reason the New York
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District will encourage functional clubs for th.e time beins
'although it is realized that this

I^arty organizationo He also stated
clubs should carry on concentration work
instances not enough of the members of theseclubs are active in mass organizations

o

ttVio-^ 4-v,

^c^binuing,
I

~
said that even in the old days

had more of a legal status than at present,very few trade union members would come forward and identifythemselves as Communists o Because of that he said that weneed the following;

lo Some mass form of Socialist expression on
the part of trade unionists and shop workers©

.

. 2o Forms of Democratic expression within the
Party itself©

3o Y® speak up against the Soviet Union
in a manner similar to the recent line
of the Daily Worker©" He said that we
need to do away with the idea that we are
parroting the Soviet Union or- oldier- Goinmunist’

'

Parties© This will help to minimize the charge
that the CP of the USA is a foreign agency©

National CP membership and
current membership figures for
several CP Distrlcrfes

CG 582k»S-:;- advised that when I I ^t^ri
his report, the National Organization Commission of the CP

hllrthltt/ ^® ~^^® National Gpmmlttee nn theDiackDoardo These figures were written by
-

l^lindicated that in 1955 the New York CP District had

In iQcTA
Illinois had a registration of 1,000 members,n 195o, Illinois shows an official registration of 900 members©

m. _ Michigan had a total registration of “^OOThus far, in 1956 Michigan has a total membership of 251
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althou^ the Michigan district claims that its registration
is not yet complete

o

Q - .
an official registration of 600 in 1955«So far, the Ohio GP District has registered 580 members in 19^6

o

^
Pennsylvania had a registration in 19^5

-^he 195o registration for eastern Pennsylvania is
457o

In 1955 the New 'Jersey District had a total
registration of 7660 33ie 1956 registration for New Jersey
is Y3i«

^ O Qoi
California District had a registration

nT ^^36 registration figure for the California
district is 2,900o

^ ^
western Pennsylvania District had a registration

or 150 xn 1955 o The registration for this District in 1956
S *LtLO 0

^ 1 <7 Lnrs
CP, USA claimed a total registration

of 17,600 on the basis of registration figures which were
turned in by the various Districts»_ In 1956, with the
registration almost completed, the registered Partv total
membership is l6,500o

N^ith regard to membership in the South, in 1955 therewere 22 registered members in the State of Virginia « There
are currently 25 registered members in Virginia®

In 1955 there were lj.8 members in Florida® The currentParty membership for Florida is 380

In 1955 there were 35 members in North Carolina. Thecurrent registration for North Carolina is 3O0

In 1955 there were 16 Party members in Tennessee:
however, there are no figures available for 1956.

In 1955 there were 2ij. Party members in Alabama withno fxgures available for 1956.
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howevei?
^avtj members in Lotiisiana;

a?
^^®®® were considered to be members

1956® ® ^ ®^® i^3.gures available for Louisiana for

iQcfc^ 4-J^®^®
registered CP members in Texas duringiVbb and the current registration figure for Texas is 35 „

^

4-^^ «i4. ^
ewrently three CP members registered in

? °c
^

22 ^^8^® ™® available lor velL-tration in Georgia for 1955 . It Is expected that moremembers will be registered in Georgia©

rp TTCift o
^^i3ig the year 1955 j dues payments for the entire

’

^
averaged 78 per cento 5?he following are the dues

of^l956
?^^^ various Districts for the first few months

New York District

Illinois District

Michigan District

Ohio District

Eastern Pennsylvania

New Jersey Dist^ie-j;

California District

61 per cent

per cent

26 per cent

28 per cent

16 per cent

22 per cent

11 per cent

4-w^
However, with regard to the percentage figure for

District, it was stated that this figure isprobably incorrect since California usually sends its duesXXI large oatcheso

u j. j ,
I ^Iso gave the following percentage droos inPart^ membership between the years 1952 and 1956 s

4.

Between these years the New York District had a
Illinois » membership dropped43 per cento The Michigan District dropped 50 ner cent*however, with regard to the percentage drop for Michigan,
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it was stated that this may be incorrect since the membershipfi^e for %chigan for the year 19^2 was an estimated 600*
Ohio had a 28% drop in membership during these years.
Eastern Pennsylvania a 34*^ drop* Hew Jersey a 20% drop
between the years 1953 and 1956 j there was no membership

Jersey for the year 1952. California has had
a 10% drop in membership during the period 1952 to 1956.

Discussion on Party
Organization

Comments of [ ]

bo
b7C

The informant advised that was the
first speaker during the discussion period. He said that
the Bolsheyization campaign during the 1930*s plus the
Bureaucratic leadership of Joseph Stalin froze the forms of
organization of the CP. He stated, however, that these
forms of organization are now being unfrozen. He then
briefly reviewed the 1902 concepts of organization by V. I.
enin and stated that since conditions are quite different

now than they were in 1902 the CP needs hew forms of organi-
zation.

Comments of PHIL BART

informant advised that BART stated that the most
important task of the Party is to emphasize its ideological
role,^ He briefly discussed the shop clubs and stated that they
function as trade union fractions instead of as Pai?^' organi-
zations, He stated it is necessary for the Party to turn shop
clubs into political organizations. He also warned about the
lack of understanding of the capacity of various CP organi-
zations to perform various functions. He also came out for
the- abolition of shop groups and also for the abolition of
shop papers.

Comments of EUGENE DENNIS

Self-criticism by UENCTIS

DENNIS stated that before discussing Party organi-
^^tion he first wanted to make a few observations concerning
his article which appeared in the June 18 issue of the "Daily /
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Worker.” DENNIS stated that he should have said in his
article that the Central Committee of the CP, SU has a
collective responsibility to provide a basic Marxist an^ysis
of what happened in the USSR with regard to Joseph Stalino
He also stated that he should have indicated in his article /
that -new"' relations have been developing between various /
Marxist parties. /

DENNIS also stated that in dealing with the ”D^ily
Worker” in his article, he should have struck a more positive
note on the boldness of the “Daily Worker” in dealing with
questions growing out of the 20th Congress of the CP, SU,
Finally, in regard to the criticism that he was individually
responsible for the article of June 18, 1956, he wanted to
say in self-criticism that he should have consulted at least
the comrades in the Administrative Committee of the National
Committee before publishing this article, ,

Comments of CG 582i|.-S* on DENNIS® /
self-criticism and the unanimous ^

adoption of the statement issued
by the CP

CG 582l].-S* commented that while the unanimous
adoption of the compromise statement and ttie self-criticism
on the part of DENNIS does not heal the differences on funda-
mental problems it does maintain a status quo for the time
being o This means that the tendered resignation of JOHN
GATES as the Editor of the "Daily Worker" will not be acted
ilpon by the CP, USA, At some future date', unless the differences
become sharper, it may be officially decided not to accept
his resignation, Wjiiie the fight between the forces of GATES
and those of DENNIS is not over, it was the general opinion
of those in attendance at this National Committee meeting that
an advance toward unity in the national leadership was made at
this meeting although some fiindamental problem may cause a
near essplosion in the future.

DENNIS® remarks on organization

DENNIS stated that the report of shows
that the leadership in the Ne-wr York District has made some
beginnings and changes in the mass work of the Party, With
regard to the "Daily Worker" and the suggestion that it be
abandoned, DENNIS stated that he believes that the Party ought

b6
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to ask the membership of the New York District and the readers
of the paper what shouid be done with it» He agreed that it
may be necessary to establish a new weekly and abandon^ the
“Daily Worker” after the National Convention, He stated,
however, that he tb-ought that the various Party Districts should
be polled on this matter and that we sho\fLd have their answers
by September when the National Election Conference will be
held.

DENNIS then went into a discussion of the possibility
of forming a new party of Socialism, He said that such a party
cannot be built in a hurry but to achieve a new party, if and
when conditions mature, the Communists will have to play a key
role. He thinks that the CP is not so discredited or at least
not so completely discredited that it cannot play an important
role in forming a new party of Socialism, In order to play
this role, however, it is necessary for the CP to bring about
changes in its method of work at the present time. It is also
necessary for tbe Party to bring about changes in the Party
program® It is'' also necessary to bring about changes in the
structure of the Party organization® these changes are made
they will facilitate the building of the new party of Socialism®
He stated that if changes in the structure of the Party organi-
zation do not solve all problems with regard to legality, they
will help the Party to some extent in getting into mass organi-
zations and they will also h^lp the Party members currently
active in mass organizations®'

Next^ DENNIS stated that it is necessary not to lose
sight of the nped for security not only for the Party but for
Party members active in the abops. But, he said, the CP can
take steps, even while protecting its security, which would lead
to more democratic forms of organizations® He also emphasized
the need to develop the next steps in the fight against left
sectarianism. DENNIS said that the battle against left
sectarianism has not yet been won® He also stated that the Party
must wage a continual fight against dogmatism and said that
the fight against dogmatism is not just something for convention
discussion®

DENNIS said that the CP must be patient® He said
that just as h4'' moved cautiously on the matter of the-
relation of the CP, USA to other Marxist or Socialist parties
in other countries tuatil he was convinced that the CP, USA had
to move, so the Party leadership must be patient with membership
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in order to move them along new lines of organization and
feowards naw goals*

Comments of
| |

DENNIS was followed by BILL NORMAN. NORMAN stated
that he is not certain that the Party can ever overcome its
errors and the Unreaucracy within its ranks* He stated that
he also favored the abolition of shop units and shop papers
and he asked for an expanded democracy within the Party.

Comments of WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN

The next speaker diiring the discussion period was
WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN, District Organizer of California.

SCHNEIDERMAN stated that there is a real crisis
in the CP and that the problems the Party faces are universal
in the sense that the same problems exist from coast to coast.
He stated that the leadership of the CP must have an open
mind on all matters and that the National Committee will have
to inject itself into the present discussion going on within
the Party* He stated that so far the National Committee has
not done this. He then stated that he wanted to mention a few
things about which the Party membership is talking on the
West Coast* He stated that the membership is asking the
following questions;

Ca$a we change the organization of the CP?

Can the present leadership of the CP, USA change
its policy?

Do we need a monolithic party?

^o we need military discipline?

What about dissent* How faa^ ean a member go in
dissent in support of his position?

If the Party member fights for his position, will
it be considered factionalism?.
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SCHNEIDERMAU stated that democratic centralism
is discredited. He stated that the Party needs more
emphasis on democracy. Direct representation to co-unty
levels is a current demand of the membership. Elective
bodies should verify policies. The higher committees should not
T82it down aj.” line to the lower organizations. The Party
should outlaw cooptation. The Party should hold more
frequent elective conferences and elections for positions.
The Party should hold more frequent conventions. ¥e should
have a bill of rights for the membership. There should be
no eapulsions from the Party except for anti~iJorking class
activity or for people who are caught as informers. The
right of appeal in the Party should be automatic. There
should be the right to recall leaders.

SCHREIDERMAH stated that Party leaders should
review the Constitution particularly with regard to the
matters of appeal and democracy. At this pointj, SGHREIDffiMAU
commented that he has been unable to find a 1938 Constitution
of the CP, USAo He stated thathe will probably have to consult
the prosecution or read the court record in order to know what
is in this Constitution.

SGHHEIDERMAH also stated that the Party membership
has a universal demand that the national leadership tell them
something about the different opinions among the members of the
National Gommittee. The membership is also interested in at
least some details of the conflicting opinions of the menibers
of the National Committee. He stated that the Party members
are also asking for a more frequent review of Party policy
especially after a policy has been tested in action. The
membership is also asking for more simplified agendas and
they also want permission to let the clubs decide their own
agendas. The membership also wants all agendas to include a
good and welfare clause so that any member can raise whatever
problem he has on his mind.

SOHNEIDERMAN also stated that the Party should make
it obligatory for the leadership to listen to and act upon
proposals made by the rank and file members.

Accordiiig to SGHNEIDERMANj, the Party members are
also asking how Party leaders are being chosen. How will future
Party leaders be selected. He stated that some Party leaders
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have suggested that the names of persons aspiring to leadership
he made available to the membership in various parts of
the country so that they can obtain a record of the Party
activities of these people and see if they are worthy of
being elected to positions of national leadership

«

I

Next, SCHNEIDERMAN read a few sentences from a letter
he had recently received fromi ~l She indicated that
some of the matters about which she wrote were being discussed
in the Party ranks at the present time. She stated that
because of the turmoil in the Party steps should be taken
at the present time to institute changes in the Party in regard
to a policy of democracy o She also stated that the Party
should open discussions on the national leadership o She also
stated that all Party members should be notified that
currently the Party is carrying on discussions concerning
possible changes in Party Constitutiono She also stated that
the :^mbers should be notified that otirrently there is a committee
working on suggested changes in the Party Constitutiono She also
stated that the Party should publicise a series of proposed
changes in the Party Constitutiono

Next, SCHMEIDl^iMAN discussed some views of important
problems o He stated that these views were held by what he
called non-Party people o He stated that he had met with a
group of non-Party people who are Longshoremen and that he
had met separately with HARRY BRIDGES j, whom he characterized
as a non-Party labor leadero He said that HARRY BRIDGES said
that the CP is having too many discussions about past mistakes
made by the Partyo *hese discussions of past mistakes are
currently a handicap in the Party® s operations

o

BRIDGES stated that the CP is illegal and' that it
is not getting anywhere « He stated that the Party cannot grow
since it cannot obtain reeruitsi therefore it will eventually
^eo the opinion of BRIDGES, the CP should dissolve at the
National Conven'f^lon in Decembero After its dissolution^, the
CP should wait for at least six months before a new Party
comes into beingo Without a waiting period of at least six
months^, the dissolution would be interpreted as a giramids: and a
new party would be subject to proseeutiono

SCHNEIDERMAN said that BRIDGES stated that when a new
party is formed that this party should talk American not
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^oa?kesQo He stated that the CP would have to keep in
mind that there has been a long period of prosperity in the
United States and that this period of prosperity has affected
the thinking of the American working man. BRIDGES said
that the American working man is not going to give all-out
support to some will-o-the-wisp unless he sees that it is
something practical.

BRIDGES then stated that he did not agree with PAUL
SNEEZY, an editor of the “Monthly Review,” who has suggested
the ^formation of a Fabian Society which would propagate
Socialism but would not have any real organization. BRIDGES
stated that he thinks that there is room for a party of
Socialism in the Hunted States. This would be a new
of party which would attract trade unionists. This party
might be a federation consisting of an association of
Socialist minded people. BRIDGES stated that if such a party
comes into being and this party is not identified with the
Communists, he would consider joining such a party.

Next SOHNEIDERMAN talked about industrial clubs in
the CP. SCHNEIDERMAN stated that the Party should retain the
industrial club, at least for the time being, inasmuch as there
was nothing better to supplant it. SCHNEIDERMAN stated that
one trouble with the organization of the CP, USA is that it has
the same form of organization and the same tasks for a club of
60 members as it has for a club of 6 members. As a result,
many Coramimist clubs are given impossible tasks to perform.
He stated that someone has compared the CP clubs to a pyramid
standing on its point with everything being pored down upon
it from the top. H© stated that it is necessary for the .Earty
to become more realistic and to :ifefrain from giving exaggerated
tasks to the membership.

Comments of|
Executive Secretary of the
New York CP District

CG advised that
| |

stated that in 19i{.6
the CP in the H©w York strict had a total membership of
26,000 and that in 19^0 iiB total membership of the New York
District was 17 , 700 .
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It is to Be noted that in his report,
|

had stated that in 1946 the New Xork I^i strict had a total
membership of 30,000 and that in 1950 the New York District
had 24s 000 member s«

I
Istated that he was a little worried because

some persons present at this National Committee meeting had
^hat they were encouraged by the report of I 1
stated that there are many problems in the New York

district and that no one should feel too encouraged* He
;
stated that he wanted to repeat what had been said previously
and that is that the Harty faces a crisis* He stated that
because of the economic boom in the United States the workers
are not willing to listen to CP members* He also stated that
there is political reaction in the United States which has
helped to isolate the Party* He stated that not only has the
Party committed numerous mistakes which also isolated it
but the 20th Congress then came along and depened the crisis
of the CP, USAc

b 6

b7C

I I
stated that the root cause of bureaucracy

in the CP, USA is not the full time Party functionaries*
He stated that btireaucracy is built into the constitution
of the CP, USA. H© also stated that he is in favor of the
retention of shop clubs until the Party can find some better
form of organization* He said that originally he was in
favor of the immediate abolition of shop clubs but that a
recent trip to upstate New York convinced him that a situation
different than that which exists in New York compells the
retention of shop clubs* He stated that we still have to
give some security to CP members in industry* He stated that
he could^see no form of organization which would do a better
job of giving security to these members at this time than
the shop club*

I I
then went to the blackboard and indicated

that he, too, had had some meetings with a number of important
trade union people who are now outside of the CP* t>6

hlC

CG ^824°S->s- commented that when the persons at this
meeting, such as I ^ spoke of trade union persons who, are
not Party persons they may or may not have meant what they
have said* Explaining this, the informant stated that if a
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person is subject to the Taft-^Hartley Law, hebe formally out of the Party but if a trade union person
he my be a pecret menSo^ofthe Payty. The informant stated that he is not certain what

I I
ill mind with this characterization®

. „L [stated that during these discussions with
l»o

traae unionist s j, he asked them some questions with
in^the

possibility of building a new Socialist partyin the United States and what their position would be with^regard to such a party® He said that he also asked them
'

what steps could be undertaken at the present time in orderto bring some trade unionistsp including ex-Party members,
th^CP

the'cp:>rent thi^ing of the CP, especially sincethe CP IS changing its methods and forms of work®

hv TOHW topic was further developedby JOHN GATES who also spoke for the New York District®

Comments of ED STRONG

, .
—Jwas followed by ED STRONG® STRONG statedhat he thougbt that the following three matters should begiven serious considerations

1® Do we face a crisis?

Q • ?? stated that in his opinion the CP, USA does face

Confess S^the^Op^^Su!®'^
problems growing out of the 20th

2® What is the nature and.soree of bureaucracv
in the CP?

>m-?T 4- ^ 4-
that to merely say that bureaucracy is

tSt^tS^Pfl^^J
answer® He said that he thinksParty should look scientifically for the cause ofbureaucracy in the Party®

^ciut>e oi

3® How do we solve this current crisis in the
Party? Can we do it and can we do it before
the National Conventionf

= 28 -
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STRONG stated that he hopes that the Party will
not set a time limit for the solution of the current erisiso
He stated that to do this would be to once again place an
impossible task before the merabershipo STRONG said that
to place something like a 30 day limit on the solution of
the crisis might result in an even bigger crisis

o

Comments of JOHN GATES

STRONG was followed by JOHN GATES o GATES said that
he was pleased by the self-criticism remarks of EUGENE
DENNISo He said that this self-criticism will go a long way
to solving some of the Party® s problems o will also help
him to resolve problems of self-eriticismo

GATES stated that he is not too pessimistiCo He
does not think that the Party is through or finishedo ^Ehe
Party stil^l has many assets, however, he stated that if
the CP does not make some changes it will be through as a
factor in the United Stateso “ithout changes, the CP will
disappear as a political force even though it continues to
exist in name,, He stated that some members are already leaving
the Party and that some others are watching to see what the
leadership proposes to do before deciding whether or not they
will leave the Party

«

GATES stated that WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN presented
the thinking of the California district but that this tb-i -nkl-ng
is prevalent throughout the Party and that some of the
suggestions of the California District should be put into effect
nationally at the present time,,

GATES also stated that since the CP is illegal that
it is going to be difficult to fight for democracy within the
^arty without, at the same time, fitting for democracy in
the country,, He asked what the Party could do to change this
sitiiationo How can the Party survive and make its contribution
to the new Socialist party which will come into being in the
future o GATES stated that some illegality in the CP is self-
imposedi however, some of the proposals made during the
discussion at this meeting contained the elements to make
change possible^ for e.xamples

lo The question of democratic centralism
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2o ^he changing of the name of the ^arty®

He said that the changing of the name of the Party
should be discussed, not as a gimmick, but as something to
give relief to the OP before the Party is able to build a
bigger party of Socialism®

3o ®he deletion from the Constitution of the GP, USA
of the words, Marxism - Leninism.

“e said that this is necessary if the Party wants to
establish legality.

GATES then said that the Party has only begun to
fight against sectarianism. He said that the trade union people
think that the Party should not dissolve. He then went to
the blackboard and he, too, indicated that he had met with
some leaders from a number of unions. He mentioned the Typo~
graphical Union, the teamsters Union, and the Furriers Union.
He also referred to them as non-Party trade union people.
He said these people think that the OP should not dissolve.
He said that they feel that even if a new Party"of
Socialism is formed, a new Party which traae -unionists could
join, that the GP can still play a role in the -American
political .situation inaspmch as it can raise problems which no
other party can raise.

GATES also stated that he had a discussion about the
perspectives for “Labor's Daily.” GATES said that perhaps the
CP ’ought to pay more attention to this newspaper since -fchis

paper has received the official endorsement of the APL-CIO
and also because it may some day become the official organ
of the merged l^bor unions. He stated that if it does become
an official organ that it might be influenced through locals
or through, certain correspondence sent to the paper.

GATES finished with some remarks concerning the
“Daily Worker.” He said it is necessary for the Party to
face the problem of the continual burden of the paper on the
Party. He said that it may be necessary for -the Party to give
up the “Daily Worker” | however, this matter sho-uld be fully
discussed and in no event should the “Daily Worker” be
abandoned prior to the national Convention of the CP.
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Coaments of

I J followed JOHIT GATES and she talked
atoout GP activities in the trade -onions and stated that the
fartj is lagging behind the trade -onions o She stated that
she thinks that the shop clubs have merit but that it is
necessary to get the shop clubs to occasionally discuss
other

^
than shop problems and to assist the community

organizations -with some of their problems* She also talked
about the change in the character of the leadership* She
said that the members in the New -Jersey District believe that
the authori-fcy of the leadership should be lijnited and that
the conventions of the Party should make more decisions on
policy* >^he also stated that she believes that more lee-way
should be given to the lower organizations of the Party so thatthey can explore things for -themselves and submit their
opinions to the higher bodies for further consideration* She
also stated that the Party membership is not clear on the
exaggeration of the -war danger* She stated that it is
^®®®s|ary to give more fac-feual material on this matter so
that Party speakers can ©on-vince Party membership that the -war
danger was exaggerated*- She also stated that the Party needs
more factual material on the role the Party plays within the
trad© imion movement o

Theoretical Remarks of
MAX WEISS

was followed582ij.=S^fr advised that,
,by^M^ ^ISS who went into a theoretical exposition of the

crisis in the Party* The informant commented that while
everyone thought that WEISS gave a good philosophical report
they also felt that his report had li-btle to do with the
situation at hand* The informant stated that the corridor
conversation was that the logic in WEISS» remarks was precises
however^, the premise was incorrectj, therefore^, everythijig that
followed the premise was "wrong*

b6
b7C

Infopiuant aXso statsd 'bha.’b l/JEISS^ 3?6iu3.r‘ks W6i?6
only a par-b of the discussion and did not necessarily reflect
an expression of any collective body*

asked whether there is a crisis in the OP and*
xf there is a crisis, whether or not it can be separated fj?om
the crisis in world Communism* He then went into his
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theor’etical exposition, Be stated that there was a crisis in the
Second international in the early 1900 ®So He said that this
was an irreconoilahle conflict and a crisis which could only
be resolved by a split in the Cormmmist movement, Hextp he
talked of the second crisis in the Oonamimist movement. He
stated that this crisis occurred when Adolph Hitler came into
power and a right and left wing of the Socialist movement
came into being. He said that the third crisis in world
Ooramunism took place when Tito challenged Stalin, Recording
to WEISS

<> this third oris5.s has been resolvedi therefore, we
are too late in talking about a current crisis in i>rorld
Oomraunism, He said that we are in a battle with a left sectarian
current but this current has no real basis., therefore, there is
no choice of a split before "us,

WEISS stated that if the CP, SU fou^t for a policy
different than that adopted by other Gommunist Parties with
regard to relations with the OP, SU, then there would be
a serious crisis in world Gommtmismj however, the OP, SU
is not opposed to this changed attitude of other parties
toward the Soviet Unions therefore, there is no crisis,
WEISS said that we are at a historical timiing point in a
new era. He stated that if we need to use the word^crisis’"
to move the people, to show them that the situation is serious,
then he has no objection to the use of this wordj however, if
we are merely talking about the current situation in world
Communism then he is against the use of the word “crisis,**

,
WEISS then went into a discussion of the period of

the Internationa It. which he characterized as a period of
"wars and revolutions,** He said that because this was a period
of wars, and revolutions the Gife at that time were fashioned
accordingly in order to meet the situation. He said that
now we are in a new era. We are i.n the era of non-inevitability
of war and the era of peaceful transition, Therefore, we need
to build a new kind of a party, a party organized quite
differently than the party of the Third International

o

WEISS further stated that the OP, USA must "unite
Socialism with the labor movement. It must help form and
bring into being a new organization which will ultimately
be the party of Socialism., The starting point is a program.
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Comment of BEN DAVIS

wBISS was followed Ioy BEN DAVTS nAvrc* ^

civil nights was missing from the ngorfof |

Sdgo!X*^?L*aatTtg;n/gr
e^or.^tr. :gMSt%grS-?^fH;g^lL^gg

. ^nmnanv by

be
b7C

8-^ short stimmaryj
"crisis"word "crisiP'^irTonsiZ^pS^bU^^ [stated that if the

the present situatiSr p t
scarey in describing

used^ hJ ^ J^arty then another word shoiSd be
"witlS ?n tt^opTr^r’ tto oSien!
(the inTormartt adyised th^^this^wf analyaiso
Of MAX WEISS) o

s was a reference to the remarIss

what has happened durine
membership about

He sfl^•rl
curing the last 30 years 3ji the Soviet Union

Sd ttat ?? to be dlaSsLd
Po a& saia that the Party needs a most drastic

b6
b7C

h’6

hlC
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overhauling* He said that there is a body of thou^t in the
^arty which says, "let us stand our grotmd, things will
eventually change anyway*” He stated that if this body of
thought prevails it could be more disastrous to us than '

the enemy*

In e onclusion, I I stated that he favors some ^7^
drastic changes in the OPT He said that even now we should
begin giving consideration to new democratic processes and
should begin to introduce them into the organization of the
Party* He also urged that the National Committee announce
the existence of a Constitutional Coraraittee and indicate
that this committee will formulate some proposals for changes
in the Constitution prior to the National Convention*

Proposals and future plans
of the National Committee

CG 582i|.“S* advised that there were no fa?mal
proposals and it was decided that any proposals resulting from
this National Committee meeting would be culled from the
discussion by the Administrative Committee of the National
Committee which was scheduled to meet on Monday and possibly
Tuesday, June 25 -and 26, 1956*

This National Committee meeting adjoijrned at this
point with the announcement that the Administrative Committee
should set the date for the next National Committee meeting*
It was also announced that the National Committee plans to state
that the Party has formed various commissions which are meeting
to study the Party Convention, the Party organization, and
other matters* These commissions are to prepare resolutions
for discussion by the membership prior to the National
Convent! on^ At the next meeting of the National Committee,
these commissions are to make progress reports to the National
Committee*
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO SAC, NEW YORIC (l00-26603-C40 )(20-1.0 DATE: 8A4/56

FROM SA
(7-4 )

SUBJECT CP USA, DISTRICT NUMBER TWO,
BRONX COUNTY
IS-C

Source

:

Reliability:

Date of Activity;

Date Received:

Received By:

Location

Who has
furnished reliable
information in
the past,

6/27/56

7/3/56

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1 -

C^>r-
1 -

Detroit (DETROIT SMITH ACT DEFENSE COMINIITTEE ) ( Info )

-I
,

|(P&0 )(7-4 )

-100-4931 (CP USA)

(

12-14 )

- 100-26603 (CP USA, DISTRICT HUMBER Tl^JO)
- 100-26603-C320 (lONGSBRIDGE SECTION)

(

20-10 )
100-120276 T I ) (20-10 )

100-7767 c
100-83432
100-75418

HgOrlQ)
,

D (20-10)
ITT^O)

|)( 20-10 )100-123930
97-169 ("TH^ WORKER" AND "!dAILY WORIffiR" )(7-2 )

100-745b0 (CP FUNDS)

(

12-14 )

100-8057 (EUGENE DENNIS )(lQ)
100-18056 r n (12-10 ^

100-118525 (BRONX COMMITTEE FOR FREEDOM
OF POLITICAL PRISONERS)

(

7-2 )

100-110319 (SMITH ACT DEFENSE COMMITTEE)
100-95583 (CP USA LINE)

(

12-14 )

100-49162 (CPSU)(6 )

100-98557 (CP USA DEFENSE COMMITTEE)

b6
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Infomation contained in this report
should not be disseminated outside the Bureau
unless same is paraphrased to protect the identity
of the informant

0

By report dated 6/30/56, [
reported on a meeting of the CP Club of the-
Northwest Section of Bronx, New Yorkj which was
held on 6/27/56 at the apartment of I I and

Bronx, New York,

be
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tr'
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Report GoinmuniSt Party U.,S»A,

Activities

June 30^ 1956
New York

A meeting of the CoP, club of the Northwest Section.
Bronx was held on June 27th, 1956 .

a

t I I

I I N>Y. at the apartment of I I

The following members of the club were oresen

t

; I I

&l I and
I I

I
who acted as

| |
of the meeting *

The JLst question acted, upon was the press-Tha Worker
and the Daily Worker-f\Ands and distribution

»

1 reported tha,t the Daily Worker is "in desperate
need of funds" aild that "the manag^ient of the paper
can see how it i/^ill be possible to continue the
publication of tho paper if the funds will keep on
trickling in the way the money is coming in for
the few weeks. Our section received an urgent call to
raise funds for our press and to raise these funds
immediately,"

She gave out to the members special fund raising
booklets and asked for donations.

Donations for the press were made bv : I 1^10,
I I

- te.oo. l^ ^te.oo. ^ I t
$10,Q0j I ~l $5c00« Each one pledged to continue
raising funds through the summer through the medium of
the booklet which has a collection value of
130 ,00 .

The club had 4 tickets to the Dennis report on
June 28th in New York, I lasked for and received
one ticket, | I and I I got one
ticket each for the same meeting^ I 1 asked
the "summer addresess " from those members who will
live outside of New York during the summer. "We

COPY
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need the addresess in case there is some kind of
an emerg;ency and have to get in touch with all
members" -

| | explained.

I— J and I 1 gave their summer
addreseg s to I

| \ reported tiiat
this club sold S15 worth of tickets to the Mindel
party and turned over the money to I Hfor the
Bronx Committee for Freedom of Political prisoners.

I I reported on the Detroit Smith Act Defense
Committee

i

She said that the Detroit Smith Act Defense Committee
is in "desperate need of fimds" and that this
committee appealed to the New York State Committee
of the party to help raise funds for the Detroit,
-Mich Committee;-.

The N*Y* State Committee CiPi pledged to raise for the
Detroit Smith Act defendants $500, The Bronx
county board of the C^P. pledged for this $50, the
Northwest Section pledged $25'»00 and the clubs of
the section are requested to raise $5,00 each.
She asked each member at this meeting donate $1^00
for the Detroit Smith Act defendents and each, one
donated as she requested. Thespe was a short discussion
on the economic condition in the U*S, whinh was
a continuation from the discussion of this subject
from the last meeting, ~| gave a short resume of
vhg discussions of the last meeting . Only i i

who was not present at the last meeting
expressed his opinion that "an economic crisis
in a capitalist economy is inevitable" arid that
this is one of the basic points in the theory of

Marxism" and that "the dls4irup4dxn, df. the- capitalist'
§'9 -
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•will 1)6001116 SO sharp and intolerable that the
working class and the masses will look for a way
out and the only way out of this desperate situation
will be to abolish capitalism and replace it with
socialism. The example to replace capitalism with
socialism will be the existence of the socia,list
or Communist Soviet Union, China and the other Socialist
countries. With these remarks the discussion
came to a close.

I

,
was given the assignment to lead the

next discussion on the Dennis report to the National
Committee CiPiU*SiA, on "The Communists take a new
look,

"

It was decided to hold the next meeting at the
same place on July llth, 1956.

Ji Morris

0 0 P ,Y - 3
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PROM:

SAC, NEW YORK ( 100-4931 )
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SUBJECT: CP, USA
IS-C

DATE: 0/L7/56

Source:
.

Reliability:
the past.
Date of Activity:
Date Received:
Received by : SA [

Location:

]( Protect by T symbol)
Who has furnished reliable information in

7/6/56 .
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l-Pittsburgh lOOn

1-Hittsburgh 100-

„ I ( P&0 )( 7-4 )

1-NY 100-80532

( lINUj member of the Pittsburgh Smith
Act Committee

‘

(FNU l codefendant of

( 12-11 )

1-NY 100-8057 (E. DENNIS)

(

19 )

1-WY 100-18672 (MAX WEISS)

(

19 )

IrNY 100-49162 . r 3U)( 6 )^NY 100-95583 (OP LINE)

(

12-14 )

bC-NY 100-80638 OGE-SmESSHlP)
1-NY 100-14859 (I f( 7-2 )

1-NY 97-169 (DAILY WORKER)

(

7-2 )
1-NY 100-74550 (CP FUNDS)

(

12-14 )

1-NY 100-9365 (W,Z. POSTER)

(

12-10 )
1-NY 100-120128 (PARTY VOICE)
1-NY 100-52710

j
I)

1-NY 100-58535 (CONSTANTINE RADZl)( 7-6 )

1-NY 100-107774 (DR. HARRY COHEN)

(

12-15 )

1-NY 100-64755 d
~

1 ( 12-14 )

1-NY 100- H ^n( 7-6 )

1-NY 100-47632 I ~P l2-14
)

1-NY 65-5604 (

1-NY 100-7767 Cl
1-NY 100-114140
1-NY 100-95097

|_

(20-io)

JPH:EEO
(25)
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The information contained in this report should
not he disseminated outside of the Bureau unless it is
paraphrased.

.
dated 7/2/56, informant reported on

meecing held 6/28/56 at Chateau Gardens, NYCi



Report Communist Party
USA Activities

July 2, 1956
New York

Some 700 Communists attended a Communist Party
mass meeting on the problems facing the Communist movement
in the United States. The meeting X’^as held on June 28th, 1956
at the Chatteau Gardens in New York.

Admission to the meeting was by invitation cards,
which a member \ia.s able to get at any CP organization,

H. Apthekar chaired the meeting.

The chairman told the meeting that Eugene Dennis, who
was scheduled to address the meeting, tooksiak and was unable
to come to this meeting: "He has a cardiac condition and he
worked t^hard at the recently held meeting of the national
committee of the Communist Party. (The National Committee of
the CP, USA met on June 22nd, 23rd and 24th, 1956). I am sure
that everyone here will join me in wishing Gene a speedy
recovery." He Introduced Max Weiss, National Educational
director of the CP, as the speaker at this meeting,;

Max. Weiss said that he is not substituting for
Gene Dennis, that he didn’t have a chance ’o prepare himself
to speak but he will try his best to state his views on the
problems facing the -Communist movement in the light of the
20th Congress of the Communist party SU*

^

Max Weiss stated that we are living in a nevr era,
an era in which socialism became a world system.

"

He said that one of the most important contributions
of the 20th congress of the Communist Party, SU was
Khrushchev’s report to that congress that the emergence of
socialism from within the bounds of a sin^ country and its
transformation into a world system is the main feature of our era.



He underlined tha,t eoiue 900 million people are now
in the socialist camp and that as a result of this the struggle
lor socialism is being waged under new conditions and that
peacefull transition (from capitalism to socialism) is now
possible on a world scale".

4. 1, 4. 1 .

underlined that- war "is not inevitable " and
that co-existence is on the order of the day" and that
the American people reacted favorable to the Khrushchev report.

Max Weiss also stated that "Stalin's crimes are
alien to socialism" and that Krushchev's report shows that
the campaign which v;as waged by the Central Committee of the
Communist party of the Soviet Union for the last 3 years
against the cult of the individual was aimed at the removlne:
of this road block of socialism,"

Weiss also stated that it is wrong to describe "all
’ things to Stalin and that "the central committee
of the CPSU must still answer some questions which are
disturlAig our party and the international Communist movement,”

He underlined that the fact that "Pravda" reprinted
Eugene Dennis article shows that the Communist party of the
Soviet Union 'feels its responsiblity to the International
Communist movement and might shortly answer the many disturbing
questions. Talking on the above mentioned Dennis article
which was reprinted in the "Pravda" Max Weiss criticized
Eugene Dennis for not submitting this to the party's "collective
leadership for approval", Weiss asked: "why vjasn't Stalin
suoped? Our party and the other C mmunist parties of the
world are still waiting for the real answer to this question,

that a struggle against Stalin would have undermined
confidence in the Communist party of the Soviet Union is
nonsense. It is not true. The hero-worship of Stalin was^cepted by the Central Committee of the CPSU. The silence of
Khrushchev on this point requires an explanation,"



He said that "the Marxists of all countries are obliged to
^z;rtiGipate in the analysis of the Stalin era and reach full
conclusions on this,

"

Weiss spoke of the building of socialism "in a
backward country" (Russia) and that the "outside world tried
to strangle the Soviet Union" and that this led "to the
most centralized dictatorship of the proletariat" but with
the death of Stalin this era came, to an end and the "present
leadership of the Soviet Union is undergoing many changes and
now our ovm party has some re-examination of our own.

"

Max Weiss underlined that "the workers of the
world have a common interest" and that "the struggle for
socialism is int'ernatlonal" and that "criticism and self
criticism will only strenghten the socialist advance" and
that "the fight for socialism will continue in a new
prospective" and "our party will be called to make its
contribution to socialism" and he asked the membership of the
Communist party USA to participate in the discussions and not
to wait for a blue print from the leader but to give to. the
leadersiip a blueprint for its ’ orientation.

He also stated that the national committee of the CP
is ready to send representatives to the party clubs to listen
in and to, participate in the discussions. The chairman asked
to send up written question which will be answered by Max
Weiss,

During the remarks made by I ~l the I I

received many written questions which he and Weiss were >

assorting.

I 1

b7C

I

appealed to those who did not yet
become subscribers of- the Dally VJorker and The Worker to do
so here by filling out the subscription blanks which were placed
on each seat in the hall.'



He also asked everyone to participate in the present fund
drive of the Daily Worker. He said that the paper most
have at least $40,000 during this summer to exist.

He mads a fev/ cracks about "some questions that
are creating sleepless nights in Washington: Are the
Communist movements getting weaker by the day or stronger by
the x\reek? Has the Kremlin relaxed control or is it Just
relaxed? Is it good news fbr John Poster Dulles or for
William Z, Poster?" etc.

, . I I
concluded with a call to v/ork for a

democra'cic coaliton against the monopolists" and for a
democratic socialist America.

"

Max Weiss told the meeting that it will be impossible
for him TO answer here all of the questions; that he will try
CO fino. a vjay to answer most of the questions possible
through to "Party Voice" or some other medium.

ansxvered one qusestion: (he did not read the
question) ViTell, there is a tendency to mininjize our
accomplishments. We made an outstanding contribution in the
struggle for peace, civil rights and against McCarthyism.
Yes, we are advancing the idea that our government should
adopT che policy of co-existence. " An other question he
ansv/ered: Wide discussions and the developing of amass socialist movement goes together." Answering another
quesTion: It was wrong to make decission and policies
without consulting those comrades who are directly
involved in the xrork. There should be consultations
bet ^een the leadership in those who are involved in trade union
anc= _n mass work.

^

Another answer: "V/e have suffered tremendous
losses in membership. V/e reject Browderlsra- it is class
colaboration. We are now exarning all the cases of thoseijere^xpOTed from the party and we will try to get mostthem back.

who
of



more aneror^:

1) "Changes are necessary in the constitution of the party."

2) "The question of a United socialist party should be
discussed by the membership."

J. Morris.

At the Communist Party meeting which was held on
June 28th, 1956 at the Chatteau Gardens in New York I
saw the following people;

I 1 collected the admission, cards.

Constantine Radzi, Dr. Harry Cohen. T ]( Negro),

1 ( member of the Pittsburgh Smith Act Committee ) f

K CQdefendent of
|

|-Pittsburgh Smith
J ( of the Russxy Golos)

.

3

Act case) and[

\

J. Morris
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM uiU’T1-;d ncv..,

TO: SAC, NEW YOiyC (10Q-2d603-C43)

FROM: SA JOSEPH T. O'LEARY

SUBJECT: OP, USA, DISTRICT #2
KINGS COUlNfTY

IS-C

DATE: 9/11/56

IDENTITY OF INFORMANT

RELIABILITY

DATE OF ACTIVITY

DATE OP RECEIPT

AGENT RECEIVING II^EORMATION

LOCATION

NY 1657-S*

Wao has furnishejl reliable
information in the past

July 25, 1956

July 25, 1956

SA 'EMEH T. @LLEABY.j-i{.

lOO-26603-Sub 31

NY 1657~S* furnished information on 7/25/56 to
the effect that an individual (believed to

| \
be

at a meeting held on that date at 1212 Kings Higiway, b?

Brooklyn, NY, a CP County meeting place, characterize.#
the meeting as a Section Organizers meeting. OT 1657~S*
furnished the folloxving information:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

iOO-92547
100-66028
100-8944
100-90110
100-51956
100-54448
100-85206
100-117158
100-43258
100-65554
100-95583
100-89691'
J. F

~~1
(20 -11 )

(^-11)
(20 -11 )

) (20 -11 )

OP LINE)
(CP, USA,

HIGGINS 20-11
100-26603-043

T
(12-14)

1) (
20-11

a (20-11
20-11
^0-ii)1.

to 6

b7C

(20 -.11 )

DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION

V

JTO;axm
(14)

n



I

MEMO
NY 100-26603-043

RE: CP, USA, DISTRICT
IS-C

Pi^or to the .meeting [
v;as

] (believed to be
~| and

I I
^believed to be

| _
v/ag then

greeted byT ^Hand | I
(believed to be I I

I P -

I I stated that
| |

(believed to be
I |l ^Qdld -hot attend the meeting because he
was taking care of the kids , I Imenti oned the
Brownsville, Brighton, and Crown Heights Sections.

I I brought the meeting to order and
introduced I I (believed to be )

,

I 1 who spoke on the topic "How to
Democratize Our Party, " i!?|iafe&0fearized thi$ meeting as
a Section Organizers meeting,

I I blamed the loss of many Party cadre
and 80 per cent of membership on beauracracy in
the Party and isol4tion of the Party from the masses.

I [ proposed as a remedy that the Party be
democratized and that the Party membership take part
in the activities of the mass organizations, I

commented that the members of the rank and file of the
Party should be told vrhat the differences of opinion
are among the members of the National Committee in
order to insure that the membership will be able to
answer the questions arising in the sections and from
non-Partjr people,

I I (believed to be I I aiKike_Dn
the proposed hew '{lass Party for Socialism,/' I I

stated that any new such organization as well as the

- 2 -
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MEMO
m 100~26603“C43

RE: CP, USA, DISTRICT
IS-C

Party as it is today should have its ~^core in the shop as
well as in the coramunity. I I stated that i^s-^Brooklyn bo

at present there are really tv/o parties, one of conmunity b7c

organizations and one of industrial organizations. I I

pointed out that while the industrial organizations are
under the .’ifurisdiction of the county organizations they are rarely
heard from and that the county organizations had little
control over them.

An unknoxm woman advocated the democratization
of the Party and stated that the only way to bring about
Socialism was through the principles of Marxism -

Leninism and pointed out that proof of this was the fact
that several countries have had a majority of Socialists
in thei^ cabinets and parliaments and still complete
pediallsm was not brought about in those countries.

This unicnown woman stated that she wants the
proposed new party to be a party of action and not one
of mere Socialist propaganda. She stated that she
thought that the Party should drop the concept of the
vanguard role, which means that it must Initiate courses
of action.

An unimovm male thanl?;ed comrade I I (believed be

to be I I for ha’^iig come from the State b7c

Headquarters to speak to the comrades last week.

This same unknofm male stated that the
discussions going on between the leaders of the Party,
including the dlfferi^Txces in opinions,

of the entire Party/Bnould be made known to
the members for the benefit of all.

An unknown ipj&ti’^tated that she v<ras in agreement
with the suggested fundamental change>& in the Party. She

- 3 -



MEMO
'

NY 100 -26603-043

RE; CP, USA, DISTRICT 7^2

IS-C

coiranented that some of their Immediate aims should
to have a program that wou3.d attract a broad mass of
people to stich a party. She stated that they must
appeal to the working classes who would bring into the
mass party for Socialism the necessary discipline.

Another unknown female, who identified herself
as a member of the Section Committee in the Coney Island
Section and a OP member for 25 years, stated that she
disagi’eed with the proposed changes in the Party, including
a change in the name of the Party.

An unknown female, who identified herself as
being from Pennsylvania, stated that the CP leaders had
failed the members of the CP and the failure by the
leadership to Inform the m-embership of their differences
of opinion showed a contempt for the Party membership
on the part of the CP leadership.

This same unknown female stated that she felt
that the Party had made many contributions in the past
to tihe moral fibre of the USA and cited the anti-Mc Carthy
issue as an example. She commented that the Party must
give more and broader expression to their social outlook
and advocated more local autonosms^ in the Party.

I I (believed to be I I
stated that

4?^ only the differences and pronouncements of the National
Committee should be made knoiTO but also the basis of each.

I btated that he would like to have a
summary of the discussions that have taken place published
for the benefit of the comrades

.

I

[stated ^that he thought it
vrould be a good idea to have discussion groups of about

be
b7C
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MEMO
NY 100-26603-043

RE: CP, USA, DISTRICT
IS-C

twenty flvf, only five of which should he Party members,
for discussions on the question of new '^®.ss Party for
Socialism."

^ .
I ~l announced that the next Section

Organizers meeting would be held on August 6.

I mentioned that the following section
committee meetings would be held next week:

b6

East New York on Friday
Rugby on Thursday and
Sylvia's (section) on Tuesday.

(believed to be
| p stated that

1.

He did not believe that a united mass Party
for Socialism was vjithln the x’ealm of reality in the
immediate future.

2. That there W’as a rising inter>est in Socialism
in the United States.

3. That the Interest in Socialism XTOuld
increase,

4. Thfe^ repare themselves for a
regroupment of Socialist forces in the United States.

5. The outlook for them is good to rebuild
and start to grow,

V,
prepare an out11^% of how to getfrom where they are to Socialism.

4-^ 14 I* change their method of work inthe light o^ existing world conditions.



iEMOM 100-26603-043

RE: CP, USA, DISTRICT #2
IS-C

. .
I Istated that the Party had temporarily lost

the ability to lead that it had twenty years ago - that b?it had lost the vanguard role.

I [
agreed with the need for local autoj^iy}''!

within the framework of the Party.

I Istated that he favored a change of name for
the Party and called for a radical revamping of the
Party stoi.ture as outlined by him on the previous
Wednesday evening (7/18/56)

.

*

stated that a changewin name for the Party
would

:

1. buy it a little time in the event that
the U.S. Supreme Court decides against the Party under
the Me Carran Act.

2. help the comrades in the labor movement.

3. help to regain the membership in the Party
of thousands of former Party members in the automobile
and steel industries.

The following phonetic first names were mentioned
at instant meeting:

HARRY
DOTTIE

be
b7C
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MEMOm 100-26603-043
«r*>

RE:V" CP, USA, DISTRICT #2
is-c

A plfeS^ographlc surveillance was maintained at
1212 Kings Highway, Brooklyn, NY, on 7/25/56 and
photos of those in attendance were obtained. Efforts
,^Q’ being undertaken to effect identification of these
individuals. Photos of Individuals identified will
be disseminated to the respective main case files and
photos of xmidentifled individuals will be maintained
in IOO-26603-IA6509 pen4#:ig identification.

If this information is placed in a report
it must be carefully paraphrai^^d to protect the Identity
of the informant.

- 7 -
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-26603-C43 ) DATE;Syfe/56

FROM: SA JOSEPH T, O'LEARY

SUBJECT; CP, USA, DISTRICT #2
KINGS COUNTY
IS-C

IDENTITY OF INFORMANT

RELIABILITY

DATE OF ACTIVITY

et RECEIPT

AGENT RECEIVING INFORMATION

LOCATION

NY 1657-S*

Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

July 18, 1956

July 18, 1956

SA HAROLD K. ALLEN, JR.

100-26603-Sub 31

effo«-h
furnished information on 7/18/56 to th<

Sf;
a meeting (believed to be of Section Or?LiLrs'

York a
date at 1212 Kings Highway, Brooklyn, New

businaqa An '
an’^o^ded that the order of

the I
^ evening vras a discussion of the DENNIS and

I and also a discussion of what thecomrades present thought that the Party should be like.

b6
b7C

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

100-92547 r
100-51955 r
100-1171584
100-52959
100-50806
100-23290
100-18667

- (20 -11 )

lT(i2-i4)
L (20-11)
J (20-11)

GEORGE CHAR]>TEY) (l2-l4)
I 12-14

)1 ( 12 -i4 )

1
1

“ KS“J3473 fsiMON gerson)
(12 -14?~ domestic administra

- po-24448 (LILLIAN GATES) (12 -14 )- J. F, HIGGINS (20-11)
^

~ 100-26603 -C43

A
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MEMO

district #2

NY 100-26603-043

Ml imldentified male called
[

us
_J urged the assembled comrades to read GIL

J(believed to be
— ^ uumx'aues 00 reaa diLG^EN S book entitlea "Where Do We Go Prom Here" and also

(believed to be "Political Affairs "1 on
united front on Socialism.

\stated that the latter article contained a number of waysto transform the Party.

commented that there v/as a need for a major
of the Party and stated that he did not thinkjnat the question was one of right or left errors on the

?? rather a question of the applicationof Marxism.
|

[stated that he thought that the assembledcomrades toew that the most important forces of the Party
that this split would continue xmless someradical changes were made

.

I [indicated that the Party had made some
advances in labor and in civil rights strugglethrough local organizations.

then spoke on the following three points

:

1. . The programmatic outlook - how do we retfrom here to Socialism.

2. Some consideration of the
of our activity.

causes and methods

3. The structure of our Party.

I
[indicated that what v/as needed at present wasa government within the framework of capitalism which would

Pick up where the New Deal left off. I I stated that fi-ps-h
we need an antitrust government and secondly we need the

Socialism.
I lindicated that he did notthink that we were in a stage now that was conducive toworking toward any transition to Socialism and statedjnat It may be necessary to resort to a program of pseudo-

Socialist Party in Milv/aukee has
su(^Oi^^fully practiced.

- 2 -
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MEMO
NY 100-26603-043

RE: CP, USA, DISTRICT #2
IS-C

I
,

|s bated ‘that the main problem in the Partv
would

democratic organization whichwould entail reorganizing the Party.

, . L_—I
s eated that elementary things would have to

nomination of candidates from the
tb^

candidates, secret balloting, andthe holding of periodic and regular elections.

V,
'

^stated that he did not believe that the
i T

oil "the part of the National
Committee should be concealed.

is elects
r^^stated that the Party leadership at present

id in the following manner;

Each club elects delegates to the section
convention. The section convention elects three to six

county convention. The county convention
delegates to the state convention -

out of a total of 400. The state convention electsdelegates to the national convention. The national
National Committee and the NationalCommit cee elects the national officers.

. , ^ 1 that he thought this should be
about a system of direct representation

at the conventions, direct elections of the committee anddirect elections of the officers and so on down the line.

i_ [stated that for example he thought that
six. individuals should be nominated for the position ofnational President. The ballot should be mailed out andthe elections handled accordingly.

stated that the various sections should becalled by another name such as Assembly Districts.

he
hlC

bo
b7C
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MEMO
NY 100-26603-043

RE: CP, USA, DISTRICT #2
IS-C

I

^stated that he thought that the sections

coSvini-?iS^J
elect delegates to the county and national

proposed that the Party should have a

ftoL which would meet four timesStated Intervals at the i-^equest of the state
order to make policy.

I I continued that
consist of one delegate from every

however else they would choose.
| |

t?or nJ o
would bring abouife direct representa-tion on a policy making level.

for —lindicated that the budget should be submitted
majority and minority views

eSS
matters of the draft resolutionand criticisms thereto should be distributed to themembe3?shlp as is done In major organisations.

b6
b7C

proposed that a sjrstem of sections could be

b6
b7C

L-_ P O, O^ouc:iu UX ):3ecvi0ns COUl
state committees and that the number offunctionaries on the state committee be limited.

mair-?ro. «
^ should insure that all policymaking committees would have a majority of shop workerson such committee and that there was a need for amajority rule.

National Committee should
fSIS

right to act at trade union conventions but that

nature^^^^^
only make policy of a general or national

„ ,
I 1 stated that he thought that a change ofParty name should be made as a token of the fact thatey were anxious to dump the bad habits, methods of work,

practlcles of the past, including ' the non-Marxist and unscientific line.

b 6

b7C

b 6

b7C

*v
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MEMO
NY 100-26603-043

RE: CP, USA, DISTRICT #2
IS-C

I
stated that he thoiight that they ought to

remain a political party hut that they should have the
shops as a basis of the organization.

I I stated that he v;as going to propose a change
of name, structure, outlook, and contribution, and
indicated that he saw nothing wrong with this being done
and the first step being the dissolution of the Party and
subsequently the adoption of the constitution of another
organisation.

I I announced that this discussion
would continue on the following Wednesday evening at
QM)Q p.m.

I
[stated that he wanted to discuss and

set up a County Committee at this next meeting.
|

stated that the Committee would be composed of the Section
Organizers, County Staff, and a few others. I I

added that it would be comprised of from twenty to twenty
five people to guide the organization until such time as
they would hold elections.

stated that there was a remarkable unanimity
on the State Board concerning current discussions., I I

commented that the old State Board consisted of GEi^GE
CHARNEY,
SI GERSON and LILLIAN GATES.

1

The following phonetic first names were mentioned
at the instant meeting:

.TORN

h6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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MEMO
NY 100-26603-g43

RE: CP, USA, DISTRICT #2
IS-C

b6
b7C

1P1P surveillance was maintained at
Highway, Brooklyn, NY, on 7/18/56 and photos

f
^\^^^®^^ance were obtained. Efforts are being^dertaken to effect identification of these individuals

the
will be disseminated to’

and photos of unidentified
maintained In IOO-26603-IA6509, pending

- 6 -
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meet fotoetol to foh fdi'ty ohtogejs toe sodemu

outlawed to the MvW^ (e) the Pdrtjr hhoiad stiuggxe fos?
h^ogftoe: that es?ist to the aaes ohgahdaations such; as the

.(hl^SS) at the cdinttiittee meettog raised a
houple of potot& ahout develohih^ the aboroaoh of the .

Party 4Uo»aktos ato t^haiige, differed wito^
heportAdfsoussed hefoj?e nieiahers of the Partite wait until .

the resolutioh had heto presented te the national committee
firstt ,.*!?his waS’ totet^Jhetated m- discouragtog discussions. i’

tod since Mkt has heen called hureaucj^tief btated ttot
this Was.tofortnnater -

. •'

^ .J_^ jo US; I

^ 1v spoka
and B^de the following, points* j

i»
' fhefeMm campai^ a^tost 'the national- -

eotoitee on .any leyel:*; luhe omy cat^aign to that the '
-

ptoty mtohership wouldjj. .with ^nstiflcatloni. like to

'

influence a resolution hefo2?e>.it deScento upon themi;
"

• -

1 stated that he agreed with thto^ and added’ that*
one 03?ains of the- Panty afe'.ndt toOlusive With dust a-'few' -

of ’t^, leadens ^ he added 'that he^wanted
' to have- ..a -voice -

-to.hls panty.tod .to.'help'hto natioi;^l;'toaderShip^^^

; I I stated that he did not helieve that
the paHy. Should he dissolved and thdt- the'Pafty was ho- - :

’

ohstacie to ohtatotog Bocialtoitt^ he stated-that they would
l^ye- to review all ;0f the .tonlntot precepts .and studylga
its metoing and appltoahiilty . to Oto' present, scenev I

Stated that the Only toiticish, he had of the national .

comnilttee tod of the SOth National Congress (0P> USSh).



M iOQ-‘266p3'^d43

tot?' did 'm% the '^osilsloja ol* theorittoai .

00ttdepta and aei|J d^ th^m intp liillesi?

3 » I i ^ibafeed tiiaij ii$, opinio?! the Pa^tjr
is jao?»e 'isolated than evep hsfoya snd there; It h
general/ioss wge?]dzation* •.;_

. ;

'•
. 4';'5Jhe phonetic namee Were .mentioned

at ;the instant. meet-ing.1 .

•

' ... ._

.
- \ A photosnaphlo anrveilianee sfas maihstained at

1212 icings hi^way^ iSrpoki^i Mi. on 8/6/56^ and photos. ^

of those in attendanoe were obtained ji Efforts ase^hel^

S
dertaken to effeot, Identificatloh of these Individ^^le*
btos of iridlvidnals identified, will; he dlsseninatedj

Where appropriate^
, to the respective main case files and

fhotOS of imidentifled indliJidmls will he>tiaintained in
i0p-^26^0B*-lA6502# •pending: identification*.- > -'

r. •.;
;



OFFICE lyiEMORAKDUM UNITED STATES GOVERIMEHT

FROMs

SAC , HSW YORK ( 100-34927 ) ( #19

}

Date;
SEP 20 1956

SUBJECT; CP, USA
DISTRICT #3
Eastern Pennsylvania
Philadelphia Field Division
IS-C

Source;
Reliability;

Date of activity;
Date Received
Received by;
Location;

I (Protect by T symbol)
Who has furnished reliable

information in the past
7/21,22/56
7/23/56

^

SA
| I

Instant rile

-Philadelphl
1-100- [
1 -100-
1-100- [

1—loo"^ r

1-100-
1-100- [

Newarh (100-
1-100- [
1-100-8670—
1-100-

,

K
NY 100-13644
NY 100-95583
1-TY 100-18672M 100-26864
NY 100-27581
NY 97-169 (W
!«• 100-80507
NY 100-9365

a (ICO- ) ^
l(LNU), wife of TOMmEEIElU

,

Cominfil. UE)( 1-100- 1 3"
1 (1-100- TOM NABRIED)
F (1-100- Mi’S. DAVIS)

JAMES MA'I'IlSS) (1-100- Cominfil, USWA)
1 (RM) (Encs.3) c

)

^

I ( LNU )

,

I I of TOM NABRIED

)

Cominfil, UE) (1-100- JAMES MATLES)
CP, USA Line) (1-100- Cominfil, US¥A)(RM)
P&C)
(Cominfil, UE)(7-1)
(CP Line) (#19 )

(MAX WEISS)
(JAPES MTLES)(7-1)
(Cominfil, USWA) (7-1)

orker) (7-*2)

( EUGEl'IS DEIRTIS ) (#19

)

(WILLIAM Z. POSTER) (20-10)

JPH: LS¥
<27)

SEARCHEO....jQ—indexed/].

SERIAU2EO/y^„.FILED.<4«^

SEP 2 01956 r
I EBU-NaOLYORK/n /



i'lEMO

100-34927

KYO,
I was contacted on 7/23/56 by SAS

and BRYAN P, JIMETT, JR., of the Newark
Office, at which tirae inforraant furnished the following infor-
mation orally

JLof orraation contained in this memorandura, as furnished
J, must not he disseminated outside the Bureauby

unless it is paraphrased so as to protect the identity of the
informant.

On 7/23/56

[

advised that during the week
end of 7/21,22/56, he was visited at his residence by[

,

| apd family, I I and family, and TOM NABRIED and his
I described as a Negro woman, employed at Campbell’s

Soup Co., Camden, NJ, Acc ording to the informant, NABRIED,
I ^ and I I comprised the top CP leadership in
Eastern Pennsylvania.

Prom conversation between the informant and I ~L
I i and NABRIED, the informant ascertained that the three
people mentioned above exhibited no tendency of harsh criticism
of the CP at the present time. The informant stated they
exhibited the air that whatever happens due to the internal
strife within the CP is "okay” with them. The inforraant stated
that in a mild way the above people were critical of the CP
and argued that certain changes within the CP should be made.

, ^
.was particularly upset over the mistakes

made by the CP in the labor movement. These mistakes, according
•bol I caused him the loss of his position at UE in Phila.

I [
further stated that many mistakes that were made by the

CP were made due to the Party’s position of being pro-Soviet.

_1
currentlyThe informant stated that Mrs..

, ^
in pharge^of the CP office in Phila. . was much sharper in her
denunciation -of the CP. I'^Srs, I I advised the informant that
they had been to NY on 3 or 4 occasions attempting to get some-
thing done on the steel and Westlnghouse strikes in which they,
the Phila, people, were interested. According to Jk*s, | [

when the Phila. people arrived at NY, they were advised that a
meeting on the Westlnghouse strike had been held 6/l0/56 and
that the next meeting concerning the strike was set for 8/7/56,

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

2
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Mr,
I I stated to the infornaant

that he insisted upon the people of the '

order to decide what could be done in coime
VJestinghouse strike but got nowher'e. I

inforraant that he, I 1 had spoken to
that he, WEISS, shrugged his shoulders when
cerning the above strike. ilAX WEISS stated
the C? doing anything now, the Party should
from these problems.

in this regard
CP meeting in
ction with the
] stated to the
WEISS in MT, and
questionsd con-
that rather than
disengage itself

I I
stated to the informant that the ifT people

are Incom^tgat. and have no desire to lend assistance to these
matters,

| |
stated that the Philadelphia District is unable

to get any assistance from the National CP setup, as it seems
to be at a loss, According to the informant . \ I stated that
he is out with an ax to get WEISS" as he, "WEISS, should not
be in leadership,"

The informant learned from
| | that JAI®S

MATIES, National Director of the UE, is doing his utmost to
save the Westinghouse strike in the VJestinghouse plant located
s outh of Phila

.

^
MTLESj according to the informant, had been amam Party raexaber in the UE but recently came into conflict

with the CP, but at present, he, HATLES, is not fighting the
CP except on union matters.

[stated to the informant that MILES had
gotten in touch with him recently and exhibited a friendly
attitude and auestlonedl l^^?hy he did not contact him.
At this time

|
and MTLBS spoke concerning the Westinghouse

strike^ and whap could be done to save the strike at Westinghouse.
According to I L this discussion would be continued at a
later date in NY. '

1

I I advised the informant that he

,

| |. and—I went to the area pf the Westinghouse plant south of
Phila, on several occasions in order to make some connections
with the ^strike. The informant stated that this strike is not
a CP strike nor led by the CP, The informant stated that at

- 3 -
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the present time the CP is attempting to get its finger into
the strike through MATLES.

^The informant learned from|
|
that the CP in Ff

was not lifting a finger to assist in the steel Strike and
that the Philadelphia people are attempting to handle it on
a local basis. According to the Informant, the Philadelphia
people stated that they would try to handle the strike there
by holding meetings of the CP people from all areas with the
aim of getting a foothold in the union locals and to have
these locals follow the CP view in the steel strike.

The informant stated that the Philadelphia C? had
furnished information to the various OP groups in the area
consisting of the following;

A memo to all clubs dated which memo reflects
we submit the material in this special issue on facts and
figures on the steel strike and propose the study of this
material in all sections and clubs,'*

be
b7C

A mimeographed leaflet entitled "Is the Steel Strike
Your Business", issued as a public service by the CP of Eastern
Pennsylvania and Delaware, 250 South Broad St., Philadelphia 2,
Pa.

A booklet entitled "Pennsylvania in Pacts and
Figures, dated July, 1956.

This material is being forwarded to Philadelphia as
an enclosure.

The informant stated that the Philadelphia CP, in
its attempt to put its finger in the Westinghouse and steel
strikes, is Joing so without success. The failure on their
part to make progress in this venture is due primarily to the
internal strife in the Philadelphia CP. According to. informant,
they will have no success in this venture .until the internal
strife in the Phila. CP is clear.

- 4 -
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According to the informant, the members of the
Phila. CP claim that the existing party is in a turmoil due
to^the results of inter-party discussions. Indicative of
this turmoil is an item which appsaj?ed in about the 7 /8/^6
issue of "The Worker" which' vjas signed Philadelphian, I

advised the informant that this article was written by I 1
I k a leader of a C? district in Philadelphia.

According to the informant, the membership in this
district also felt embittered on the' Jewish question and
stated that there is widespread demoralisation among all
members of the Phila. CP.

I I advised the informant that I I

is^both unable and not the type of leader who could success-
fully handle the situation in Phila. According to l [ the
situation requires one who can command more resnect and who
can exhibit more ability thanl L

| | stated axaother
complaint against I I is that he was the only representa-
tive from the Phila. area on the 4/9/56 plenary when the EUGSEE
DEMIS report x^as made.

I I advised that upon I I retiarn to the
Phila. area, ^ he failed to make knoxTO that WILLIAM Z. POSTER
was in opposition to the DEMIS report, thereby placing the
leader of tbe CP in oppos ition' to DEliMIS. advised that
because of thjs , \ \ should get "dxAmped" for trying to
mislead the membership and leaders of the Party,
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROK

SAC, NEW YORK (100-78661) (#7~2) DATE ; 9/28/56>

I (#7-^)

SUBJECT: AMERICAN FEDERATION OF POLISH JEWS
IS-C

Source

Reliability

Date of Activity
Date Received
Received by
Location

[ (protect by
T symbol)
VJho has furnished reliable
information in the past.
8/8/56 i

S'Aq/^G
SAl I

*

The information contained in this report should
not be disseminated outside of the Bureau unless it is
paraphrased

.

i'. i

By report dated 8/8/56 , informant furnished
information which reflected that I I is presently pre-
paring a book entitled, “Days and Years in the Working
Class Movement," at the initiative of the American
Federation of Polish Jews. This book will l^e published
in October, 1956.

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

NY lOG
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
'^NY 100
NY 160
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100

in#12-l4)
t(#12-l4)
^(#12-14)

(P&G ) (#7-4)
110636
87248
68022
80124
99244
81675 (cP, USA PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS ) (#19

)

95583 (CP, USA LINE) (#19 )

2936 (IWo3(#7-2)
21 (morning FREIHEIT)(#7-2)
4931 (CP, USA) (#19)
18672 (iW WEISS) (#19 )

49162 (CPSU)(#19)

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

JPH:RCM
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Report B. Chazanoff Book Committee Aug. 8^ 195^
New York

I
told me that I I :

a hook which will he published shortly.
is at present preparing

The hook, which T 1 is waiting, will . he called . Days
^

and Years in the Working Class Movement." | I

told me that that at the initiative of the American Federation
of Polish Jews a special I ~l Book Committee was orga-
nized which will he in charge of the puhlication and the
distribution of the

|

^~| hook. ^

The secretary of the | I Book Committee is ^ t

I I is the honorary I I and | |
is
~

the chairman of this committee. '1 b
b

It is expected that this book'.T^J'lll come out in October
1958 and for this occassion there will he a banquet in

^ ^

honor of
| |

. ^ \

~l is a member of the right wing organization of the
"arhaiter ring." For years he worked in the "arhaiter Ring"
carrying through the line of the Communist party and
the policies of the liW.O,

I saw I ~l at different mass meetings of progressives
organizations often selling the Morning Fraiheit.

Last time I saw I I at the Communist party
meeting "by invitations ’

' at which Max Weiss made a report b 7

on the 20th Congress of the Communist party of the Soviet
Union.

J. Morris
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OFFICE B®MORANDUM

TO :

FROM ;

SUBJECT;

SAC, NEW YORK (100-21
) (#7-2')

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE .9/28/56

SA

MORNING FREIHEIT
IS-C

Source

Reliability

Date of Activity
Date Received
Received by
Location

[ ] (protect by
T symbol)
Who has furnished reliable
information in the past.

^A I

.. The inxormation contained in this reoort "shonirt yin'sbe disseminated outside of the Bureau unlesfir^rpaSphrLed:

lnfn-Pir.a'S-1-nn
3?eport dated 8/20/56, informant furnishedinformation concerning the details of a "Mornino- Frelheit'-'conference held August 4,5,1956.

uornin^ remeit

purpose of this conference was to preoare '^’a

progressive forces for theanniversary of the '’Morning Frelhelt,”

be
b7C
b7D

i
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

«*T

W
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY

.—.
(P^c) (^t7~4 )

100-4931 (CP, USA) (#19)
100-48260 (J. BUDISH)(#7-2)
100-49162 (CPSU)(#19)
100-8063|

|

(cg. OSA J|WSHJCTIVII1E3)(#19)

100-9365 (FOSTER) (#20-10 )
100-8057 (DENl'IIS ) C#19

)

100-7918 (PVN0VICK)(7f7-2)
100-95583 (CP, USA LINE) (#19)

b6
b7C
b7D
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Report Communist Party U.S.A.
activities

Aug. 20 j 1956
New York

Re; Morning Freiheit Conference .

J. Budishj member of the Morning Freiheit editorial board and
editor of the Morning Freiheit week-end (Sunday) English
page/, gave me the following details of a Morning Freiheit
conference which took place in New York on Aug. 4th and
5th, 1956;

This conference, Budish told me, was held for the purpose
of preparing "a mobilization" of the Jewish Communist-
progressive forces for the 35th anniversary of the
Morning Freiheit. This was one of the reasons but
there was anotler important reason - "the mobilization
of our forces and the clarification of the political issues
which were raised at the 20th congress of the Communist
party of the Soviet Union -r the cult of the individual and the
tragic end of the Jewish Culture in the Soviet Union
during the Stalin era."

Budish said that "many, many good communists and good
progressives were moraly crushed by the revelations of what
has happened to the Jewish Culture in the land of socialism
and many of our people began to waver, to doubt. Chaim

I I (national manager of the Morning Freiheit) went to
the

^

Soviet Union - "with the approval of the national
chairman (Foster) and the general secretary (Dennis) of
the party "(Communist) to investigate there the
present conditions and the outlook for the future of the
Jewish Culture in the Soviet Union and to bring an
autentic report .

"

Budish said that "
I 1 ' s trip to the Soviet union was worth

the efforts and expense the Morning Freiheit invested - his
reports on conditions in the Soviet Union raised the moral
of our comrades and the Morning Freiheit is present IjT’tiyIhg

reports, toto mobilize our forces, based on the,
further advance the struggle for our political and
economic aims in this country."

b6
b7C



Budish said that about 150 "comrades" participated in the
above mentJoned Morning Prelhelt conference . Tn his
report to the conference, Budish said, I runderllned
that the Morning Prelhelt is continuing to "lead the
struggle for the great social and cultural changes which
will free mankind." be

b7C

] underlined that "the cold war and the McCarthy
reaoiy'xon aimed 00 stop the advance of the Jewish progressive
culture! that the revelations on the liquidation of the
Jewish Culture in the Soviet Union broug'ht dissatisfaction
•

^ ^ Progressive ranks and also se3?ved has a stopper
in the struggle; - the vanguard of the JewTsh progressive
movement ( the communists" J must lead the struggle to
overcome these barriers and to continue the political-
economic fight."

^

I I^derlined that "the Mox’ning Pre iheit is leadingthis janguard in the fight for liberation on a national
®

and that because of this I Ican^riupon the leaders at the conference to strenghten the
Morning Freiheit by adopting his re cemendations

;

be
b7C

To organize-;all over the country celebration in honor of
35 years of Morning Preiheit;

To connect these celebration with the 65th birthday ofits editor, P, Novick;

To raise Immediately a loan of $60,000 for the M;'P.;

To redouble bhe efforts to getting new readers for the M.P,

To concentrate on getting special ads for the M.P specialNew Year (Jewish) issue; and to organize special Mo-pnin
g;conferences and meetings at which he I

^

Si Soviet Union. "Here funderlined that it took strenght and socialist courage
and tell the woria”that something went wrongin our socialist country but we are going to right

^
IS wrong. • This is what the leaders did and are now

in^tL^qovTaf\^T®'^°®n^^i®
^ restablish the Jewish Culturein tne so\7iet Union- This statement, Budish said, "madea big impression on the conference."

h6
hlC

" 2 «



Budish said that P. Novicky In his speech to the conference

^

stated that the Jewish progressive masses in this country
did not get scared by the attacks of the McCarthy reaction.
Novick underlined that the Jewish progressive movement
continued its advance and enegetlcally resisted all the
laws which were aimed at the dlstructlbn.'.'.of the Bill of
Rights. Novick underlined that* the immediate program
of action of the Jewish progressive movement is:

The struggle for a world peace; the fight for cp-existence

j

for peace in the Middle East; for a secure and independent
Israel; for the national liberation of the colonial ' ^

people; for advancing of democracy. To strenghten the*
fight against the Smith Actj the Walter-McCarran law^-the
Taft-Hart:^ Act. To continue the fight for the civil;"'
rights of the 15 million negroes and 6f all national
minority groups. To fight against racial dlscrimlnat,ipn
in this country and all over the world. Novick, Budish said,
called upon the American Jews to continue helping on -the
building of a ’democratic and independent Israel. ' ^

Novick said that the Morning Ereiheit "will lead the Jewish
masses, in these struggles which will bring social and
national liberation."

The conference adopted the recomendatiors of ••

|dnd the"recommehdati'on pf p, •Novick,'->t<3 instruct the
Morning, Ere Iheit- to call a natTonal' Morning E-relhelt '

<leclssipxv^ -about t:he date and the prograia
Jfill be made. by the national leadership of the Morning
Ereiheit; - Budish said. ’

J. Morris



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

SUBJECT

SOURCE

RELIABILITY

LOCATION

SAC, NEW YORK (lOO-26603- C4l*) DATE: IO/2/56

SA CHARLES D. SHORES
'

CP, USA
DISTRICT
NEW YORK DIVISION (QUEENS COUNTY CP)
IS-C

Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Attached is a copy of a report dated
. 9/14/56

furnished by on 9/17/5*5, setting fn-p-hh the details
of a CP meeting held at the home of]

|
in

Ridgewood, Queens.

If any information furnished by this informant
is used in a report or disseminated outside the Bureau,
it i^st be carefully paraphrased to protect the. identity

yot t^,e Informant.

1 - lpp-108771
1 - 100-88084
1 - 100-119285
1 - lpO-26603-'
1 - 100-81710
1 - 100^738
1 - 100-65505
1 - 100-20802
1 - 100-16975
1 T 100
1 - 100-129848

1_- 100-120446
/'I- - 100-95583
1 - 100-128614
1 - 100-87822
1 - loo-iga^p

, 1 - 100-128:812
(/'I - 100-128809

ci.445 (MASPETH SECTION)

7 nOMTWffTT. gOf!T A.T.T.-^'P PARTY) ( 7-2 )

I I
'

I

ABRAHAM J. ISjSTE)

(CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION) (7-2 )

(UNSUB: DELEGATE ELKS CONVENTION, LOS ANGELES,
AUGUST, 1956) (20-

fELKS)^t-2)/
LINE) (19)
(ORGANIZATION) (12-8)

j
FACTIONALISM)^ (l^-8 )

seriau^o--

(political ACTIVITIES) (10-8 )
'

(strategy in industry) .M-8) tl?RlrNEWYO.g^

CDS : axm
(21)



M.S."Page 1 Prid Sept, 14-56

"This evening T attended a meeting
which was held at home of

| |
in Ridgewood

Queens. C.P. members present av meeicing were
O.P. orginazional secretary of maspeth

section,
|

| Maspeth C.P, section organizer.
Mant-ln anea Memterenip and financial director and

I (Negro) alias I I
This

evening he was adressed as
| |

had
invited I I to tonights meeting in order
to learn from I I v/hat is talcing place in the
party on the State and County level in order that

I I as Section C.P. organizer could pass the
information on to the two organized C.P, clubs
in the 'Maspeth section clubs are. The Tenants Club
recently organised and the German-American Club,

I I did not shovj up until 9:05 P.M., he stated
that he had to work late on his truck in answer to
a question l J

stated that his work as truck driver
consisted mostly of delivering hay to stables on
the race tracks and that he received a flat rate
of $70.00 per 'week no matter how many hours
he worked, Tom also stated that he has applied for
Hack* licenses and hoped to drive a Taxi soon,
adding that his real goal is to land a job as
long shoreman,

1 I stated that a very brief
report was received from

| |
last night on

discussions now going on and that he hoped that
I would fill in more details tonight.

be
b7C

be
b7C

o stated theft a present as each
county leader is atteraptibg to state their
opinions as to which direction the party should
take, and that our countv '

'0 . P

.

organizer

I I,
and I I are pretty .weli

in agrreraenc in so far that the C.P. should be
desolved as far as the maine Communist party, is



concerned, and that vje should form a coalatlon with
other left to right organizations such as the Norman
Thomas Socialist party and the f^stie group (phonetic)
and to work within such organization which have as yet
not been labeled subversive,

than stated that he and I 1

the County CP«, Industrial organizer of Queens County
are against the party being disolved, because
of the inroads made in Mass organizations in
recent years for example I istated that just
recently a comrade who a few years ago ran for
a local office on the A«L,P. ticket is now a leader
of the Brooklyn and Queens Civil Libertys organization
and that we in Queens were instrumental in
sending him to the Elks convention where he made
a speach which seconded the nomination of person
to a high position in the Elks organization, I I

than remarked to| [that the County C.P. financial
secretary would reimburse the area 3 treasury for
amount put out for the Ell{;s delegate,

'

I I than stated that I I feels
that C.P, members vjith Industry have been working
correctly, and that the recent events which took
place in the Soviet Union and discussions now going
on among our party leadership 'will not effect their
party work and that it would be foolish to disolve the
party, or even to change the party name.

than added that I "Ibeing the
Queens County C.P. industrial- organizer is not
answerable to the Queens County leadership any more,
and beca^^se of a new arangement all county Industrial
organizers now take directives from the State,
industrial organizer,

•EJ further stated that now among
some of our top leaders (no names mentioned) the
discussion is so strong that some are even saying
that our position which we took in the Koran Vfar
was incorrect because according to them the North



Koreans should of never crossed the 38 parlell in the
first place.

"In conclusion 1 stated that it was
unfortunate, but the face is

|
I is on

the resolutions committee, and unless he changes his
views his conclusion will appear in the draft resolution
which will be out in a few weeks for discussion
among our rank and file members.

1 ~l asked I I lf he thought the
party would be hurt because so many of active full
time leaders now have been cut off the party payroll
and had to go to work.

'I
lanswered that as far as he knevf most

of C.P. members who received full time pay welcomes
the, chance to go to work because being on the G.P.
payroll a member would be the first to be picked up
as a top leader by the P.B.I, [

added that
only objection was was in the way the decision
was made and that the rank and file of members
had no voice in in who was to be paid full time and
who was to be talcen off the C.P. pay roll.

than told I I that a
county wide C.P. section or;ganiz e^?s n meeting
in being called for Thursday Sept. 20 and
that it is important that he attend the address and

name place of said meeting ! H H9-36 164th St
Jamaica adding if there would be a change he woLild

notify r I by phone.

IS to
also informed that he would be

notified as to date and place or area 3 staff meeting.

and I left at 11:45 P.M,"
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g DIRECTOR, FBI (IOO-.3 -69 ) ;DATEg October 5, I956

FROM g SAC, DETROIT (100-20^0 )

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
ORGANIZATION
IS » C

b6
b7C

Re Detroit letter to Director, dated 9/18/56
captioned ”CP, USA ORGANIZATION; IS-G" and Chicago Airtel
to Director, dated 6/29/56, captioned "CP, USA ORGANIZATION;
IS “ C,” with carbon copies to Detroit,- New York, Newark
and San Francisco.

C^are should be used in reporting the following
information in order to protect, the identity of the Informant ,

GSDE-6o6 --S-!S', who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 8/28/56 that CARL WINTER, a member of
the NatJlonal Committee, CP, USA had in his possession
material; pertaining to the Communist Party, Contained in this
material was a notebook bearing handwrlttep.. hotes which'
obviously pertained to meetings' of the National Committee
CP, US^Aiheld at the Jefferson School of Social Science in
New York City from June. 22-214., 1956 and the meeting of the
Administrative Committee of the National Committee CP, USA on
June 26 , 1956 in New York City,

'iu'
^

2 - Bu^'eau' (REGISTERED)
8 - Chicago (REGISTERED)

'

(1 - IOO-3 I
1
.7O (MORRIS CHILDS)

61-867 (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
100-1 98I

1
.I MAX WEISS)

(1

(1

(1

(1
(1>

(1
1

100-
- 100-
- 100-
- 100-

,

- I3ii-k6

CP, USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
CP; USA ORGANIZATION) . .

/

CP,- USA POLITICAL. ACTIVITIES)
CP, USA FACTIONALISM)

Cleveland (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100
(1 - 100-

1

(1 - 100-
1 usr

v\

- 100- CP, USA
(1 - 100- CP, USA

PMH/lmw
im

ANTHONY EfiCHHAREK) )

USA POLITICAL. ACTIVITIES

.>1

(/1

i
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k - Newark (REGISTERED)
(1 - ioo-297ii.r n
(1 - 100- CP, USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
(1 - 100- CP, USA ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100- CP, USA POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)

^5i^New York (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-304032 (LOU BURNHAM)

100-9984 AL BLUMBERG)
1OO-5O806 GEORGE BLAKE CHARNBY)
100-23825 ben DAVIS, JR.)
-10dr8057 EUGENE DENNIS)
100-89816 FRED PINE)
100-9365 WILLIAM Z. POSTER)
100-22 066[

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1
(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(1

(l-l'OO-
(1-100-
(l—100—

100-19723 JOHN GATES)
100- LILLIAN GATES)
100-16785 JAMES E. JACKSON. JR>)
100-18677[
100-50983
100-64755
100-23290
100-28609
100-9573 r

100-1806^ JACK STACHEL)
100-50090 SID STEIN)
100-66211

I
1
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100-20649 ED STRONGT
100-23290 1 \

100-18672 MAX WEISS

)

100-54899 LECNWOPSY)
SI Person)100-

100-
100-
100-81757
KlQr87211

4j,(a^-‘'^^oo-

(1 - 100-86624 CP,
(1

‘

1
1

USA BRIEF)
'P, USA FACTIONALISM)
P, USA LINE)-

USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
100-806i|l(39X!P, USA ORGANIZATION)

5 - PhilaG-el-phia (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100- THOMAS NABRIED)
(1 - :100^7889-'H) STRONG)
(1 - 100- CP, USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
(1 - 100- CP, USA ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100 - CP, USA POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)

> - 2 -
#

PNUl
FNUl
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4

6

9

Pittsburgh
(1 - 100=
(1 = 100-
(1 - 100-
(1 = 100-
San Francisco
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100 -

(1 ,
- .100-

(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100=

(REaiSTERED)
I \l

CP, USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
CP, USA ORGANIZATION)
CP, USA POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)
(REGISTERED)

[
)wILLiaM SCHKEIDERMAl

OLETA YATES)
CP, USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
CP, USA ORGANIZATION)
CP, USA POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)

..Detroit (REGISTERED)
(1 100-8482 THOMAS DENNIS)
(1 - 100-945 NAT GAHLEY)
(1 - 100-15793 SAUL 1/-JELLMAN)

(1 - 100-13420 CARL WINTER)
(1 - 100-3016 COLEMAN YOUNG)
(1 - 100-24727 CP, USA DISTRICT 7 ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100-16980 CP, USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
(1 - 100-2817 CP, USA NEGRO QUESTION)

he
b7C

Referenced Chicago Airtel revealed that CG-5824-S-:c-

orally f-urnished the following information to SA JOHN E,
KEATING on 6/28/56,, This information had been received
by CG-5824-S-» on that date from CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT.

LIGHTPOOT stated that th^ Administrative Committee
of the National Committee of the Coraiihist Party, USA had<
meet in New York City 9n Tuesday, 6/26/56, Among those
attending this meeting were the following persons,

EUGENE DENNIS
JOHN GATES
CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT
WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN
MAX WEISS
CARL WINTER.

The purpose of this meeting was to establish various commissions
which will prepare resolutions and suggestions to be presented
to the National Convention of the CP, USA,
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CG-582l|.-S-«' furnished additional information which
was reported in referenced Airtel to the Bureau. Inasmuch
as the information furnished by GSDE-606-S'5C- confirms and
may in some instances add to the information furnished by
CG~582lj.“S-:$-s the text of the notes concerning the meeting of
June 26, 1956 of the Administrative Committee ..is being set
forth in this letter.

The notes are written in outline form and abbreviations
are used extensively. In most instances the text of the notes
is quite clear, however, therefore the Detroit Office is
substituting complete words for the abbreviations and where
necessary a ndnimum of words to make the meaning clear.

The following is the text of the notes.

Supreme Court Complaints of critics of the Supreme
Court requires an answer, especially

'v'"-: while -the Smith Act etc. is pending.

Pre -Convent ion Commissions:

On Period Between
Conventions

1956 Platform

Resolutions on
Negro Question

Commission on
Trade Unions

Commission on
Personnel

]~ Ed — PP bo

Schn. Si - Lil Rob H
A1 B1 . (Lou)

(Ben
(Geo. Bl.

Commission on the
Constitution

On Report by Genl<
Secy. Sit. & Next
Tasks

(Martha ' Bill N.
(Geo, ¥ Childs

(Claude Geo. Bl.
(Gates Steve, C¥

(GD Adm C & Sid
(JJ

be
b7C

- 4 -
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For the possible assistance of other offices, the
Detroit Office will set out below the possible identities of the
Individuals mentioned by initials or first name, etc, on the
commissions.

Commission on Period Between Conventions

Mac - MORRIS WEISS
Ed - ED STRONG
PP - FRED PINE

1 be
.b7C

1956 Platform

Schn - WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN
A1 B1 - AL BLTJMBERG
Si - SI GERSON
Lil - LILLIAN GATES
Rob H » ROBERT HALL
(Lou) - LOH BDRNHAM

Resolutions on Negro Question

Ben - BEN DAVIS, JR,
GeOo Bl, = GEORGE BLAKE GHARNEY

Commission on Trade Unions

OW ^ HART. WTWrpTCT? b6
b7C

Commission on Personnel

Childs - MORRIS CHILDS

b6
b7C

)iA

Commission on the Conatitutlon

Claude - CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT
Gates - JOHN GATES
Geo, Bl, - GEORGE BLAKE GHARNEYijkKE

be
b7C

7:

b

- 5 -
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2,91!gl^S3ion on the Constitution (Continued)

- Unknown
Possibly or LEON WOPSY.

itav, d j.
last notation in the above list of commissionei
Oenl, Seoy. Sit & Next Tasks" appears to Indicate

® report'^L ?L cuSenlSituation in the Party and its future tasks*

G-D » GENE DENNIS
JJ - JAMES JACKSON
Adm C - Administrative Committee
Sid - SID STEIN

The two individuals listed in the brackets in t-b**
Chairman and Secretary of the CommissionThe names following appear to be assistants L the Oo^Sfon!

(Notes continued)

Cut National staff 1/2 - 10 - 30 days
Release!

I from the center, (possibly!
^

or LEON WOPSY)
j

National Committee schedule .

8/23 National Committee on drafts ‘of the Convention
nA r'

and resolutions.
9/15*“16-17 Election Conference *

OENE IMIS Regarding ”The Daily Worker**’ . • • • •

r .1.1.
Agreed with MAX WEISS »s report to the NationalCommittee on the 20th Congress 'of the GPSU regarding the'

new relations between CPse

'PSffiUSHf’HEViciwtP®?^
draft of statement onJiHRUSHGHEv s Executive Report when originally offered*

to "Dally WOTker!"'"’^
self-oritlolsm on method of artioio
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Attitude to editorials

On Rajk* agreed 95^.

of
aeolaration that represents "Betrayal

justloe
X^LlXlty.

through TrnltelXIL^ntf“S\rt5a°“oSenf ofpunishment In the United States at the preXt!
Second Editorial on KHRUSHCHEV* s report

r.«h-pi A
with call for immediate new party and

noSl o? discredited tl thepoint of needing an immediate replacement

»

the roll ofthe^?fuSf apology regarding

Columns

AWB on "debacle” of power 15 years*
I

1- Protested execution of four BEREA Agents
I 1

( illegible)

I

- Mentor of (illegible) of Polish and
Czechoslovakia CP»s*

Letters

only y. ALh^^s“a?t??L^^lfLr»|rieTi“^^^^^

T
GERE article should have employed more

criticism^ W "Daily Worker” in international
there are some excesses: especially onesidedness in treatment reflecting working class solidarity

i^^®^nationalisrao The "Daily Worker is not combatting
Times 5 etc* on Communist Party

insufficient emphasis on what CPSoviet Union leadership has done in the last three years*
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JOHN GATES 1^11611 spoke

JOHN GATES was taken aback after GENE DENNIS »s self-
criticism that GENE DENNIS proposed that JOHN GATES should
write an article agreeing with the GENE DENNIS article.
He stated that this does not correspond with the National
Committee’s statement just issued and cannot say that the
"Daily Worker" was wrong and TOGLIATTI is ri^t, GATES stated
that GENE DENNIS did not reflect any criticism of the CP
Soviet leaders or criticisse their attitude toward the lands
of Socialism in the question and answer article on theNjJgtrish’s
question in the latest "Daily Worker" article*

GATES agreed in answer to J, ALLEN >s article that
the Rajk, editorial formulation "on betrayal" was bad,’ It was
also bad the way the new Party of Socialism was put in the
"Daily Worker" editorial, JOHN GATES stated that all the
criticism by GENE DENNIS is picayune compared with the five
months line of the "Daily Worker," The National Committee
statement would not have been unanimous if the TOGLIATTI
statement had not appeared, GENE DENNIS has been to timid,
slow and cautious. The GENE DENNIS article was wrong in
saying that the highest form of self-cof.i?ectioinis self-
criticism between leadership of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union. There is no need to write about correction and
overcoming differences around the GENE DENNIS article in the
"Daily Worker," The National Committee statement and oral
positions will clarify.

MAX MORRIS WEISS then spoke

There are two reactions to the National Committee
statement in the party. 1. It is welcomed, 2., There is
frustration because other CP’s spoke before the CP, USA, Prom ,

how on we must express ourselves regardless of what other
' '

Communist Parties say. We still have on pur board some who are
under the influence of authoritian attitude to other CP’s,
GENE DENNIS’S wrong views determined his article.’ '1. Self-
correction is the most important part of self-criticism but
does not bare, roots of error. While errors were not inherent in
Socialism they have been been in the structure of the Soviet
Union. 2. Criticism will lead to a struggle vs. the
Soviet Union. 3« The Soviet leadership is responsible for
the break down of collectivity rather than sharing in errors
themselves

.

- 8 -
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of th6=^

^^SS^sted that they withdraw criticism
it

Worker for printing the KHRUSHCHEV report because
dispite dissatisfaction (illeLbl^?

“"°b-xstinguish between reah enemies of Socialism p*n<^ •

^mooraoy. etc. whom we differed with!

quIstlSn "isht on the basil
2r- 4

.^ position^) etco and they were wrons- What do
aff formulations mean (are they beginning toaffect the main line of the Communist Party)?

WILLIAM SGHHEIDERMAH then snoke

»nobi,rir Committee should determine if theDaily Worker" is the Party spokesman or not» EditLial
National Oomalttee

TT?ii. i i n
approval o CP membership is diSi§atl^Sd '

^UDE LIGHTFOOT was the next sneakar

that M development in discussions, inat ^Illegible) shapes upo There is a need to seek nolntaof agreement as a basis for progress. It requires natianoo

statement^was\^good^^t^
^ National Committeestatement was a good step forward. Most of the Illinois

‘

gLer?L StSn^® Worker" editorial and will
'

lands but will nil-
on. criticism on Socialist

"Dally wSkei i
satisfied with other editorials in the

was the last speaker

There is no tpianimous agreement anywhere on tbapresent discussion. The CP membership reacted vs, Raik editorial
"Dally Worker" did an Imporlah?

discussion. Stampeding tendencies in discussions areold hangovers and the Party suffers now from old differencesin the Daily Worker” Party relations. The "Daily Worker"-

^lted^StSes°^
touch with the membership .of the rest of the

- 9 -
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^Inserted between the pages of the notebook in the
above section of notes were four 3 X ^ sheets of paper bearing
notations which apparently pertain to individuals who will
serve or were proposed to serve on the various coxmtxissions

»

The possible identities of some of these individuals who
are mentioned on these pieces of paper have been set forth
in a previous section of this letter. In instances where
individuals were not mentioned before there possible
identities will be set forth. Set forth?i*<';.: below are the
notations as they appear on Page 1 of the"‘3X 5 notes:

"Est of Work betw Corns

PP
Ed S

Mac

I SW
(JkS)

Platform = *56 elects

Bill Schn
A1 B1

Page 2

’*N resolutions
( incl o self“det «

)

Si
Lil

(Lou)

]

TD

be
b7C

Ben
G Blake

(Chas.

)

(inclo Labor Day strut)
Inclo stmt as Morr Art on TJE

Gate s OE GW Morr.
Bernie Pr.
(JkS)

8/23-24

bo
b7C
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Page 3

"Personnel

Geo ¥

Bill Norm
Louise T
Nabried
Childs

Gates \ Go Blake
Claude / Gates

-/Draft N

iby Oet 1
••{\for ¥0
t'-& issue

NoVo

Oleta

Program

Farm

Youth

Convo Arrangers 0“

Possible identities;

JkS = JACK STACHEL
SW = SAUL ¥EILMAK

THOMAS DENNIS

= 11





OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-26603C1214) DATE &9/26/56-

FROM; SA JAMES E. HASTINGS (I2~l6)

SUBJECT: CP, USA, DISTRICT #2,
HARLEM REGION
IS-C

Source

RellalD'^lity

Concealment

Date -of Activity-

Date Received

Received by

Loca-{?ion Instant Memo
- ^

NY 1823-S*

Mio is in a position to furnish
reliable Information

Cover by T symbol

9/V56
9/4/56

c

On the evening of 9/4/56, NY 1823-S* made available

l~Chicago (61-867) .(CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT) ..(RPI)

1-.NY-100-26603C42 (CP, USA,
"

DISTRICT #2, NY County) (12-14).--

l-NY-lOO-128819 (CP, USA, DISTRICT #2, International
Relations) (12-14)

l-NY-lOO-128823 (CP, USA, DISTRICT #2, Domestic Administration

l-NY-lOO-128814 (CP, USA, DISTRICT #2, Organization) (12-l4)
l-NY-lOO-128812 (CP, USA, DISTRICT #2, Political Activities) (12-34)

l^NY-lOO-128821 (CP, USA, DISTRICT #2, Factionalism) (12-14)
100-95583 (CP, USA, Line) (19)

^-NY-lOO-128815 (CP. USA. DISTRICT #2 ,

l-NY-100-103973 I I (12-16)
i-NY-ioo-68478 I i~r (12-16)

Negro Question) (12-14)

l-NY-lOO-98699 (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
l-NY-lOO-9369 (TED BASSETT) (l2-l6)
l-NY-lOO-95550 (PAUL ROBESON, JR.) (12-16)
l-NY-lOQ-25840 f I (12-16) be
l-NY-lOO-88395 1

'

t (12-16) b7C

l-NY-100-24638 (ABNER BERRY) (12-16)
l-NY-lOO-18672 (MAX WEISS) (7r5)
I-NY-IOO-26603CI214

JEE:FMC
(19)

JJ
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Memo
Ny 100-26603C1214

information concerning a meeting of the Douglas Club
(Harlem Region CP) at Bermuda Hall, 402 W, l46th
St., NYC. The information furnished by source is
set forth beloif:

At 9 j04 pm an unidentified speaker opened
the meeting and acted as temporary chairman. He
set forth the following agenda for the evening:
1) the election of a chairman; 2) a discussion of the
Party, its dissolution and effect; 3) the question
of the secretariat; and 4) the Party program for Harlem.

The temporary chairman then announced he
would accept noMnations for chairman . The source
heard the names

| | and I I

I fe put in nomination, but was unable to determine
T^ho was elected chairman.

The elected chairman took over the meeting,
restated the agenda, and then discussed the signing
of petitions for CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT. The chairman
stated that as the LIGHTPOOT hearing had been postponed,
the deadline set for the signing of petitions for him
could now be extended. He announced that a committee
under the leadership of

|
|was to be formed

to spearhead the drive for aaait;ional signatures.
The chairman then named the committee of seven, NY 1823-S*
was able to obtain the following names: I I

[ PATTT.rg rpaiTT. PmRB.qmT TP ^ I I

It was agreed that this committee would meet 9/6/56,
at the Freedom of the Press Office at 8:30 PM to discuss
this drive for LIGHTPOOT.

The chairman then took up the agenda of
the evening. He stated that at the meeting last week
a great deal of time was spent discussing the
question of the dissolution of the Party, and that
tonight's meeting would go further into this question.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

- 2 ~
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The chairman stated that the concensus of opinion at
the last meeting was that changes In the Party should
be made^ and that errors made in the past should be
corrected.

The first speaker of the evening, identity
unknown, stated that Comrade BERRY (ABMER BERRY) had
S9,id he personally favored the dissolution of the Party.
The source was unable to furnish addiilonal data regarding
comments of this speaker.

NY 1823-S* advised that the comments of the
following two speakers were not available. However,
he was able to furnish certain statements made by
the fourth speaker. They are as follows; A complete
assessment of the Party is needed on all fronts, Nhat
we need is an organization that is going to dedicate
itself to certain principles of socialism. One principle
that the broad m^ss of American people can accept
is the ownership of the means of production. Apology
for errors made by the Party in the past will appeal
to certain sections of the people and certain sections
within our own ranlcs. ¥e mtsb openly admit some of
the mistakes we’ve made and the harm the mistakes have
caused.

The following speaker talked about the vanguard
party of the working class people^ lack of educational
program when new members brought into the Party, how
to throw off white supremacy. By his remarks source
believed speaker formerly associated with NAACP
and "the League", The speaker felt that the Party
had not tried all means possible to reach the mass
of people in the Harlem area, and that, therefore, it
was foolish to say the Party xvas wrong when all these
means had not been tested. The speaker did not agree
with the dissolution of the Party, His closing
remarks were: "We can and we will make the Party the
Vanguard Party of the working class."



Memo
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According to the source ^ the next speaker
was a woman. Her identity is not known. The
source was unable to furnish any information regarding
her speech.

The next speaker, identity unlcnown, also
commented regarding the Vanguard Party, His speech
was inaudible to source, but he vjas heard to mention
the science of Marxism-Leninism, and the fact that
at one time the Party considered socialism almost
a dirty word.

The following speaker, identity unknown,
swiftly enumerated mistakes .made by the Party, and
discussed the downgrading of STALINc However,
NY 1823-S* was unable to report more fully on this
speech.

The next speaker, identity unknovm, made the
following remarks: This is a period of discussing,
thinking, searching and questioning on the part of
Party leadership on the problem of isolation which
now confronts the Party, The Party does not have a
line at present. It has a broken line. In general
the fight is against sectarianism. He made one
comment that was inaudible and then followed it with
the following statement: "That is true of report by
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT on elections, the report of MAX
WEISS on the 20th Congress, and is also true of
my report," The speaker's comments continued. There
should be more democracy in the Party, but it
not be gained in an undemocratic way. It cannot be gained
by fire. We are not getting rid of all sacred cows
in pur Party to set up a biinch of new sacred cox\rs

.

The speal<er then made an Inaudible reference to a
previous remark of

|
|,
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The speaker then raised the question of
TOGLIATTI, He stated that some comrades want to make
TOGEEATTI a God, as the successor to 3TALIN, The
speaker disagreed with this violently. He stated
TOGLIATTI was faced with serious problems in Italy,
and that we didn’t want his problems here. He
also commented that the American CP must be led by an
American. Contimulng, he stated TOGLIATTI was one
of the closest. men" to STALIN, tha1< we are not making
TOGLIATTI a source from whom vre accept everything,
and that we are not making him a STALIN. In addition,
he stated we are not rejecting everything from the
Soviet Union in order to turn around and accept
everything from TOGLIATTI.

The speaker next raised the question of the
admission of errors. The speaker did not like the
listing of all errors, stating that every party had
committed errors, that they should not be listed like
debits in a book, and that if that was done, he would
list the achievements likewise. He stated that
thei’e ' s a "Helluva competition in our Party today over
how many committed the most errors, " and commented
that that was not scientific thinking. He also
stated "Do we thirst for admission of horror stories?
I don * t go for that ,

"

The epealcer stated "It's important that there
should be in a capitalist country a political
organization dedicated to the principles of scientific
socialism,

"

The speaker then stated that some comrades
had raised the question, the need for a Negro Party,
He said "I'd love a Negro Party, I think eventually
we're going to have a Negro Party." And later "Let's

- 5 -
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"have a Negro Party, I’m for it, and I'm going to
fight for it."

The speaker then spoke about the desire
on the part of some comrades' to change the Party

^

decrying those who wanted a "slick .Madison Ave j‘ob done
on the Party." He said "Wiiere you going to hide? Think
you can fool the FBI?"

The speaker then brought up the question of
BHOVJDER. He stated that under BR0X*JDER the Party
advocated revolution by force and violence, and that
it was only after BROWDER was out did the Party
push the idea of a peaceful path to socialism. He
stated that if BULGANIN and KHRUSHCHEV had not revealed
the crimes of STALIN, this Party would not be today
involved so deeply in a discussion as to why and how
we made such errors and mistakes in the past,

The speaker also stated that he would like
to see the Party move in the direction of the other
political parties and have state selection of national
committeemen.

In speaking of nationalization of the means
of production, the speaker stated this was not enough
for him. He wanted also equality of the Negro people,
now within the tradition and frajnework of the American
system and policy.

This speaker apparently was asked to define
Marxism-Leninism. He stated "It is the science of
the transformation of capitalism to socialism,

"

He also added that within that science is "the science
of how to strike blows, hov^ to focalize masses, win
masses of people." In conclusion, the speaker stated that
the time will come when we will not only have to review
Stalinism, but Leninism and Marxism as well, because in
time everything changes.
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It is noted that during his speech, the speaker
stated that everything he had said was not directed
to BERRY (ABNER BERRY) and I I personally.

At the conclusion of this speech one individual
proposed that a conference of the entire membership
of Harlem be held for the election of Harlem leaders.
According to NY 1823-S* all in attendance then took part in
a general discussion regarding this proposal. It
was finally determined that on the folloxiring Tuesday
at Bermuda Hall the Regional Committee plus ' two
members of the secretariat would hold a meeting and
discuss 1) the enlargement of the secretariat i 2) the
conference proposal] and 3) a program for Harlem. It
is here noted that at the beginning of the meeting
the temporary chairman stated that at the
time the secretariat was rjf only

\
and

According to the source, the meeting was closed
at 11; 45 PM,

be
b7C
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PAGE TWO

AEPIRMSO BZ' II^LICATI0NI^‘,^L COl^TITOD, QUOTE THEY ^3^^

US GET WAY IN jeUTS ANU ^UERE ' S |fO WAY'

OP THiU TH^ ^WE 'RE*‘ IN,---r TH^ ^6 HAIfE DECBARAtoW’ OPV

INDEPENDEN&E, ^Oia THIlIG' AT. LEAST SAVE THE 'PARTY ^IN" A

PALIPO^lA,-^j-X EBALI^ ;TMTHIS IS pretty; STRONG^ , ABOUT

HOf r PEEL. OVER THIS, ,#[QU(3TE. \ ^
;

..V , rj A ^

"
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FBX RADIOGRAMS

TO : New York ;W^shirigtjpn.

FROM; ,S^ Fianclsdo, .

DatJe;
; 9/27/56

Op, osa -:fac5^ion/^^ iraMA^ioNAi R^^

,'FimTy 1,116^ ' iO" - ci • oiNALy ' ohe; four two -fiv^ dash, s .Asterisk
,

;

ON 'SEPTSM^ T^NT^^ ADVISEi) q?HAT CP FUROTIORARM -

^

.'HBApOUARTERS, ,SF, ARE OOMPLETELY BEWILDEREp .AMD DEM0RAIrI2ED'. Vy

SPECULA5^illG 0OMAI1®D .ON: pA'GE ONE IN TIE, NEW ypR^

:TIMES 'of SEPTEI!-:^ in AN..^TI0IE ENTI^

QRITIGISM. OF TITO* REVIVED IN OpVSET/ UNQUO^^ WHXOR, roORMTION 10

IPPAiffiNTLy mSORATED UPON ^ AIRMAIL EDITION 6f D^XLY .wdfcER,/ ;,/ ^ ; v

'W]Ah. reached SE/CPH-toERNOpN SEP5^ .tHiS ‘cOl^GSmS t..

LETTER BUPPOS SENT BY OENTOl# COMMira^ TO PARTY CELpS ;: ; .

m USSR, .reassessing THE-ROLE of the YUGOSLAT league of COlipdNlSTS^

;aND STATING THAT YUGOSLAV OP IS. :R0T TRULY MARXIST |®NINIST..;' ^-;iSFi' ONE' 5
'

^Oim TWO FIVE - yS AS|!ERISK ADV^ SEPTEMBER TVffiNTYFIVE THAT^ y -
.

wni,:^r sghneiperman> -ohaj^^ cp,-district iEArniWg >

OFyABOVE, I»DIATBLY SPECULATED. THAT » PRESENTLY SCHEDULED CO]^

MAY ^VE to-be postponed. ' LOUISE LAMBERT, ORGANIZATION SECRETARY,

'CP',pisTRldT TH^^ OPINION THAT DRAFT RESOLUTION '''y

TOLW TO ;BE; REVISED, ‘ AS FOSTER «S POSITION .mS 'i^N,. .JN EFFECT,

Jcc’St 100-80641 (gpusa-organization) (19)
;

100-87211 (OPUSA-rFAOTIONALISM) (19)100-87211 (OPUSA-tFACTIONALISM) (19) y ®
100-86624 (CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
lOO-.955Bp(OPUSA-PARTY LINE) ,(19)

‘

.
' ' ' b7c'; - Jilpgyiase :.

|j
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.OFFICE MEMORANDUM

('5'77'v

^:.tv-777

©tevli- Unitep.*-,§^ia1i^s Go verrunent

TO

PROM

Director, FBI (lOO-f^^fejl
k ;Y ,. ,

SAC ,' Detro it (l'OO-20'^^ ^’s

SUBJECT} UOMMUNIST PARTY,
OUn-AMT^AfTTn-Kr p-vAfORGANIZATION
YS - -C

DATS: October 17 , 1956

etl'i
y%

i':

Re Chicago letter to^i®^ ^dated July 3, 1956,

in the SSJ'SiSL^S^r .2TL6iubep of tile NationaX Goi?Hait 1fe'e
^

material partalnln-g to -tia OoatoSL&i>?^! O^StaSed“tolSj^
“vloiaVSerLfned'’?^’' not.tlJST*»MoK^
told at the Jefferson Sehlo^”fri'^!^^^

Ooimlttee, OP, OSA
fromjjme 22-24,1956 and tL A«lfll|lDf®JS°AdmtolstrSl™°^''^

4 L 7 -'.;7-'T

tod ^viaarSa?p*lSS“||:

J?®'’-.,
20-S82il-S« advisaijiifevejyoni preLntat this Matronal Executive meetSa:i;^ffiikl.ven a cop? of adraft statement or report qij thSt.feSfiiSalfnKress OPS? Thl«statement was prepared by MAX W^^|i|ooh afteS thi ooplL

.2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
5.

- Chicago (REGISTERED) l-^fcwS
(1 - l31i--ii-6) 15^- "7^^^

i}
- 100-3470 MORRIS CHILDS

. (1 - 61-867 CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT#'"^-^?^^

^*M/i 3L~
WEISS)

(49
)^™"

L - if'-!..’

4S^'^ I

l

rX:T1->i.-.t''
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3 - Newark (REGISTERED) i

(1 - 100- CP, TJSA ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100- CP. USA INTERNATIONAL JtfiLATIONS)
(1 - 100-297ii l I /
New York (REGIS^mRm)™«_

. /- im-'-^-^^^^' CP, USA, LINfK
(1 - 1^0'=:8T7^2~^^
(1 - 100-806l|.l GP, USA ORGAispIZATION) (#19)
(1 - 100-8662ij. CP, USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
(1 - 100-87211 CP, USA FACTIONALISM)
(1 - 97-169 PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS)
(1 - 100-56579 PHIL BART) ,

(1 - IOO-998I1 AL BLUMBERG) 1

(1 - 100^50806 GEORGE BLAKE \CHARNEY)
(1 - 100-23825 BEN DAVIS, JRL)
(1 - 100-8057 EUGENE DENNIS)!
(1 - 100-llQ8kO I |

i

(1 - 100-89816 FRED FINE)
(1 - IOO-I3 IJ.72 GIL GREEN)
(1 - 100-9365 WILLIAM Z, FOSTER)
(1 - 100-19723 JOHN GATES)
(1 - 100-16785 JAMES E. JACKSON. JR.)
(1

bo
b7C

I
100-50983

(i - 100-64755
(1 - 100-23290
(1 - 100-28609
(1 - 160-9573 [

(1 - 100-18065 JACK STACHEL)
(1 - 100-50090 SID STEIN)

,

(1 - 100~66211 [ I

(1 - 100~2Q6).|,9_ED strong 1

(1 - 100-2^29Q [ \

1

(1 - 100-18672 MAX WEISS)
(1 - 100-5k899 LEON WOFSY)
(1 - 100- I t

3 - Philadelphia (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100- CP, USA ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100- CP, USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
(1 - 100-.f800 ED STRONG) ' ...

3 - San Franc‘isctD (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100- CP, USA ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100- CP, USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)
(1 - 100- WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN.) ...

» 2 -
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Detroit (l00-2050)

1
” INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)

(1 - 100-13420 CARL WINTER)

of this draft statement were distributed the meeting: wasadnourned for Irirnb on -h>io+- -

xue«uing was^ wox C? U.J-C u
adjourned for lunch so that those
to read over the statement and be

present would have a chance
prepared to discuss amendments

wxio i> u a I/O liltsno ana oe pre
during the afternoon of June 23, 1956

In refensnJ^rt ^solution was contained
fSrnlfhed tT OSD^6nft i®

as the Information^ i f,
OSDE-606-S-3:- confirm^ and mav in somp i-ncs-j-onnac

"to the information furnished by CG-5?2li-.s-» the text ofthe notes concering the meeting of June 23, 1956 are bJinf
instant le??Jr aJe^

"‘'1 previously received

flhivtvpTr^o-t--^®
notes are written in outline form and

tS tSt c?
used extensively. most Instances

thi ^tJolt Of?i?2*®®
la quite clean, however, thereforeOffice IS substituting complete words for thewhere necessary a minimum of words tomake the meaning clear o ^

.i.>ac ow

Following is the text of the notes

Draft Statement on KHRDSHCHEV
S.

" "“ -
I L. I n

I w. IV iiu

Comments of WILLIAM Z» POSTER

We need to explain how ultra-
bureaucracy developedg

1 - There was an historic lack of
Democracy in Pre-^reV’O.luntiQhAry,
Soviet Union

- 3 “
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b6
b7C

^ capitalist dncirelement
of maus1ria:i.ly backward Soviet TTnion«

3 ® Ideological prestige of STALIN.

4 ® Personal weaknesses of STALIN.
Remarks of JAMES
JACKSON I

Would qdal ify negative observations
by referjcing to historic setting.

Remarks nfl I \

Remarks of FRED
PINE

ine statement is inadequate in view of
recent events. For example GENE
OTNIS's article critical of the
Daily Worker” line. We should

endorse the line of the "Daily Worker”
as generally correct. We should note .

lessons of bureaucracy in our own partv-We must reassert independence of CPsUSAin criticism. We must indicate correct-
ness to reprint KHRUSHCHEV’S report.

me statement does not answer all the
'

required. We can learn fromthe TOGLIATTI statement.
” Confidence in Soviet Union as well
as criticism.
“ Recognize credibility of facts in
KHRUSHCHEV’S report.

Z
for more adequate explanationby the Communist Party of the SU

and ourselves.
- Cite objective results. - Peace,
independence of GP^ip^ variety of roads
to Socialism^ etc.

position byadding criticism on the Jewish question-also for abolition of capital pimish-
3nen,*c ©

- 4 =
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Remarks of AL
BEUMBERG

state the main line of the
Daily Worker” has been that of the

National Committee

o

“ ^e New York Times and the Herald
Tribune note that the Italian and

criticism follow that of
CPj (On basis of the “Daily
Workej?” lineo)

^

xne statement fails to base itself
the xnteldest of the American people^
explicitly*

wuui-u. X u j. VO C3 uopa axpeaciy
in Soviet Union •*> to substantiatethat evils are not Inherent in

Socialismo

The statement exaggerates when it says
American people greet these changes*”

The statement is subject to misunder-
standings, ”¥e are not neutral to the
Soviet Union*"

'‘Mistakes” is not an adequate
characterization*

Statement should add a reference to
execution of Jewish writers*

formulations on relations bl^wsen-theMa2?xxst parties is inadequate©

There is a need to overcome the
dangerous situation contributed to by
harmful "Daily Worker” references in
disagreement with 'prominent contributors*”
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Remarks of GEIIE
DENNIS

The statement fxirnishes a basis for
a draft to be edited*

. The purpose of the statement is to
speak for the National Oomml^ttee to
the whole country*

(

The statsment needs to be short and
popular*

Should indicate briefly the world
signxficance o^ tlje. Communist Party*

“ Soviet initiative for peaceful
coexistence *

Should ^qualify reference to "brutalities
and injustices” marking recent period*

Should insert question of peace as the
reason that the State Department
hates the Soviet Union*

Quote ABRAHAM LINCOLN on patriotism
and internationalism*

Proletarian internationalism must be
included in relation to reference to
Marxist Parties*

Insert at end, "our policy arises from
* oAmerichniworkiJiW
class- party as Vill asuMarxist-'prln^ 1 i

ciples *-.', •;
'

'

-

"

Cite earlier stand for peaceful road
to Socialism*

Conclude with national interest in
East-West friendship*

•« 6
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Remarks of LEON
WOPSY

Be^labors question of State Department
moVive So

Emphas lz.e roll of Soviet Union on
world peace

o

More on objective difficulties of
first Socialist country

Acknowledge that Goinmimist leaders
in all cpuntries share ideological
errors

»

(ULBRECET said GO German GP
shared responsibility)

Add that STALIN had personal weaknesses-
not only errors

«

Should not add question of "Daily
Worker" linso

(At this point the initials of GAEL WINTER appeared '

,
in the notes indicating that GAEL WINTER was the next speaker,
however, there are no notes concerning his speech»)

Remarks of JACK
STACHEL

Stirprising degree - of agreement present

»

This was most important event since
October revolution^

Should not demand immediate and
simultaneous agreement©

We must face the fact that the question
of the attitude of the National
Committee to the "Daily Worker" line
has, arisen and we should indicate
agreement ©
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G-ENE DENNIS *s article went farther
than this statement in explanations
althou^ it did not answer all questions©

^RUSHCHEV should not appear to he
criticized for criticism of STALIN©
- What is wanted from KHRUSHCHEV is

an analysis©

KHRUSHGI|eV * s report was inadequate -
it lacked Marxist analysis© We should
make oui^ own analysis now©

The main line of the "Daily Worker"-
was correct on the KHRUSHCHEV report©

but some Comrades try to show
independence regardless of concern
for correctness©

GENE DENNIS'S article was correct in
main line also©

Should be closer relationship
between editor and the general
secretary of the Party©

Question of civil liberties under
Socialism as related to this discussion©

CPSU failed to check mistakes because
of changes in its own camp, methods, etc©

CP becomes merged with state©

We should re-examine some' of LENIN *s
conclusions, ioe© freedom of the press©

Remarks of BEN
DAVIS, JR©

The statement on KHRUSHCHEV cannot
solve simultaneously the question of
differences in Party leadership©

Should confine statement to
attitude to KHRUSHCHEV report©

_ 8 -
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The ’’Daily Worker” has been trying to
develop new attitude and has been moving
in oorreot direction
« there have been excesses in the

’’Daily Worker”

Not only KHRUSHCHEV, et al but other
0P«s hailed STALINo

The CP, jusA has special responsibility
to oomba|b distortion on the Jewish
question'o

Remark^ of JOHN
GATES

The draft is a fine statement and
should be edited and published

o

Was drawn up by MAX WEISS three weeks
ago, basically;

Following serious discussions and
"

differences in the National Committee*

GENE DENNIS agreed to edit and issue
statement*

Article in ’’Daily Worker” resulted -
omitting criticism of KHRUSHCHEV
and criticizing ’’Daily Worker*”

The ’’Daily Worker” published an
editorial disagreeing with GENE
DENNIS*

The line of the ’’Daily Worker”"
and this statement are the same*

The general line of the ’’Daily Worker’-’
on this, question was based on critical
attitude to the lands of Socialism* , ,

« began with I > a article f'

asking ’’Where was KHRUSHCHEV?”

differences in National Committee
on this line did not come out
until the GENE DENNIS article
appeared*

- 9 -



\ s coltimn this week said
the "Daily Worker" made some
errors j crudities j, etc*
(I admit editorial on a new party
was wrong and will say so in the
"Daily Workero”)

We should be proud that the "Daily
Worker” was first in doing what
Marxists are doing all over the
world (TOGLIATTI - Sovo & Yugo
agreement)

The State Department's^ publication of
KHRUSHCHEV’ report was unwittingly
the greatest boon to international
CP’Sp emancipated them© They now
stand up as men to the CP, BUA in the
interest of Social ism<> I thank the
State Department for that,

I don’t believe the Soviet Union has
completed building Socialism*, If they
have, I am against it® Socialist state
not yet folly xiemocrat3c « That is why some
aay there is no Socialism in the Soviet
Union©

Material foundations laid are basis
for Socialism©

But lack of material foundations
for Socialism in no way

'
justified

violations df Socialism©

Repressions we oppose were vs©
non-Communists as well as
Communists ©

We had bureaucracy in our party at all
times (not only under BROTOER) and it
exists in CPSU now©

The basis is in our party’s
constitution where it provides
that Politburo settle policy©
This is true of all the CP’s
in the world©
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Remarks of SIDNEy
STEIH

We must not appear to lag behind in
commenting on KHRUSHCHEV « s report „
It is important to.mention the
Daily Worker” so as to show this
statement is nbt our first reaction^

ine maxn purpose of the statement is
to ask questions

j, not to present our
analysisU

At the root of our acceptance of many
policies was the relationship between
CP«s - not just ideology*

Our left seetdrianidm;.andf.iAQaiation
was influenced* largely by" Qta?
relations to the CPSU*

We need to state why we were responsible
for silence or acceptance'" of Soviet
errors

»

We should add that the Soviet people
were robbed of the fruits of Socialism
by denial of democracy through excesses
whxch were allowed to develop*

InsteadoCsajdjag that the Soviet Union
has resolutely changed things ^ we should
say that they are starting*

On the Jewish question^ let*s ask
questions instead of characterizations*

Otat motivations should be shown as
'

bexng xn the interest of the American
people^ not attachment to the Soviet
Union*

- 11 -
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Remarks of WILLIAM
SGHWEIDERMAN

I can't agree to include approval
of the “Dally Worker" line in this
statement

o

I deeply resent being confronted
with a discussion of differences
before being fully inf^ormed©

It isl impermissible that the National
Committee permitted public debate
of differences in leadership without
placing our position colleo.fclvelyo

GENE DENNIS had no business
writing in his own name in
disagreement with other members
of the National Committee in
the "Daily Workers"

The "Daily Worker" was closer
to being right on KHRUSHCHEV
than GENE DENNIS

o

But this is an example of
burearcracyo

We should have adopted the
National Committee position weeks

- agOp by a vote*

There is a widespread distrust of
the party leadership todays

KHRUSHCHEV'S report editorial was
drowned in -an uproar of indignation
over the position urgently calling
for a new party*

The Los Angeles County Board
adopted a resolution demanding
to know for whom the "Daily Worker"
spoke on a new party

o

12
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I am not prepared to vote on the "Daily
Worker" line nntil I hear the full
background of differences

o

Should strike out sentence in statement
against neutrality to Soviet Union

o

It goes contrary to our declaration
that the American people's interest
are the basis of our positiono

Remarks of CLAUDE t

LIGHTFOOT
'

The leadership should seek out ways
of minifying position - not aggravate
differences

«

It was wrong for GENE DENNIS to
publish an article attacking the
"Daily Worker" ^ and wrong for the
"Daily Worker" to editorially
differ with GENE DENNIS*

This reflects opinionated leader-
ship*

Our statement should answer the main
objections of the class enemy in dis-
cussion of the KHRUSHCHEV report*

- question of iiiherence of crimes
in Socialism*

- independence of our party from
world organization*

We should take the offensive in taking
credit for correctly explaining the
meaning of the role of the Soviet Union
when it was being maligned and mis-
represented*

We might better wait to adopt a position
on the 'Daily Worker" until fuller
discus s.ion*
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b6
hlC

b6
b7C

[

Remarks of

We need more on American motivations
for our stand on the Soviet Union
in the paste

We should cite steps already taken
of independent critical attitudes
by our party

»

Remarks of ED I

STROirG
:

We should settle what is^ the line of
the "Daily Worker” before we adopt
statement on it«

The essence of most editorials and
articles in the "Daily Worker" is
the singling out of the single
phenomenon of the necessary independence
and critical attitude of the CP’s to
the CPSUo This is only one featwe
of the whole situationo

The GENE DENNIS article tried to
offset this onesidedness but omits
our attitude to the KHRUSHCHEV
report®

Wrong emphasis and one-sidedness can
transpose the general line®

I do not agree with BEN DAVIS that"
we are dealing with irreconcilables

®

Remarks of

We need to refer to the "Daily Worker"
in a statement to avoid' (illegible)® -

The line of the statement has been the
line of the "Daily Worker."

- 14 =
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Remarks of

We shoTild reduce reference to the
State. Department publication of the
KHRUSHCHEV report and concentrate
on its impact for world peace*

Remark of CLAUDE
LIGHTFOOT

Remarks of MAX
WEISS

iJiiiJMJM IS » article violates prin-
ciples of leadership since he does' notreflect the National Committee »s' positionrne &.vtx61e should have been 'presented
as DENNIS 8 -.personal view* It would havebeen preferable to seek to present a
collective view*

Important to end certain specU”
lation by referring in the statement
to the correct , stand of the "Daily
Worker" bn certain-rqubstions -^e the
KHRUSHCHEV report « ,

The Illino
the "Daily

is CP Board sharply criticized
Worker"' editorial policy.

A vote for the statement is also a
vote for the "Daily Worker" line on
the KHRUSHCHEV .report o ..

' *

~ ^specially on independent attitude
Socialist countries.

It is important to remind the American
people that our party' took the correct
position before the Fk»ench or Italian
parties

.

Objective condictions do not justify
the errors that were made.

Wrong policies that were adopted,
lead to them.

- 15 =
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Our attitude to the CPSU was based on
more than ideological influences

o

“ the concept of relationship not
of equal ityo

- belief that logic of criticism leads
to struggle and opposition^

Editorial Committee
on statement

WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN, MAX WEISS, CARL
WINTER, JOHN OATES

o

Photographic copies of the above notes
are being maintained in Detroit File 100‘=13420~1B-11„.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTOFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO ; Director j FBI (100»3“69) DATEsOetober 1^;,1956

FROM 5 SAC, DETROIT (100-2050)

SUBJECT; COMUNIST PARTY - USA
ORGANIZATION
IS C

Re Detroit Letter to Director, dated September l8, 1956
and Chicago Letter to Director, dated July 2, 1956, captioned
as above.

Extreme care must be used in handling and reporting
the following information in order to fully protect the iden-
tity of the Informant.

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL)

6 - Chicago (REGISTERED -MAIL)
(1 - ,)134“46)
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)
(1 - 61-S67) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
(1 - 100-1S936)(CP-USA, Negro Question)
(1 - 100t19S41 ) (MAX WEISS)
(1 -.100-1S953)(CP,USA ORGANIZATION)

3 - Newark (REGISTERED MIL)
(1 - 100- ') (CP, USA ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA NEGRO QUESTION)
(1 - 100-2974) I

New
(1 -

(1 -

(1 -

(1 -

York (REGISTERED MIL)
100-S0641) (CP,USA ORGANIZATION) (#19)
IOO-S969I) (CP, USA DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES) (#19)
IOO-SO64O) (CP,USA NEGRO QUESTION) (#19)
IOO-S959O) (CP, USA STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)

PMHiJLK

(Copies continued on page lA)

U 0CT221956
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DE 100-2050

Copies (conH)

New York;

100
( 1- 100
( 1- 100
( 1- 100
( 1- 100
( 1» 100
( 1- 100
(1- 100
( 1- 100
( 1- 100
(1- 100.
(1” 100-
(1- 100.
(1- 100-
(1- 100-
(1- 100.
(1- 100.
(1- 100.
(1- 100.
(1- 100.
(1- 100.
(1- 100-
(1- 100

^1752)
-99^4)
=34032)
-23^25)
.^057)
“10340
“39316)
•9365 )

19723)
16735)
1^677 )

•50933)
23290)
•23609)
•9573)
50090)
66211)
20649)
23290)
13672

)

54599 )

.OP,USA LINE) N

(CP, USA, BRIEF)
(AL BLUMBERG)
(LOU BURNHAM)
(BEN DAVIS, JRJ
(EUGENE DENNJ .S^

(FRED FINE)
(WILLIAM Zo FOSTER)
(JOHN GATES)
VAMES cTAOK.qnM -TP ^

SID STFT1\n'

ED STRONG)

(max WEISS)
(LEON WOFSI)

])

Philadelphia (REGISTERED MAIL)
[1 - 100-

) (CP-,USA ORGANIZATION)
(CP, USA NEGRO QUESTION)

100-7300) (ED STRONG)

(1

(1

be
b7

3 - San Francisco
(1 - 100- )

(1 - 100- )

(1 - 100- )

(REGISTERED MAIL)
(CP, USA ORGANIZATION)
CP, USA NEGRO QUESTION)

(WILLIAT4 SCHNEIDERMAN)

5 - Detroit
(1 - 100-2317)
1 - 100-17161)
(1 - 100-6075)
(1 - 100-13420)

is0
/'f

,

(CP, USA NEGRO QUESTION)
(CP, USA STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
(COMINFIL, UAW-CIO)
(CARL WINTER)

- 2 -
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igHi:i«sss?s^
information fSra™d gy O^^S^-sT tof
Jggg P^rtalLnlTo lt/ilUinl on
furnished^by^OG 5S24-S»f^°®®

previously receiving the information

The following is the text of the notes

s

gi|J^orton^tto Negro Question

We are now at the highest point in the struggle vsNegro oppression in the U. So
struggle vso

The Negro struggle has become a subject of discussing
y alJ Americans and an international question.

=. 3 „
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Significant gains have been made in Negro rights since
1950.

They took place during the period of the cold war -

under the influence of new world liberation
developments.

There is a national liberation front among Negro people.
National peoples* coalition vs. segregation etc.

includes trade unions and other organization’s
interested on democracy.

There are terrorist efforts to defeat struggle for
Negro rights.

Tte struggle for Negro rights in the South carries the
banner of democracy and progress for U.S. as a whole.

The center of the struggle for Negro rights is shifting
to the South.

The Montgomery Bus Boycott has been in the vanguard
of the struggle since December, 1955 and there has
been a merger of youth, church, and trade union
leadership.
Similar movements are spreading to other centers

.

Leadership formerly looked for from the North and
Trade Unions has shifted to Negro peoples* leaders in
the South.

Struggle has been marked by peaceful resistance tactics.
There is a growing white support of Negro rights

'

demands in the South.
The White Citizens Councils are new terrorist

organizations who stifle Negro demands for their
rights and also attack trade unions in the South.

= 4 “
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The NAAGP is the chief organization center of Kegro
struggles in the South

o

The unifying issue among diverse forms of struggle of the
Negro in the South is the demand for the right to voteo

One half of the Negroes in the South have migrated to urban
centers and the Negro Question is no longer chiefly a
peasant question

0

The Negro people consider their struggle for integration
a part of the world colonial demand for independence
and dignity of peoples <>

The CP should develop a program directed to winning
leadership among Negro workers within the frameworks
of the Negro peoples * movements o

The CP must find forms of Marxist organization in the
South.

Concessions won by the Negro struggle have enhanced the
prestige of petty bourgeoisie and social democratic
leaders of the Negro peoples^ movements.

The "State of the Race" movements coordinates various
trends and groups

.

There is a need to fuse struggles for integration in
education, housing, etc. in the North with the struggle in
the South - especially with trade union participation.

It requires a special Communist attack.

5
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Certain Northern bourgeois interests coincide with inte-
gration for economic reasons

o

Gains made by government decrees vs* segregation will
breed illusions on the role of bourgeois democracy

o

CP,USA was the first to arouse the UoS. and the world to
Negro rights

o

(Main error historically was left-sectarianism,
although right opportunism and passivity continued)

»

Examples of left-sectarianism:

Left centers of Negro \vork in Trade Unions
attitude -to RANDOLPH, WEAVER, WATKINS, etc.
Attitude to TRUMAN *s Report on civil rights

»

"Self Determinism”- although still nationality
questiono

Methods of combating White Chauvinism
(although still needs to be eradicated)

o

Guard vs. counterposing individual leadership
of struggle for Negro rights to Party leadership -

or”vanguard line” to line of the Party

o

Principal emphasis in struggle vs. White Chauvinism
should be in the mass struggle for Negro rights,

(must be divested of attitude that Ifdhite

( Chauvinistis are oppressors of the Negro.
(Should be combated by political and ideological
(means rather than organization)

yhe Negro cadre situation reflects decline in Party
struggle vs. White Chauvinism.

(turnover; especially lack of Negro women)
Status of Negro in the U.S. makes Negro a
special question.

5a -
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Right opportunism among Negro cadres is reflected in
minimizing the role of the CP in favor of individual
relations with Negro leaders.
Also idealizing reactionary Negro leaders and under-
rating the role of the Northern proletarians.

(One line illegible)*

- 5b
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Xt is the inadequate struggle v,s. White Chauvinism
which feeds Negro bourgeoisie nationalism^

Remarks of WILLIAM Z. FOSTER

fhe two worst left sectarian deviations on the Negro
Question were the Hayinfood deviation and the struggle

vs. White Chauvinism in exaggerated ways.

The Sectarian error on "self-determinism.”

1) Took Stalin’s definition of nation too rigidly.
2) Were too rigid on process of development of nation

for example Ireland, Wales, etc. are not nations.
These, like Negroes, were stunted in their

development as nations.

Remarks of
b6
b7C

Doesn’t agree with BEN DAVIS, JR. (or GENE DENNIS’ ’report)
when he says the passivity in the struggle for Negro
rights was mainly of right opportunism character.

We should give credit to many good struggles for
Negro rights we are engaged in.
We should take into account that our members cannot
take the leading part as soon as they join Negro '

organizations

.

Doesn’t understand reference by BEN DAVIS, JR. to
criticism of ’’vanguard individuals” substituting for
Party.

’’Doesn’t agree White Chauvinism is the main danger in the
CP” because many of the excesses were under cover of
this slogan.

- 6 -
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Workers in the North are not toite Chauvinistsand^they are not responsible for housing discrimination,
Wiite workers come into the Party at New York withless white chauvinism"than the Negroes havebourgeoisie nationalism.

®

Remarks of CART. wnyTTgR

report especially on the Party and treatmentChauvinism and bourgeoisie matters.
‘

’Self determinism’* has been shelved: but nllds \analysis of motivation. The Negro Questionremains national in character and socialisi is no?the xmmediate answer to Negro aspirations

o

alliance is endangered by inadequate
owp self-interest. (Example - UAW Loci! electioL fndCongressional District primary) .

^
elections and

Remarks of
bo
b7C

DENNIS’ formulations in his renortthat passivity in the struggle for Negro rights is

main daSge?iS'‘?he^CP.^^^^
Chauvinism is the.

The main struggle in the Party must be
bectarianism, not White Chauvinism,
there is weakness in our work amone
the struggle for Negro rights.

against left
even though
white masses on

- 7 _
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We are weak in all mass work not only on- thestruggle for Negro rights.
^ ^

The that pas^yity Is due to right opportunism
^u and. weakens the mobility ofthe Party for the struggle on Negro rights.

When we were waging our most vigorous struggle vs^ite Chauvinism we were most isolated,flowing from left Sectarianism. (1949-1951).

Left Sectarianism led to the removal of 200Negro cadres from the trade unions.

Putting White Chauvinism as the main danger mak^c

The Main danger is left Sectarianism.

Remarks of MORRIS OHTT.n.q

- Agrees with the board report.

DiL£S determinism” needs more study.

Tactically the slogan is not useful now.

If Socialist countries find the need to struggle vs

In cSr^'rlnks?^’
bourgeolsis ideology

Chauvinism penetrates our Party and is itsgreatest danger because it is ideoloL of theruling class and needs educated struggle ratherthan previous administrative measures?
How can we explain Trumbull Park if workers are nnt -infected by White Chauvinism?

are not in-
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Remarks of WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAH

There is a need to clarify what should be the role
of the CP in the Negro struggle today.

Especially since we have better connections with
Negro mass movements than with others at the time
of high level of struggles 3 yet the Party is
isolated.

What unique role can the CP play when the NAACP, churches
etc, are actively in the struggle for Negro rights,

Propaganda^' for socialism is part of the answer -

in relation to fulfilling the liberation aims of
the Negro people.

Example: San Francisco’s experience with the Till
mass meeting when .the NAACP refused to- organize,
(The Left took initiative with good results).

Left Sectarianism is the main danger but we must
combat White Chauvinism in the Party wherever
it manifests itself,.
in some instances it may be the main danger.

Remarks ofj 1

The report should include a review of Party work in
the Negro field. It would show improvement from 1949
to 1951, We have considerable forces in the main-
stream today, . Left Sectarianism practices are
followed in the way. we work in mass movements and
trade unionists on the Negro Question, But we often
exaggerate our isolation becuase we cannot publicize
influence we exert. It is wrong to say the main
danger in the CP is White Chauvinism,
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This shows the Party on the same level as other
mass organizations o But our Party stands above the
level of other organizations » There is a need to
struggle vso White Chauvinism in the Party but it is
wrong to attribute to this our inadequate struggle
on Negro rights ..or lack of promotion of Negro cadres

o

Other factors should be taken into account

0

Remarks of

We tended in the past to struggle vs. White
Chauvinism and were divorced from mass struggles
and by administrative measures.

There is a need to develop mass struggles and
ideology campaigns for Negro rights,

(Some fear 'that ideology campaigning means
excesses and head chopping,

1

The Negro-Labor Alliance developed in FRANKLIN
DELANO ROOSEVELT »s period.
Later it proceeded without Left forces who
initiated earlier alliances.

It led to an attempt to promote Left leader-
ship, then Left centers.

Trade Unions are paying the greatest attention to
Negro Rights in the South,
But serious set backs are forming a pattern.
The New York Negro Trade Unionists conference had
to disband,
Ohio Negro conference of Trade Unionists got no
attendance,
Negro candidates in UAW Locals were defeated.
There was a controversy in Local 6OO over
HUBBARD* a segregation.

- 10 -
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Remarks of MAI WEISS

The main feature of the situation is the high level
of tumultuous Negro struggles in the South and the
development of Negro labor alliances®

We should say ”self-determinism” is incorrect and
always was® Decision for integration is not an
exercise of self determinism®

Negro struggles for equal rights are analogous
to a national movement.

We are not called upon to distinguish White Chauvinism
or bourgeoisie nationalism as the main danger®

The main danger where our members are already in
mass organizations, trade unions, etc®, was (I5 years
ago) passivity, due to an over estimation of the
White Chauvinism of the masses®

Remarks of [

The term "White Chauvinism" is inaccurate®
We use it to mean insensitivity, etc®
There is. a need for education on the Negro Question

as a special question linked with national democratic
tasks and socialism®

We should deal with specific cases rather than
generalizing "main danger®”

b6
b7C

Remarks of LOU BURNHAM

BEN DAVIS’ report correctly placed left sectarianism
as the main feature of our work in Negro struggles®

The objective of overcoming left sectarianism
is to be more effective in overcoming White
Chauvinism® The main obstacle to unity and success
of Negro liberation movement®
(Doesn’t agree with the Carver report of July, 1955
in the New York Party Voice)®

- 11 -
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Remarks of EUGEME DENNIS

Agrees in substance with the report, but must elaborate
sections on Negro Labor alliance and struggle for Negro
Rights as pivotal point in 1956 elections

o

Despite the unevenness of development the Negro Labor
alliance is moving forntfard,,

Setbacks in the UAW elections were effected by:
1 - Unemployment
2 - Sectarianism practices and Negro caucuses
3 - White Citizens Council influence*

Cannot agree with characterizing White Chauvinism
as a main danger in the Party but it is necessary to
wage more persistent struggle to engage in mass
movement for Negro rights*

Our approach to the Negro Question over the years was
dogmatic and doctrinaire* It remains an argument
and national question in the South*
Democratic rights and full representation for the Negro
people becomes more important at this time*

Remarks of I bg
b7C

The question 'of White Chauvinism is not handled properly
in the Party* "Excesses” require • an explanation
of their origin*
The source was generally left-sectarian attitudes*

.

During the Korean War we regarded White Chauvinism
as inevitable with widespread results*.

We placed unreal demands on standards for Party
membership*
The Negro members had initiative in the struggle vs®
White Chauvinism in 1949

o

12 -
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We mechanically and statistically placed nationalism
question as subordinate to the White Chauvinism
question® But today the nationalism question is
uppermost ®

The WILLIAM Z® FOSTER article on Left Sectarianism in
the struggle vs® White Chauvinism was outdated by
the time of its publication in 1953 ®

White Chauvinism will not be disposed of merely by mass
struggle for jobs, housing, etc®

Ideological strqg^e must be made in a mass way®

I 1
b 6

Remarks of u-in

Agrees with BEN DAVIS * report

.

Remarks of JOHN GATES

It is a good report as far as it goes®
But needs to be further developed to deal with the
struggle of the nation as a whole® Especially white
masses, not only the Negro struggle®

"Self-determinism"was never correct® It was
developed by the Executive Committee of the Communist
International in 192B® It is abstract and dogmatic®
we should not cling to the concept of a Negro nation®
The Negroes in the Black Belt never were and are not
now a nation® They had embryonic features of a nation
but never matured to birth®

A nation - unlike a class - must have consciousness®
The Negro people are a part of the American nation®
They are a national minority and suffer double
oppression®

- 13
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I don’t agree with the formula that
the struggle for Negro rights is right
We need factual analysis first

o

passivity on'
opportunism

o

Agrees with GENE DENNiS and cannot say that the
main, danger in the Party is White Chauvinism

o

The section of the report on the Party needs developmentand stress on Negro-white unity»
^

Concluding Remarks of BEN DAVIS

Motion:

The main point of the report was to stress the
shift of the center of the struggle for Negro rights
to the South o ,

,

His remarks reflectI disagree ^ith
, i nxs jc-emcirKs rei±e

complacency on wnite unauvinism and denies a need
for ideological and political struggle on this question,and tends to make the Negro nation a main danger o

To add the urgent need to heighten struggle among
white masses for Negro rights

o

(Approved fpr editing
and issue for
discussion)

Original source DE 100-13l|.20-lB-ll*

be
b7C

- 14 -
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OFFICE DffiMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, NEW YORK (100-26603-C43) DATE: lo/^/56-

SA JOSEPH T. O'LEARY

CP, USA DISTRICT #2, KINGS COUNTY
IS-C

Identity of Informant
Reliability

Date Furnished
Date of 'Activity
Agent Receiving Infor-

mation
Location

NY 1657-S*
l<iJho has furnished
reliable information
in the past
10/8/56
10/8/56

SA JOSEPH T. O'LEARY
100-26603-sub 31

on 10/8/56:
NY 1657-S* furnished the following information

1 - NY 100-92547
1 - NY 100-66028
1 - NY 100-114513
1 - NY 100-52959
1 - NY 100-8340
1_- NY 100-89691

.,^U?'NY 100-95583
1 - NY 100-100326
1 - NY 100-85206
1 - NY 100-24448
1 - NY 100-106300
1 - NY 100-43258
1 - NY 100-12959
1 - NY 100-40394
1 - Supervisor #20'

JTO:RCM
16

[

3

7771 (#20-11 )

])(# 20-11)
3) (#20-11 )

(#20-11)
(#20-11)

(CP DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION) (#19)
(CP LINE) (#19 )

LILLIAN GATES
6 (#20-11 )W

](#20-ll)
b6
b7C

1

1

(#20-11 )

11 J.F, HIGGINS

Searched —indexed^^ i

17EO LED «
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Memo
NY 100-26603-043

A meeting was held on 10/8/56^ at 1212 Kings
Highway. Brooklyn. NY, a county meeting place. I I

who was present at the meeting, characterized
the meeting as a meeting of section organizers.

I
opened the meeting with an appeal

for the assembled cadre to get the people in their areas
to register to vote during registration week.

be
b7C

mentioned that facilities would
be made available in the way of office space and telephones
for any volunteers for that purpose

.

be

asked for a point of order.

[ announced that the proposal concerning
the county committee which was made on the previous week
would be taken up at a subsequent meeting.

spoke and made reference to an
article which appeared in the "Dally Worker" concerning the
draft resolution prepared by the National Committee of the
CP, USA, I I stated that he supported the draft resolution
as it stands even though it is not complete or perfect in
all resnects. | | pointed out that he did not feel that
the resolution was adequate with regard to the Negro question
or the capitalism question.

|
[

stated, however, that it
could be perfected if the membership stood behind the
National Committee, j

'

b 6

'b7C

I I stated that he did not consider the
resolution to be a compi'omise document but rather he thought
that it was the best in collective thinking on the part
of the National Committee.

2
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I I
stated that he was opposed to a

dissolution or the party "because he felt that there was
a definite need for the C? and that no other kind of a
party with the exception of a Marxist-Leninist Party
could lead the working classes to achieve Socialism as
the CP could - which is the vanguard role of the CP.

stated that he favored a liaison

with other Sociaiis'c forces, hut was opposed to transforming
the CP into a Socialist educational organ.

a,d5iitted that in the past the CP in
the United Stares was dogmatic and did not allow for
interpretation or application to the problems and conditions
of the working clas^as-JinL^er the capitalistic system in
the United States,
resolution provides

pointed out, however, that the
for a' correction of this error inasmuch

as it makes provision for allowing interpretation of the
Marxist-Leninist doctrines.

I stated that in regards to the clamour
for democratizing the Party the resolutiou contains several
provisions which permits bringing about some changes that
many comrades feel are necessary in the Party.

I I
stated, ”I am County Organizer in

Brooklyn, which is the most democratic county in the
entire country."

I I
pointed out, however, that in spite

of this there were examples of white chauvinism in the
Party in Brooklyn.

An unidentified guest male speaker then
expressed his dissatisfaction with the draft resolution
and with the leadership of the Party in recent years.

b6
hlC

b6
hlC

b6
b7C
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I
Ispoke next and stated that as a

vjhole he would vote against the draft resolution. I ]

cited the vast difference between what the CP membership
thought on various issues and what the National Committee i^g

of the CP reflected as the thinking of the CP membership. b7c

I Imade mention of the crisis that
exists in the CP and stated that she had discussed the matter
with MX NEISS.

I I stated that she had lost a great deal
of confidence in the ability of the National Leadership
to bring about any changes at all in the Party and pointed
out that the reappraisals which havie been made in the

' ’

Party were brought about by forces from outside the Party be
and that the Party leadership were forced into making those b7c

reappraisals

.

I
[stated that she was in favor of a

transformation of the party rather than a dissolution of
the Party and was also in favor of the elimination of the
vanguard role of the Party at least temporarily.

I Inronosed that another meeting
be held on the subject of the draft resolution.

I I stated that he was in favor
of several meetings on the subject.

b6
b7C

LILLIAN - fCMES ) stated that her views were
different than] |>s and I t s and wanted more
than a few minutes to state her views.

I
[stated that the next 3ection Organizers

meeting would be held on the following Monday nighty 10/15/56.

be
b7C

- 4
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asked
her husband about the meeting.

stated that she would do so.

called out the name of I

] to tell

, who answered .

who answered.
[ ] called out the name of [

who answered.
called out the name of [

be
b7C

be
b7

be
T” In addition the following phonetic first names

vrere mentioned at the instant meeting:

. A photographic surveillance was maintained
at 1212 Kings Highway, Brooklyn, NY, on 10/8/56, and photos
of those in attendance were obtained. Efforts are being
undertaken to effect identification of these individuals.
Photos of individuals identified will be disseminated to

;

the respective main case files and photos of unidentified
Individuals will be maintained in 100-26603-1A6509 j.

pending identification.

- 5 -
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OFFICE MEMORANDIM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-^26603 01214)
. }DATE:xO/fe6/5^^

FROM: SA JAMES E. HASTINGS (12-16)

SUBJECT: CP, USA, DISTRICT #2, HARLEM REGION
IS-C

Source NY 1823-S*

Reliability Who is in a position to furnish
reliable information.

Concealment .. Cover by T symbol

Date of Activity 10/6/56

Date Received 10/6/56

Location Instant memo.

On 9/25/56 , NY 1823 -S-::- advised that the Harlem
Region CP would hold a regional conference at Bermuda Hall,
Ll-02 West ll|.6th Street, NYC, on Saturday, 10/6/56, from 10 a.' m,
to 5 p. m.

1 -

1 -

1 -
1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 ••

1 -

1 -

1
1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY iOO
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100

128821 (CP, USA, District #2, Factionalism) (12-8)
95583 (CP, USA, Line) 19
128815 (CP, USA, District #2, Negro Question) (12-8)
128813 (CP, USA, District #2, Pamphlets and Publications
-26603042 (CP, USA, District #2, NY County) (12-8) (12'

128812 (CP, USA, District #2, Political Activities) (12-
128811 (CP. USA. District #2, Religion) (12-8)

)

:-8 )

8)

) ( 12 -16 )•^2313 f
•9308 r TTL2-16)
•45328 (DOROTHY BLUMBERG) (12-16)
•120865 I II ( 12-16

)

*3ll46l|-

I
Witii3

'

( 12 -16 )

12-16)
] ( 12 -16 )-112059

-23825 (BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, JR.) (12^16)
I I LiruV (12-16)

-6811.78 \ 1 (12-16)
-95550 (PAUL ROBESON, JR.) (12-16)
-9364 ( JAMES FORD) (12-16)
-86516 1

I
_

(

1

6

)

-82206

be
b7C
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On 10/6/^6, I3Y l823-S-:s- furnished the. following
information regarding the Harlem Region CP conference: be

b7C
The conference convened at 11 a, m, and | |

I wa.s elected chairman. The chairman stated that
this (jonference was devoted to the question of the dissolve-
ment of the Party, She stated that the Regional Opmmittee
agreed on the need for a strong Marais t-Leninist Party in
the U. S.

The chairman then announced that the speakers,
limited to 10 minutes each, would discuss the Draft Resolution
which had recently appeared in ’’The Worker.”

According to IW 1823 there were 9 speakers in
addition to the chairman, the last one concluding at l:lif p, m.

,

during, the morning session. The comments of most of the
speakers, as well as their identity, were inaudible to the
source.

NY 1823 -S* believed the second speaker was I 1
I I This speaker was not in favor of fashioning the
CP, USA, after the CP, USSR. He stated that the principles
of Marxism-Leninism were not sacred. He also stated that in
order to change the world, it may be necessany to change the
organization in order to make progress. He also commented
that the standard of living in the U, S. was the highest in
the world.

The following two sneakers disagreed with the
speaker believed to be One, a female, stated that
the question was not w5.11 we or won’t we have a CP, but
what kind of a Party must we have.

One male speaker,believed by source to be PAUL ROBESON.
Jr,, also disagreed with the speaker believed to be I L

In commenting on his opposition to ’

I |
» 3 ” views, he stated

that the bureaucrats of yesterday made it impossible to express
views. He added that he didn’t trust them. This speaker
phrased the question, "Who is the main enemy"?," and then
answered, "American imperialism and this government which
represents imperialism.

"

be
b7C

L
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The following speaker, believed by source to be
L mentioned spending 2^ years in West Virginia,

The afternoon session began at P* The first
speake r at this afternoon session was believed to be l I

I L This speaker expressed the opinion that there was no
reason why every OP member should not belong to a church*

According to the source] made a. brief
collection speech, stating that the consensus of opinion of
those present was that the Party must be- saved and that
because of this feeling a unity of purpose was present at
the conference*

One speaker, believed to be the chairman, expressed
the view that she would like to see the National Headquarters
of the Party moved to one of the industrial centers of the
mid-west.

This speaker then made an announcement that the
latter part of next month (November) an election of officer's
for Harlem Region would be held.

A committee was formed to draft a resolution which
would summarize the consensus of thinking at the conference.
Including the views of those who disagree with the consensus.
Those elected to this committee were:

against any such resolution, and in announcing the vote on

it, the chairman announced that there were three opposed.

3
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Source advijsed that an individual believed to be
BENJAMIN J, DAVIS, Jr., spoke from Ij.: 25 p. m, to i}.j53 p. m
According to the source, this speaker appeared to set forth
the Party program for the Harlem Region CP.

This speaker stated that the CP must- take its place
along with the Labor movement to defeat the EISENHOWER Administra-
tion. He announced that the objective was to get the Negroes
of Harlem to register to vote, and that EISENHOWERS s- recent
statement that he wanted citizens to register, no matter how
they voted, should be used by the Party with EISENHOWER* s
name as the source.

The speaker then announced that the Negro church,
not the NAACP, was the basic organisation of the Negro people.
He stated that Communists must renew church ties and get
into the churches.

He then advised that the Party in Harlem should offer
its services to the NAACP in getting people to register, and
that members should be sent to both Democratic and Republican
headquarters to offer to assist them in the registration
campaign.

The speaker stated that the National CP was critical
of both STEVENSON and EISENHOWER, and was endorsing neither
one. It was the responsibility of the CP, he said, to get
together the biggest coalition of Negro people.

In explaining the Party position on the election,
the speaker, stated that the Democratic party represented the
poco? man, and that the Party must identify itself with REUTHER,
the ^ Labor movement, and the working people, thus, without
saying how the Party stands, show, by this identification,
how it stands. He stated that if the Party could get 75-85^
of the vote in Harlem among the Negroes and the workers for
the Democratic candidate, this block of votes would be a
factor with which either elected candidate would have to
reckan.

- k. -
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The speaker urged mass distribution of leaflets
urging the people of Harlem to register. He also urged the
holding of public rallies in Harlem to stir enthusiam. He
stated he wanted to hold a rally Friday, 10/12/^6, at 125th
Street and Lenox Avenue, and that he would be a speaker. At
the conclusion of this speech there was loud applause.

After this speech the speaker asked I I

if he were in charge of getting out the leaflets, LOU
answered that he was* In answer to a question, the speaker
stated that some of our comrades were pretty well entrenched
in Democratic Clubs.

The chairman adj,ourned the meeting at 5 j 09 p. m.
with the announcement that there would be a meeting at Bermuda
Hall on Tuesday evening, 10/9/56. .

At the time of the recess for lunch the following
individuals were observed leaving Bermuda Hall by SA JAMES E.
HASTINGS:

I

'

BENJAMIN J. DAVIS
PA TIT. FORT^SnM.

bo
b7C

In addition, from first names heard by source,
the following individuals were believed in attendance at this
conference

;

“ JAMES FORD b6
b7C
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: Director, FBI (100~3“69)' DATE; Oetoberl^ 195^

FROM; SAG, Detroit (100-2050)

SUBJECT; CP,USA ORGANIZATION
IS - C .

Re Chicago letter to Director, 6/29/56, captioned
"CP,USA ORGANIZATION; IS-C,"

Extreme care should be used in handling and reporting
the following information in order to’ protect the identity of the
Informants

Copies

;

2 - Bureau (Registered)
2 - Albany (Registered)

(1 - 100- )(CP - Organization)
(1 - 100- )(CP - Membership)

4 - Buffalo (Registered)
(1 - 100- )(CP - Organization)
(1 - 100- )(CP - Membership)
(1 - 100“ )(CP - Strategy in Industry)
(1 - 100- )(Cominfil, USWA)

5 “Chicago (Registered)
(1 - 100-1S953 ](GP - Organization)
(1 - 134“46)
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)
(1 - 100-19S41)(MAX WEISS)
(1 - 6I-S67) (CLAUDE MACK LIGHTFGOT) ‘

2 - Cincinnati (Registered)
(1 - 100- )(GP - Organization')
(1 - 100- )(CP - Membership)

2 - Cleveland (Registered)
(1 - 100- )(CP - Organization)
(1 - 100- )(CP - Membership)

2 - Los Angeles (Registered)
(1 - 100- )(GP - Organization)
(1 - 100- )(CP - Membership)



copies (con^t,')

37 - New York (Registered)
(1 “ 100”^06/j.l ) ( GP » Organization) (jfl9 )

(1 - 100-74560 ) (CP- Fund) (#19 )

(1 - 100-60640 ) (CP ~ Negro Question) (#19 )

(1 - IOO-61336) (CP - Security Measures) (#19 )

(1 - IOO-6I675) (CP - Pamphlets & Publications ) (#19 )

(1 - 100-79717) (CP - Political Activities) (#19)
(1 - IOO-69691) (CP - Domestic Administration Issues) (#19 )

(1 - IOO-66624) (CP - International Relations) (#19 )

(1 - IOO-69590) (CP - Strategy in Industry) (#19 )

(1 - 100-60636) (CP - Membership) (#19)
(1 - 100-26603 ) (CP - District #2 )

(1 - 97”169 (Publishers New Press)
(1 - 100- (Cominfilj ILWU)
(1 - 100-64935 ) (Gominfilj, Railroad Industry)
(1 - 100- (Cominfil, NAAGP)
(1 - 100- (Cominfilj International Brotherhood

Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen
Helpers of America)

(1 - 100-56579) (PHIL BART)
(1 - IOO-99S4) (AL BLUMBERG)
(1 - 100-23625) (BEN DAVIS, JRo)
(1 - 100-6057 ) (EUGENE DENNIS)
(1 - 100-1106A0) 1 \

(1 - 100-69616 ) (

(1 - 100-19723)
;fred fine)
:jqhn gates)

(1 - 100-50963) h

(1 - 100-64755) 1

(1 - 100-23290 _J
(1 - 100-26609

DD

(1 - 100-9573 ) n
(1 - IOO-I6O65) 1

(1 - 100-50090) (

(1 - 100-66211) 1

.JACK STAGHEL)
'SID STEIN)

1)

(1 - 100-20649) (
;ed strong)

(1 - 100-23290) (1 1

(1 - IOO-I6672) (MAX WEISS)
(1 - 100-54699) (LEON WOFSI) X

100-61752) (CP - Brief)/
100- ) (CP - Line)/
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Copies (con>t.)

2

5

“ Philadelphia (Registered)

n
” “ O^S^iiization)

M ^
)(CP = Membership)

(1 - 100-7^00) (ED STRONG)
- Pittsburgh (Registered) '

ri
" }n9r ” Organization)

(1 " iOO- )(GP ™ Membership)
- San Francisco (Registered)

4 -

)

)

)

)

(CP - Organization)
(CP - Membership)
^ Cominfil : TT.WtI

(1 - 100
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-
Detroit
U - 100-16906) (CP - Membership)

“
^i9RS^o^20) (CARL WINTER)

(1 - „100~13420-Sub-1AJ
‘

]
' (WILLIAM SGHNEIDERMAl

b6
b7C

furnished by CG
referenced letter was

informa t-i An -in
606-S>!', who has furnished reliable

past, advised on August. 2d, 1956 that CARTraNTER, a member of the National Committee, CP,USA had in Mapossession material pertaining to the Cp! Contained in ?h?i
oSiSnSi' f

notebook bearing handwritten noLs which
CP USA hlld^at^S

meetings of the National Committee of the
VAnV Jefferson School of Social Science in Lw

- 3 .
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Inasmuch as the information furnished by
CSDE 606-S* confirms and may in some instances add to the
information furnished by CG 5^24-S={', the Detroit Office, ia_ -

furnishing the text of the notes pertaining to the meeting on
June 24, 19569 to the appropriate offices 0

The notes are written in outline form and
abbreviations are used extensively. In most instances the
text of the notes is quite clear- however, the Detroit Office
is substituting complete words for the abbreviations and where
necessary a minimum, of words to make the meaning of the notes
clear#

Following is tile text of the notes s

Rennrt. nn Or|ganization by
Organizational

Secretary of the New York
CP District

b6
hlC

American conditions have changed favorably in the
last six years - but our isolation continues#

This is the nature of our crisis.

Constant changes in leadership and lack of coordination
in shop and industrial work aggravate the situation.

New York Registration;
Lost 2/3 of membership in last 10 years ( 30^ in 1946 )

[19fo in 1950)
( 9fo in 1956)

Registration “ 92% in industry.
1/3 in industry
30 - 35^ attend
20 - 25^ active
2/3 over 40 years of age
^5^ dues in 1955
02% in 5 months of 1956 .

» 4 -
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Lost members remain friendly in the main and have
found own areas of activity

«

Causes of loss in membership:
Left Sectarian policies resulted in shop and union

expulsion

0

Drops for security.
Kegro losses due to Left Sectarianism leading to

isolation from Negro masses and their organizationso
(White Chauvinism a minor reason)

»

1/3 of Community members are in mass movements and
organizations 0

Contributed to campaigns for city transportation:
Negro-White unity; recognition to NAA and Trade Unions;
CD camps; re Isrealo

Industrial members are more active in Trade Union
Commissions

o

Experience is training new skilled cadres.

The main emphasis in industrial work is not on
concentration from the outside, or shop papers,
but workers.

Aided by colonization and renewed membership
•of old timers who- remained in industry.
Longshoremen 35 ;

Teamsters 30 ;
Railroad Workers 70 ;

Steel 34 o

Resistance of membership due to lack of confidence in
policies;
Exaggerated objectives set;
Burdensome financial demands (Fund Drive 50^)
Proposed I6 to 29 district full timers.
3/4 of the Party's funds goes to Administration,
the "Daily Worker" and Defense.

After the convention consideration should be given to
a national weekly; no "Daily Worker" until made
possible to sustain.

- 5 -
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Structure s

Leading policy bodies are primarily of full timers
excluding many who are closest to the masses

o

We should decentralize and emphasize local bodies,
industrial policy to be made in lower organizations.

We attempted to transplant "What is to be done”
forms and monolithic structure,

(Monolith is not democratic),
major rule together with the fullest airing

of differences.
Live by Party constitution.

Practically speaking th,e Party is illegal.
All community clubs in Buffalo are functional
and members cannot identify themselves as
Communists,

Upstate, wives of workers fired from jobs were
expelled from NAA. As a result 75 members in an
industry had no possible contact despite five
years of employment.

There is a need to find a legal mass form of
expression of Socialist nature.

An independent stand of the CP, USA from the CPSU
is needed.

Breakdown of Membership;
' *

Total; 16,500 “w- — 76^ dues,

NI 9M 61^
111 . 9C
Ohio 6 Z^o
Eastern Pa, 4^ 16^
NJ 7 1/3 Z2fo
Calif. 3M 11^ (incomplete)

Michigan had 3OO members in 1955 , and 251 in I956,
Zo°/o dues have been collected.

^ »
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From 1952 to 1956 the Michigan membership dropped
from 600 members 0

(An explanation of the above figures is contained
in referenced letter)

o

Remarks of
bo
b7C

Rationally ; . There is a sharp decline in shop and
industrial membership.

The leadership is compelled to work with individuals
instead of clubs.

1/3 hold trade union posts - most of, them below shop level.
Disproportionate Party demands made upon shop membership.

(This can only move what we have in contacts; not
in the "Labor Movement.")

Ex-members are largely friendly
(left due to fear; excessive Party standards; legality;
and differences),

’

Need to develop legal forms for exchange of political
opinions

.

Communists trend to work as "progressive" caucuses in
trade unions.

Organizational Question;
Should shop form of organization be primary?
Philadelphia aboloished Industrial Division - New York
Just formed it.
General role of trade unionists in community civic
organizations.

Main Industrial Issues;
Speed up and shop conditions.
•Job security and results of unemployment.
Forms of wage payment and incentives
Political action
Negro rights and association with the NAA

“ 7 -
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Negative Features:
Most locals fail to consider foreign policy questions©
A gap is growing between white and Negro workers©

Remarks of GENE DENNIS on **Daily Worker”
Article

5

It was 90^ correct, especially the first part,
but was inadequate particularly on question of
relations between CPs.’
Should also have stressed positive contributions of
"Daily Worker” in developing discussion.

In capacity of general secretary should have consulted
with the Administrative Committee before issuing a
criticism of the "Daily Worker” editorials.

On Organizational Question

The future of the "Daily Worker” must be settled,
A new party of socialism is needed; but
when conditions maturb© We have an important role
to play in this development.

Consider at Convention - (three words illegible)©
Change Party structure, program, name<>
Will help developments to a new Party.



r
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Continue concern for security - especially in industry.
Raise "the level of the struggle vs, left Sectarianism

,

The struggle vs, dogmatism requires convincing
membership who change views at various rates.

RAma-plfg; r>f*l I b6
I I b7C

The National Committee made progress in this meeting.
We, still need to credit the New York District
leadership witli excellent work in the last four
years

.

The Party is still in a crisis. Not Just a critical
situation.
There has been a 70% loss of Party membership
since 1945 , and an even greater loss among the
Negroes,
We are still drifting on work policies.
There is a lack of confidence in the leadership, M
I doubt that we can overcome bureauocracy

,

We borrowed and built into the Party structure ^
the structure of Bolshevik bureauocracy,-

We need to change type of organization to
correspond to Party that seeks peaceful
transition to Socialism.

There should be a change of structure and
a change of name.

Remarks of WILLIAM
SCHNEIDERMAN

The problems of organization are general throughout
the country.
The National Committee must take hand in discussions

if not to be. forced to adopt wrong popular
conclusions.

- 9 -
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Membership questions whether the Party, especially
leaders, can change

»

Question of "military discipline” and seek
elaboration of "right of dissent o"

California Discussions

o

Direct representation to county level.
Delegated bodies to be politically responsible

and leaders accountable to them.

Abolish cooptation.
Regular commissions and conferences

.

Bill of Rights for membership in Constitution
including non-conformity in action: .

No expulsions except for acts against the Party
and the working class.
Guarantee automatic appeal

.

Recall of leaders

.

Referendum on' major policies.
Restore some features of the 193B constitution.
Inform the membership of different points of view
in the leadership.

Practice frequent review of experience with policies

.

Simplify club agendas, to be decided by club, and
includec. Good and Welfare.

Make it obligatory leadership listen to proposals

.

Nominations for top leadership to begin during
discussion periods - to learn who candidates are
and their record.

We should start now with necessary organizational
changes to institute democratic practices.
Delegated bodies

.

Start discussions in search for leadership.
Inform the Party that constitutional commission
wants proposals.
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Non-Party Views:
dissolve the Party

o

Later help form new Marxist Party

o

of pro-sgoialist

of®inSISal%S?sf dissolution

m:iboraL>=irTradr5n?SnS“"“""
Can they bring socialist ideology to workers'?

^
ro essional revolutionary vulgarized equals fulltimer,

Remarks of bo
b7C

A crisis exists in the Party.
ureauocracy has been a fact since Party’s inception

w
buxlt into principles of Party organization”We should preserve shop and IndustriS’^cJSft?

'

Remarks of MORRIS nHTT.n.q

"sLSaflSn"Si°prl““esr ‘I*® political
We must change the Party’s organization structure in

spoialift Party we1n?is?oS S the

Comments of ED fiTRAwa

We need a more basic analysis.

S o?ii-irS"'b
organization? Crisis?

Sn = Ki
Of ^bureauocracy in the Party?n a blueprint answer organizational structure?
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Remarks of JOHN GATES

The self-critical remarks of GENE DENNIS are beneficial

„

The GP is not through; has many assets, but must
change character to survive in new conditions

«

How can we have democracy in the Party when the
Party is illegal? We must struggle for democracy
in America, but there is a need to start to end
our own illegality by organization changes.
(Name; structure; delete Marxist-Leninism from
constitution; and democratic centralism concept).

Some unionists ^ant a socialist organization of their
own.

Role of people like
,

Should canvass possibilities
interest in work around Labors* . Daily.

We must not end the “Daily Worker’* before the
convention, if at all, due to danger of present
disintegration tendencies. b6

b7C

Remarks of
[

We need an analysis of our role re Trade Unions,
especially organization relations.
(review “resent and reject" falO res.)

Shop clubs will continue but need to change content
of work to include community.

Political leadership need not be fulltimers.
(should employ service workers if needed).

Organizational controls required.
Decisions should be binding.
Changes in policy should not be made except by
convention.

Organizations at lower levels should be enabled
to initiate proposals.
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We need to strengthen explanations on National Committee
stands.
Exaggeration of war danger.
Concept of peaceful transition and new Party,

Remarks of MAX WEISS

Crisis in the Party means irreconcilable trends.
Example; Crisis re Tito in world movement,

China and other CPs were moving in the same direction
as Tito and would continue.

We donH have such a situation in our Party with
Left -Sectarian trends or any others.

The difference between social democracy and CPs is
based on difference between eras of II International:
and III International! ^

A new era now requires new type of Party.
Mass Party of Socialism in the United States requires

uniting Socialism with the Labor Movement;
Meanwhile, the CP needs to develop its own program.
New developments 'beyond Marxism-Leninism are
necessities on basis of a new era.

Remarks of BEN DAVIS, JR.

The report should have given more attention to the
problems of the Negro cadre and membership.

Concluding Remarks of :b6

b7C

We have been in a crisis for the last five years.
Attempted to break out with the 1952 resolution
and 1954 program, and, GENE DENNIS’ report vs.
left sectarianism.
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Now, the turn is stimulated by recognition of
need for independent Marxist Party

»

This is a new feature of the struggle
vso Left Sectarianism

0

Photographic copies of the above-quoted notes are located in Detroit
file 100-13420-1811,

i
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